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Abstract

This thesis identifies the rnost influentid factors in organizational change through
an examination of the Canadian air force. The significant factors influencing the
decision to change revolve around the market, as weII as other factors that are germane
to the organization's extemal environment. However, as an organization matures,
another important factor stemming fiom within gains increasing influence, that of the
organization's internal culture.
During the formative years of Canada's air force, it was chancterized by civilian
roles as a result of the absence of an extemal military threat, the lack of funding, and
the organization's prirnary goal of survival. This h c t i o n lasted until 1936 when a
significant change in the extemal envirument led to a shift to miiitary functions.
During World War II, the emphasis was on the adoption of suategic bombing role
without debate. In many ways, it foreshadows the impact of the external environment
of the post-war period. Specifically, the adoption of this mle resulted h m the
combination of domestic external forces md the imprint of the Royal Air Force (RAF).
in the post-war period, Canada's commitments to NATO and NORAD in respoose
to the evolving Soviet threat was significantly fiitered through the RCAF's close
relationsbip with the USAF. At the same t h e , the RCAF's culture had to deal with
Paul Hellyer's reorganization. Demonstrating the staying power of its culture, the air
force was reborn with the re-establishment of an independent command in 1975.
This period is unique in that it marked the first time that the air force's culture had
a greater influence than the environment. Simply put, the Canadian Air Force
successfùlly maintained its functional preferences based upon its combat culture, as
informed by its linkages to the USAF, Wocrying for the hture, however, is a cultural
victory overshadowed by dwindling number of aircrafi that threatens the capacity to
perform these d e s .
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How Organizations Change Roles
Both iBM and the Canadian Air Force (CAF) can be defmed as organizations,
yet they have fundamentaIly different goals and roles. IBM deals with basic corporate
questions, such as markets, costs, profits, and customer service. The CAF as a rnilitary
organization confronts different challenges. In western developed countries the military
has the prirnary goal of ensuring the existence of the sovereign state, and a secondary
goal of promoting state interests abroad. Moreover, discussions about cost in a military
setting are not as cIear as corporate spending. It is therefore difficuIt to quantify how
much military capabiiity is enough to ensure victory, continued peace, or security. By
contrast, tooIs such as bdance sheets provide a clearer assessment of corporate
performance.
Notwithstanding the differences between civilian and rnilitary organizations, both
have similar traits. Moreover, these differences have Led to the negIect of organizational
theory in the study of the military. in an attempt to pursue this underdeveloped field of
analysis, organizationai theory is applied to examine why Canada's air force changed
roles over its seventy-five year history. The airn of this fm chapter is to explain varîous
elements of organizational theory.' in particular, this chapter examines how
organizations adopt particular d e s and what impacts the way these roles change. The
two most important elements to consider in explainhg how organizations change roles
are the extemal environment and culture.

1

When using the word 'theory' what is impiied is Daft's definition as a "description that

cxpiairis utr:nianner in wSiL-B ceriain concepis or variabies are inierreiattxi" R. Üafi an4

To demonstrate this, the chapter is divided into three sections. The h t provides a
general theoretical discussion about organizations, dong with some of their attniutes at
the macro and micro level. The t e m organization, institution, bureaucracy. and
traditional roles, as well as the goal setting processes are conceptudized. The second
section discusses organizational culture and its impact on ml=. The third discusses
change in general, and, in particular, the resistance to change that inevitably occurs.

ORGANIZATIONS
There are a variety of terms used interchangeably in the organizational literature.
These include organizations, institutions, and bureaucracies. Despite these terms having
common attributes, they imply different things. Max Weber dethes organizations as
"complex, goal-seeking social units that must achieve at least two tasks for s~rvival."~
These tasks are that of 'adaptability' to the extemal environment and 'reciprocity' in the
interna1 relations of management with the employees3 Similar to Weber, Blau and Scott
defme formal organizations as "established for the expiicit purpose of achieving certain

goal^."^ Dafi also agrees with the two pceceding defuiitions, but adds that organizations

The
have a deliberately structured activity system and an identifiablebou~dary.~
deliberately suuctured system implies subdivisions Uito separate departments and
activities, within an overall hierarchy. An identifiable ùoundary means there is a clear

Steers, Organizations, and R. Steers, Onzanizations: A MicdMacro Approach
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1986), 23.
2 E. Burack, Organization Analysis: Theory and Appiications (Hinsdale: The Dryden
Press, 1975), 189.
3 l'id.?26.
4 J. Shafiitz, and S. Ott, Classics of Orpankational Theory (Chicago, Illinois: The
Eorsey Fress, iYJr), i :Y,
j ~ a f and
t Steers, Organizations, 6.

line between people who are in an organizationand those who are n ~ t Bolman
.~
and
Deal also share the common theme that "organizations are rational institutions whose
primary purpose is to accomplish estabiished objectives."7 However, they add that
rationality. for the modern stnictural organization, is best achieved through systems of
rules and formal authority based on und organizationa1 control and coordination!
Using those definitions, organizations consist ofthree elements. First,
organizations have to do with a group; they hâve a social element. Second, they are
created to cany out rational goal-directedactivity. Third, organizations have a structure.
ïhere exists several different structurai models which organizations can adopt.
The most useiül is the hierarchical Weberian bureaucratie model. it is the model often
associated with govenment and the public sector9 in modern-developed States.
Bureaucraties distinguished themselves From other organizations by their use of

departmentalization and inflexible routines. Moreover. bweaucracies provide
"regularity, standardization, and predictability For organizational acti~ities."'~
in so
doing, administrative control of the organization is enhanced.
A third term to define is 'institutions.' Young wcites that institutions have

"identifiable practices consisting of recognized roles linked by clusters of rules or
conventions goveming relations among the occupants of these roles."[~ Such rules and
conventions take a certain amount of time to become operative and reco-pizing this

6 ibid., 6.
7 Shafiitz and Ott, Classics of Organizational Theory, 166.
8 Ibid.
Such as the CAF,Dait and Steen. Organizations, 225.

introduces a temporal dimension for analysis. In effect, an institution is simply an
organization that has persisted over t h e .
Finally, central to any organization is the concept of traditional d e s . These roies

are a function of the historic results fÏom the goal setting process. Two significant
considerations are important in determinhg and identiwg these roles. First, there is a
temporal issue. The event or date chosen as the start of an organization affects what wi11
be identified as a traditional role. Second, there is a normative element involved in
deciding what the organization itself has valued as its traditional mle over a certain
penod of tirne. Thus, both temporal and normative considerations, in conjunction with
the historic results of goal setting provides the best indicator of an organization's

Understanding d e s and change also requires a distinction brtween the micro and
macm Ievel of analysis. DaB defines the macm perspective as focused upon "larger
units of analysis, especially the organization itself."I2 The literature that deals explicitly
with macro theory is referred to as 'organization theocy.'[3 In conmst, the micm level
deals with individuals or groups within the organization.

On the macro level, Quinn and Carneron propose that organizatioos have a
lifecycle similar to humans. They put forth an organizational mode1 that consists of four
sequential stages.'" The fmt stage is the birth stage, where the emphasis is on
organizational survival. Most energy at this stage is devoted to acquiring resources and
marketing pmducts. Planning and coordination cemains simple and they are IeB up to a

1 1 ~ a fand
l Steers, Oreanizations. 5-9.
'%id.
I3m.

"%id., 236.

handful of people. There are few formai processes and the structure is nonbureaucratic.
Transition to the next stage generally follows a leadership crisis. Such a crisis usually
occurs fiom organizational growth to the point that the entrepreneurid spirit and
technical ski11 of the leaders are incapable of dealing with the emerging management
issues. l5
The second stage is referred to as the youth stage. In this stage the organization is
successhl in the market. There is growtti and innovation. Members identiQ with the
mission and work hard to contribute to organkational growth. The stntctw is usually
pre-bureaucratie, with a possible transition to the next stage following a conuol crisis.

in mch a crisis, it is the expansion ofthe organization in several directions that leaves
senior managers without ovenll control. Top executives need to develop a more
efficient administration, in order to inject stability.[6
The third stage is refetred to as the midlife stage. in this stage, the organization
has grown quite large and measures are required to improve administration and
efficiency. Accordmg to Quinn and Cameron, this is die stage where a bureaucratic
structure is implernented. The crisis that ofleu precedes the next stage is a red-tape
crisis. Middle managers are unable to get things dont due to over-regdation. In such
cases, more authority must be given to deparunents, as well formal procedures need to
be mixed with informal ones.17
Oganizations in the fial, or mature stage, genedly have a cornplex bureaucratic
structure. These organizations seek to avoid stagnation by being more adaptable,
flexible. They also einphasize renewai. Furthemore, such organizations are concemed

-

-

'%id.
'6Ibid., 237 and 239.

with their role in the environment. They may be forced to seek new d e s because their
relevance has been based on the legitimacy derived from the extemal environment,
which may have changed. Following such events, organizations put the emphasis on
tumaround and ~treamlining.~~
in such times senior managers are ofien replaced.
Complete failure of an organization in the fourth stage is unlikely, dthough being out of
step with the times is possible.19
As organizations las&over tirne, especiaily during the thüâ and fourth stages of the

lifecycle model, they develop institutional responsibilities. A few examples of these
responsibilities for the air force would include acquiring the appropriate aircrafi and
budgeting enough flying hours to be competent with their use. Moreover. an air force
must ensure it is capable of fulfilling the roles outlined in the goverment's policy
documents. Consequently, institutional responsibilities affect the d e s the organization
adopts and maintains.
Organizational planning and goai setting are two M e r rnacro issues that impact
directly on the d e s an organization adopts. Goal setting is an integral part of planning,
and the roles that ensue are essentiaiiy goals operationalized. Thus, any study of how
organizations adopt certain roles requires an identifkation and evduation of the factors
that affect goal sening. Usehl in this conceptualization of organizational planning and
goal setting is Daft's definition oforganizational goals. He k t e s that organizational
goals are a "desired hture state of affairs that the organization attempts to realize."?O
They "serve as guides to action, as a source of motivation, as a standard of performance,

to legitimize the organization, and as a rationale for interna1 structure and decision

pro cesse^."^ Dafi goes on to s p e c e three types of go&: oEcial goals, operative goals,
and operational goals.
The official goals are the highest lever goals and are associated with top
management. The officiai goals are often caiied the organization's goals and usualiy
take the fonn of general statements. "'ïhey specifj what the organization is trying to
accornplish, the reason it exists, and the values that undedie its existence.""

Long-term

planning and the resulting official goals set the direction of large cornmitments to a
specific end.23 These goals must necessady be tesponsive to the external en~ironment~~
for the organization's product or service to have utility.3 Gwd planning enhances the
organization's response to change in the extemal environment by anticipating shifts and
developing contingency planslb
Operative and operationa1goals are decided by an organization's medium and
short term planriers respectively. The operative goals are the responsibility of middle
management. They are the goals the organization is

to achieve through policies

and activities. The operational goals are the goah of each supervisor with respect to
h i d e r empl~yees.'~rtirough these lower Ievel goals, the actual output of an
organization is found. As part of a thorough ptanning process, the output is always put

in question, in order to evaluate if the result is the b a t reflection of ofticial goals.28

%id., 320.
%id., 321.
"Shafiitz and Ott. Classics of Orpanizationd Theorv, 140.
"Ibid., 225.
zibid., 132.
26Daftand Steers, Oreanizations, 302,
"IUiU., 321.
'8Shafntz and Ott, Classics of Organizationai Theory, 151.

With regard to the CU,the govement's defence and foreign policy objectives
are identifiable through its White Papen, and represent official goals. The operative
roles can be found at the Headquarters level of the CAF through the field operations it
sponsors. Air force roles at the squadron level represent the operational goals. These
operational goals can be studied to establish whether or not they reflected the officiai
goals.
The organizational literature also discusses four dimensions within the goal setting
process. These are the normative, rational, reactionary, and historic. The normative
dimension has to do with individual socialization and the latitude of interpretation of
official goals. The rational dimension refers to cost-benefit analysis. The reactionary
dimension relates to changes in the extemal environment that threaten the organization's
existence. The historical dimension has to do with inenia within the organizationas a
function of past preferred behavior, which has served to maintain the institution in the
pst. As human goal setting is often an optimistic extrapolation of past a~hievernent.~~
the same observation can br made for organizations.
French writes that the basis of long-term goal setting is beliefs and desires that
relate to the past and present. In so doing, he focuses on the normative assumptions and
values that have an impact on long-terrn planning30 Similarly, Andrews posits that the
strategy development process has four interpretive components.
1- Environmental oppominity, what the organization might do.
7- Cornpetence and resources, what the organization redistically c m do.
3- Manageria1 interests and desires, what the organization wants to do.
4- Responsibility to society, what the organization should do?'

29 ibid.,

162.

30W.
French, et al., Understanding Human Behavior in Or~anizations(New York:
U
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Andrews fust and third components reflect the influence of the normative
dimension in decision making. The second and fourth components relate to the reai ends
of planning, and address the dimensions of rationai and historic considerations in goal
setting. in the planning process, for each three levels of goals (official, operative, and
operationai), corollary roles are attributed to their operationalization. Hence, roles are
the functions assumed to meet the goaIs, which is similar to what Shafntz posited.
A problem with s ~ d y i n g
officia1 goais is that they are usually enunciated in the

abstract. Therefore, looking at the operative and operational roles helps interpret official
goals. However, to consider the operative and operationai roles as a means to interpret
the oficial goals involves the normative interpretation that bweaucrats make in choosing
specific d e s . Despite these normative choices, it is clear that the means to achieve
higher lever gods become the goals of the lower levels, in an ongoing hieratchicai
relationship." Hence, operative and operational goals should always be subordinate, to
official goals.
Planning and goal setting cornes with heartaches. Studies on official goals have
demonstrated that general agreement on overall organizational objectives is rare, for
reasons implied above. Rather, a degree of ambiguity is more common. As a result,
organizations may appear to be pursuing one goal at a certain tirne and a different goal
subsequently. Moreover, there is also evidence that sub-parts of organizations often
pursue divergent goals simultaneously, this leads to ' d e c~nflicts.'~~
For Stryker d e
conflicts emerge when:

!?rca&, ÜncirrsiaaJinr Eumm Eciülviur, 73.
33Shafntz and Ott, Classics of Organizational Theory, 157.

One holds two n o m or values that logïcaiiy c d for opposing behavior; or
they may demand that one d e necessitates the expenditure of t h e and
energy such that it is difficult to impossible to cany out the obligations of
another r01e.~"
How role conflicts are reconciled affects stability and cooperation in an
organization.35 With better integration and a clearer vision, there is likely to be fewer
role conflicts. integration is the amount of coordination and collaboration between
various depaments to achieve the goals of the organization in a unitary fastii0n.3~RoIe
conflicts in themselves are not good, as scarce resources can be attributed in opposing
directions. However, such confiicts lead an observer to identify the preferential roles of
an organization. This occurs as the dominant technology or ski!! resists change. Often,

dominant roles will persist longer than they logically should due to stubborn resistance.
A h a l problem of the planning process results when one goal is chosen with its

associated d e s , which rnay mean that others are not. When strongly committed to one
path, the organization may become inflexible when new demands arise. This problem is
Further exacerbated when there are large changes in the external environment.
Following an organization's goal setting process and choice of roles cornes
budgeting, Budgets are supposed to be the explicit expression of previous organizational
~ommitments.3~
They represent the allocation of fluid resources that are distributed
between personnel and equipment to provide a capability;38 one that is supposed to FuIfil
the goals.
However, budgets usuaily cause problems, especially in bureaucratic
organizations. Bureaucraties generally seek to maximize their budget dollars at al1
Ievels. There are four main reasons why they do so. Fit, there are the motives of the

bureaucrat, such as salary, reputation, power, ease of managing, and the wiU to survive
(i.e. to have a job). Second. even if an individuai bureaucrat is not persondy driven to
maximize the budget, it is forced upon himmer through department peer group and
bosses. Third, there is the cornpetition between agencies for budget allocation dollar^?^
Fourth, organizations tend to measure themselves relative to others in budget tenns. The
number of people employed. equipment, bases, and budget dollars with respect to the
other organizations is a measure of organizational success.
Often the blind drive for budget maximization is incompatible with the
organization's higher goals, or with the demands of the extemal envininmema This
results in wasted fun& and a lack of effectiveness. Regrettably, when a department
saves money it is often counterproductive because in the following year it will likely get
fewer h d s . Moreover, budget maximization is an insidious and incesmous practice,
and therefore, it is difficult for senior management to stop.
As highlighted earlier, the extemai environment plays a crucial d e in the macro

level of anaiysis. Daft separates the extemal environment into two parts. The fmt part
is the task environment, which consists of the elements of the enviroament that impact
directly on goal setting. If the task environment is not addressed properly, the sumival
of the organization is threatened. Daf's second part is the general environment. The
general environment refers to aspects of the environment that impact infrequently, or
indirectly on the otganization. Elements h m the gened environment tend to affect al1
organizations in sirnilar fashion, such as economic conditions and judiciai decisions.."

39T.Peters,

and R. Waterman, In Search of Excellence (New York: Rarper & Row,

1982), 158.
NW. Niskanen, Bureaucracy:Servant or Master? (London: William Gibbons & Som Ltd,
19731, 22-26.
"l'id., 287.

When assessing the rate of change and the complexity of the extemal
environment, the organizational literature uses the words 'stability' and 'turbulence13
Studies relating organizations to a stable environment have indicated a reliance on
fomal procedures. Moreover, in times of stability, a short reaction tirne will suffice to
deal with changes. Similarly, a straightfonvard tasksriented approach with
communication through traditional superior-subordhate channels is adequate.
When an organization must deai with a turbulent environment, the organizations
must adapt, primarily because the organization is notable to conuol, or change the
environment to any great extent. There is a need for communication, both throughout
the organization and with the elements of the extemai environment towards which the
changes are directed.J3 In the case of a business, external communication takes the form
of a public relations campaign introducing a new product or service. Organizations must
also adopt an internai suategy to deal with the uncertainties of the environrnent in order
to be more flexible." As a result, in a turbulent environment fomalized procedures and
rules cannot be used for any length of tirne, and similarly, d e s are more likely to
change.
The key atvibute of a turbulent environment is uncertainty. Uncertainty can be
defined as a Iack of information about environmental factors and future events. With
more uncertainty it is more difficult to carry out a cost-benefit analysis of the various
alternatives. Hence, with greater uncertainty there is an increased likelihood that
organizational actions would not meet their desired goalsJ5 One way to deal with
uncertainty is for organizations that seek similar ends to engage in joint ventures, and

therefore reduce risk.a A similar outcome occurs for military organizations as theu
govenunents forge miiitary alliances with Like-minded States.
The second level of analysis h m which organizations can be examined is the
micro perspective. It has been d e h e d as the perspective that "generally focuses on
problems and issues facing individuais and groups within organizati~ns."~~
The micro
perspective gives more insight into the specific attributes of the bureaucratie model.
Weber believed that a bureaucracy was the most efficient organizational tool to meet the
goals of large hierarchical organizations. The model helped deal with the problem of
unpredictable and uneconomical human actions38 Bureaucraties abstracted the human
chancter and put more emphasis on the use of skilled workers. Furthemore,
bureaucracies were a means to overcome the limited decision making of the individual.

The model Weber proposed was supposed to be more stable, provide control, and ensure
predictable outcomes.J9
Weber's model consisted of eight elements. First, in bureaucracies there were
cIear areas of jurisdiction in which rules and administrative procedues dictated how
order was to be kept. The presence of mles was to reduce uncertainty about what was to
be done.50 Second, specifications ensured that duties were hlfilleci oc a continuous
basis, with oniy the qualified s e ~ v i n g .This
~ ~ second element impiies that there is
authority given to positions and the responsibilities of these positions would not change
over t h e . ïhird is the principle of hiemhy, or levels of graded authority. in
bureaucracies the hierarchy was to be a monocratic chah of command in which there

%Ibid., 386.
47Daftand Steers, Organitations, 8-9.
JSBurack, Organization Analysis: Thmry and Applications, 30.
J9G.Moorhead, and W. Griffm, Organizational Behavior (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1989), 13.
SODaft and Steers, Organizations, 233.
S!ivfax Yv'eber, On &risrua aud k ~ h ~ suiidinx,
u n
cd. S.?<. Eis~usia&,{ricagu; &
University of Chicago Press, 1968), 66.

would always be supervision of subordinates by a superior.* Fourth, bureaucrats would
attain their positions by appointment h m above, in contrast to politicians who get their
positions fiom below.53 Progression in the bureaucracy was driven by the need for
ofiïcials to impress their superiors. Fifth, the specialization and the division of labor
were designed to increase both the quality and quantity of production in skilled
professions.H Furthemore, specialization was to allow a large organization to utilize
better the vacious "skills and aptitudes of the different w ~ r k m e n . "Sixth,
~ ~ there was to
be "centralization of coordination and contror"56 in bureaucracies. Seventh, the model
encourages continuity through a process of institutionalization,understood as institution
building, as a means to promote organizationd stabi1ity.g Eighth, bureaucracies
invoduced standardization, which entaiis niles and procedures for enhanced efti~iency.~~
Standardization in large organizations was to provide an impersonal means of contr01.~~
Standardi~ation~~
also kept routine decision-making decentralized.6'
Severn1 valid criticisrns of Weber's model surfaced over the years. First, because
of the emphasis on written documentation, there is a need for large technical and support
staff. Hence, the ratio of support staff per worker increases with the size of an
organization, which results in reduction in the percentage of line w ~ r k e r s .It~is~because

'%haî& and Ott, Classics of Ornanizational Theory, 8 1.
"Ibid., 84.
%id,.
165.
%id., 87.
56Burack, Oaanization Analysis: Theory and Applications, 26-27.
rrIbid., 26-27.
58Moorhead,and Griffin, Organizational Behavior, 13.
59Daft and Steers, Organizations, 226.
In the CAF the routine decisions are referred to as standard operating procedures, and
they are embedded in the Airforce's doctrine.
c.I%C--niwrkd,a d GTirrf&, G~j&zïi~ioi~&
b&iiG~, 4E3488.
62Daftand Steers, Otgaaizations. 227.

of this increasing ratio that a bureaucracy today is synonymous with paperwork and red
tape.63 Second, an emphasis on the division of labor into smaller tasks may facilitate
executiosMbut it also breeds monotony and infiexibility. This results in bureaucracies
being rigid in the face of change. Third, with an emphasis on d e s , the Weberian model
fails to consider the individual's behavior in an organization. This takes away fiom an
individual's creativit~.~~
Fourth, bureaucracies are cnticized because they encourage
departmentalization and the biased Ioyaities that ensue. The different loyalties within an
organization tend to lead to conflict, more than cooperati~n.~
Furthemore, through
departmentalization certain subunits can gain power because "the activities of one
subunit is affected by the activities of other sub~nits."6~Within an organization there
can be dominant departments on which others depend. In such cases, the powerful
subunits tend to ensure their interests are serve4 and their roles adopted above and
beyond those of other subunits. The best way to aileviate most of these criticisms of the
bureaucratie model is through suong and effective leadership, which is easier said than

done.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Organizational culture is a m a m issue that is synonymous with institutional or
corporate ideology, style, character, and climate. Organizational culture68is an

63Moorhead, and Gnffm, Organizational Behavior, 13.
6JBurack, Organization halysis: Theory and Applications, 29.
bslbid., 30-3 1.
66P.SeIznick, TVA and the Grass Roots (Berkley: University of Caiifornia Press, 1980).
67Daftand Steers, Organizations, 487.
68All that is written about organizations having their o m character applies similady to
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variety of sub-&ures within a larger organization.
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extrapolation of how individuais have personalities. in 1951 Jaques gave his d e f ~ t i o n
of culture in a factory. "The culture of the factory is its customary a d traditional way of
y
thinking and doing ti~ings."~OSimilarly, thirty years later Deal and K e ~ e d defmed
organizational culture as "the way we do things around he~."~LPeter and Waterman
defined it as "a dominant and coherent set of shared vaiues conveyed by such symbolic
means as stories, myths, legends, slogans, anecdotes. . ."" Similarly, Douglas wrote that
an institution "controls the memory of its members; it causes them to forget experiences
incompatible with its righteous image, and it brings to their minds events which sustain
the view of nature that is complementary to i t ~ e l f "Tagiun
~ ~ and Litwin define
organizational climate as:
A relatively enduring quality of the interna1 environment of an organization
that (a) is experienced by its rnembers, (b) influences their behavior, and (c)
can be described in terms of the values of a particular set of characteristics
(or attributes) of the organi~arion.~~
Schein outlines six aspects of organizational cuhre, which synthesize the
definitions above. Noue of the six is the essence, but together they reflect the meaning
of organizational culture. First, there are the rituals and language that make up observed
behavioral regularities. Second, there are certain noms that evolve in working groups.

Third, organizational culture is the dominant value of an organization. Fourth, it is the
philosophy that guides organizational policy both internally and externally. Fifth, it is
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the accepted d e s of the game that must be followed in an organization. Sixth, it is the
feeling or climate of an organization that is conveyed to outsiders.7s
Snyder writes that the ideology of military organizations entai1 "a coherent set of
shared beliefs about the nature of war, the keys to success in combat, and the
prerequisites for heaithy military institution^."^^ Furthemore, he argues that such
ideologies were embodied in field manuais, war plans, and organizational stni~tures.~
From his definition it is obvious that what he defmes is synonymous with organizationaI
culture. Similarly, military doctrine also reflects the character of the organizations and
sets the direction for the best means to deal with a given situation.78Hence,
organizationai doctrine gives prescriptions of the correct answer to solve anticipated
problems. As a result, doctrine has an impact on overall strategy, as well as the more
fundamenta1 tactical decisions. Moreover, as doctrine deals with how forces should be
stntcmred and employed, it necessarily reflects the preferred fighting mode of military
services and may be understood as a measure of 'culture'.
Organization cuiture stems fiom two sources: institutionalization and
socialization. institutionalization is the process that occurs as an organization persists
over tirne and becomcs more permanent. As for socialization, Brim and Wheeler define
it as "the process by wbich persons acquire the knowledge, skills, and disposition that

make hem more or less able members of their s0ciety."~9 Similarly, corporations put
their employees through a process that teaches directly or indirectly the organization's

nature, meaning, goals, and roles.80 Socialization is meant to breed institutional loyalty,
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thereby improving morale. Furthemore, because organizations socialize their people to
a certain identity, usually the Cuture leaders have been socialized to that identity.
Therefore, the leaders are products of the socialization process and have generally
intemalized the preferred roles and scripts. Mangham defineci socialized scripts as:
Relatively predetermined and stereotyped sequences of action which are
called into play by particuIar and well recognized cues and circumstances, of
which we acquire knowledge through the process of so~ialization.8~
Borrowing from Schein, there are three different leveIs of organizational culture.
The fmt level is the most visible and has to do with social artifacts. Social artifacts are
behavior patterns or the technologically advanced equipment which are highly visible,
despite their meaning being dificult to decipher.
The second level of organizational culture, is the level of 'values.' Deal and
Kennedy defme values as "the basic concepts and beliefs of an organization. . .. Values
defme 'success' in concrete cens for employees."8'! Values portray acceptable behavior

within an organization, despite some rules being ~mvritten.~~
As a result, values
represent a normative view of what is de~irable.~
The benefit is that the people tend to
work harder when their organization has a causes5 00th organizational planning and
goal setting reflect, in part, the organization's values and Lead planners to know what
should receive more attention56
The second level of organizationai culture also uses the concept of heroes. Heroes
provide a mode1 of success for the organization. Deai and Kennedy wrote that "these
people persoui@ the culture's values and as such provide tangible role models for
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employees to follo~."8~
The hem's accomplishmentsare taught to the employees within
a few months of being with the Company. Hence, hemes are culturally specified

in his
symbols which "embody and articulate the identity of organizational member~."~~
study of the US military Carl BuiIder uses a sirnilar concept ,'altars of worship,' to
identib what the armed seMces aspire to.S9
Nevertheless, Schein wrote that social artifacts and values are only the superficial
manifestation of organizational culture, nor the essence-g0 Schein's third level of culture
is the basic underlying assumptions, which he sees as the essence of organizational
culture. With time, the solutions to organizational problems that have worked repeatedly
are taken for granted. What was once a hypothesis becomes reality. Even when
solutions are not testable, the process of validation can occur?' The difference between
assumptions and values is that when dealing with assumptions other alternatives are no
longer visible and the assumptions are non-debatable. Therefore, any behavior based on
a different premise becomes inconceivable.E Assumptions that are "intemalized over
time as they prove themselves CObe meaningful, adaptive strategies, give rise to
structures that both refiect and support the basic ass~mptions."~3
To clarify the
embedded fundamental assumption of an organization, the study of both the artifacts and
values is h e l ~ f u l . ~
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Schein also argues that organizational culture is "a leamed product of group
experience." M e r solving probIems with a certain set of sohtions, these solutions get
taken for granted over

Moreover, to h d what an institution wants to look Iike

one must look at its finest hour in the

Moreover, there are also some ideas which

are favored and become part of the organhational culture simply because they are
fa1niliar.9~Similarly, traditions evolve within an organization, for which certain roles
and equipment become preferredP8
For miiitary institutions, Snyder writes that organizational culture serve three
main functions. First, it promotes the military's interest. Second, "it simplifies concepts
and facilitates training, planning and implementation of p~licies."~~
ïhird, such an
ideology provides leaders with a plausible road to victory in battle.loO A byproduct of
establishing a common understandmg of the character of an organization is a d e p e of
unity. Furthermore, a strong culture implies the organization stands for ~omething.'~'
Having the organization stand for something Ieads to increased commitment and
motivation on behalf of its workers. It does so because the individual identifies with,
and feels part of the organization.lO2 Moreover, a smng culture can also lead to a
system of informal rules tbat spells out how people are to betiave.'03 Furthermore,
strong organizational culture provides stabüity and reguiarity that gîves better conuol.

In such a system, experience serves as a guide to what is expected in the Future, which
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can be beneficial in uncertain or dificult cucum~tances.~~
Because in bureaucraties the
individuals are working in smaller units, the smaiier ?inits develop their own identities or
sub-cultures. These specific unit identities have been seen to increase cohesion and
moral in operations.1°5
These benefits do not come without a few problems. Culture does not always
enhance the organization's effectiveness. Using the goal attainment mode1 which
"equates effectiveness with the attainment of specific organizational objectives,"lo6
some would argue the effectiveness of the culture is partiai at bat. The will of
institutions to survive can lead to bias in organizational planning. These biases are more
Iikely when the organization's interests are under severe threat. Moreover, biases are
worse when the organizational interest put at stake is considered Fundamenta1 to the seIfimage of that organization.Io7 As a result, organizations will tend to favor actions that
have a long history, which convey a sense of pennanency, reliability, and legitimacy.lo8
ORGANUATIONAL CHANGE
The process by which organizations acquire roles, maintain roles, and eliminate
roles stems Grom organizational change. In broader terms, organizational change cm
occur fiom different sources, but generally stems from the goal setting process, or topdom. ï h e most important form of change is a change in the official goals due to a
change in the extemai environment. Second on the list would be an external
environment that demanded a different operationaIuation of the roles without chanping
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the officia1 goals. Third there are the predictable changes that are part of the normal
functions of the organizatio~.~~~
There are several practical reasons for change. Change could be to reorganize a
subunit of an organization to enhance esprit de corps.ll0 Change may also be for
efficiency reasons leading to changes in the size of an otganization or its administration.
Sirnilarly, a new structure could be adopted to be more cost-effective, or to incorporate a
new technology.lll Technological innovation usually causes confiicts with the
organization's culture as it renders obsolete some roles that were considered
traditional. 1 1'
When change occurs there is a risk of confusion. When confusion reigns then
morale, pride, and commitment usually go down.113 To avoid such a situation there is a
requirement to develop an organizational change strategy. Such a stratew can ensure
the implementation goes more smoothIy and avoids the retum to the old ways of doing
things with a new name.'IJ Lewin proposes a three-step process of unfreezing, change,
and freezing.
Unfreezing is the step in which people become aware of the need for change. It is
important to make the employees knowledgeabie about the importance of change and
how their jobs will be affected. Change is the movement h m the old state to the new
one: a time of transformation. ORen associated with change is the installation of new
equipment, the resüucturing of the organization and anything altering the existing
relationship among activities. The more the communication. the better changes can be
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managed. Often, resistance to change is based on inaccurate or inadequate
information.115 Re-freezing makes the new state of &airs permanent. Dohg so will
prevent going backward to the old ways ofdoing things.It6 Many organizations seek
outside advisers to help coordinate what and how to change.
Neve~heless,changes are oflen in conflict with an organization's culture.117As
"man is a creature of habit,"'lg d e s become routinized and intemalized. Rules that
were to cnhance organizational goals at one period become internalized and take on a
value of there own, irrespective of the organizational goals.Il9 The predefmed patterns
of conduct channel efforts in one direction against many other possible directi~ns.l~~
Dificulties occur when these routines need to be changed. Moreover, if the envuonment
changes and the shared values are no longer beneficiai to the organizational success,
there is a risk of obsolescence. Yet simultaneously, the socialized culture resists change.
The problem of resistance to change in bureaucraties is pmly due to an excess of
written rules and regulati~ns.~~t
Military doctrine is not supposed to be rigid or interfere
with innovation, but by virtue of the function it serves, it does. Moreover, military
organizations are likely to resist even more as "leadership requires decades of
institutional experience."I"
More specitically, Katz and Kahn have identified several obstacles to
organizational change. First, the p u p s thar stand to lose power or resources are sure to
resist. Second, the inertia within groups wiII dampen individual efforts to adopt the
changes. Third, when a change threatens an expertise that has taken years to develop, it
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will be resisted.12 Fourth, organizations tend to protect their dominant technologies.
Organizations would prefer to spend more budget dollars on theu dominant technology
Any threat to what is
to the detriment ofother capabilities which are Iess rnainstreau~.~~~

perceived as attractive to the self-image of the organization will be met with pressure for
the status quo."

Fifth, the structure of an organization inherently resists changes

because it is supposed to provide stability, especially in bureaucracies.l'6 The process of
formalization creates rules and procedures that make it inflexible and c m only tiinder
change-1"

Despite the resistance to change, the fact that organizational culture is a Ieamed
behavior, does make it possible to change. Changing the culture implies changing the
attitudes, behavior. values, and the fundamental assumptions of the individuals and the
organization. This is not an easy task. The best way to change attitudes is to
communicare effectivery what the changes are. On some occasions, communication is
not enough and it is necessary to change he people at the top of the organization. as they
art a product of the oId culture.1~Nonetheless, the hovator must also relate the past
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organizations. ALthough large organizations have more deph to theu excuses, they are
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culture to the desired culture, in order to smooth out the tran~ition.1~~
The leaders must
manipulate the symbols and use dominant values to help achieve the goals that reflect
their vision for the organization.130 Furthemore, a new culture must be reinforced with
empincal examples, stories, and a clear articulation of reasons for the change.131 The
likely advantage of organizational change is that despite the paiaful process of changing
organizational culture, it is argued that the organization wilI most likely benefit in the
end. However, if institutions change too often they will only be mirroring the instability
of the environment. Usually, once change has started, the new value system becomes
self-reinforcing. Menvards, the new values of the organizational tend to be as stable
and influential as the old ones.I3' Finally of note, the corporate culture's resistance to
change can be useful. Organizations should use the resistance as feedback to reevaluate
the merits of the proposed changes.

CONCLUSION
What is evident in the literature on organizationa1theory is that the most
important variable in deciding which mies organizations adopt was the external
environment. At the outset, Weber wrote, the findamental task of an organization was
to adapt to its externa1environment. Similarly, it was highlighted how an organization's
relevance was based on the legitimacy the extemai environment attributed to it.
Moreover, when institutional responsibilities were discussed, there was the requirement
to be responsive to the environment. When examining the goal setting process, the
literature emphasized how the pmcess must be responsive to the environment as it was a
large cornmitment to a specific end. Failing to do so wouId Iikely lead to the pursuit of a
few pointless objectives. More specificaiiy, the purpose of the reactionary dimension of

goal setting was to deal with turbulence in the external environment. Finally, when
discussing changes to official goals of an organization, once again, the literature relates
this, primarily, to the extemal environment.
The second most important influence on the roles adopted was the organization's
culture, The literature highlighted the double-edge sword oforganizational culture. The
important benefits the culture may be contrasted to the danger of archaic thinking which
could persist and resist necessary changes in roles. This occurred when the culture
institutionalizedcertain roles to the extent that some became unquestioned assumptions,
yet faIlhg behind the times. Overall, this thesis posits that it is these two variables, the
environment and culture, are the driving forces behind organizational changes in the
CAF's roles.

Chapter Two
The Birth of the RCAF
This cbapter marks the beginning of the case study and examines the
development of air power in Canada. The cbapter is separated into two distinctive
timehmes. The first part examines the Fit World War and the 1920s. It focuses on
the inauguration of the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF),and its initial capabilitiçs.
d e s , and goals. The second part examines the 1930s.
Up until 1936 the officia1 goals of the RCAF were primarily civilian. Part of the
civilian emphasis was the absence of an extemal k a t , which in tum influenced
govenunent hnding. More importantly, adopting civilian roles was a conscious decision
that helped legitimize the formation ofthe Canadian air force. For the govenunent
spendiig on civilian roles was cost-effective as it heiped develop the hinterland while
maintaining a semblance of an air force. M a t is noteworthy is how the emphasis on
civilian roles occurred despite the air force's preference for military ones. The warlike
culture of its roots in World War [ was not abIe to influence the roles. Later in the
period factors fiom the externai environment led the organization to change d e s more
suited to its culture. However, the change in d e s followed by an influx of money led to
a leadership cnsis which lasted until the outbreak of the Second World War.

in examining the organization's culture, of significance duting the period was
the absence ofa strategic rationde w i t h the RCAF. Yef, this si-gificant fact did not
hinder the organization's desire to gain independence. The RCAF culture proved
effective at arguing that its fate should be Iinked to the RAF's for interoperability

-----
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The Canadian Air Force
in 1909 John McCurdy had undertaken Canada's fmt powered flight.1 He and
his friend Baldwin lobbied the government to purchase some flying machines, but the
Cabinet rejected a string of proposais up untiI I9 12. At that t h e the Chief of the
General Staff Major-General C.J. Mackenzie supponed the aviation idea, but once again
it was rejected, this time by Colonel Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia and Defence.
Hughes later witnessed the Royal Flying Corps on manoeuvres in England, and began to
appreciate the potential of aviation.2 Nevertheless, by 1914 few politicians and military
leaders appreciated the importance air power would take. Upon entering World War 1
Canadians joined the the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS)and the Royal Flying Corps

(RFC)to an extent greater than anyone foresaw-3 As well, the British ran pilot training
schools in Canada. By the end of the war twency-two thousand Canadians had served in
the RAF and its precursors, beginning a strong and enduring air force tradition. This led
to growing interest at home and abroad for more distinct recognition of Canadian
aircrew4 Predictably, the RAF staiIed Canadian attempts to establish independent units.
They argued that "in view of the situation in France, concrete action on these lines. ..
should be delayed til later." 5 Only Iate in 1918 were four Canadian squadrons
established, as two separate initiatives, due in part to the Prime Minister's intervention.6
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These four squadrons were separated into two di&rent airpawer initiatives, one called the Canadian Air
Force with squadroos in Europe, the other the Royal Canadian Naval Air Senice with two

At that time, Canadian airpower advocates hoped that these unirs would be the
percursors of a permanent Canadian air force afler the war. However, the wording upon
the establishment of these squadrons was 'for the purpose of the current war.'7 The first
casualties of this policy were the two Royal Canadian Naval Air Service (RCNAS)
squadrons that were shut down in Decernber I9 18. Despite this fact, the two Canadian

Air Force (CAF) units overseas kept a positive outlook as the character and spirit of the
officers and airmen stemmed From victory in battle8 as part of the RAF.

in 1919, Canada received five million dollars worth of British surplus aircrafI.9
These aircraft were a positive sign for the two Canadian air force squadrons, and likely
contributed to the formation of the Air Board. Regrettably, the gifi of aircrafi was not
enough. By February 1920, the CAF squadrons were also demobilized.10 The
govement gave fiscal arguments for the closures, while reminding people they were

only formed for the purpose of the war.11
Notwithstanding Canada's forrunate geostrategic situation, far away From
Eurasia, sumunded by three oceans, without disputed borders or discemible threats, the
talk of a Canadian air force resurfaced under Mackenzie King's leadership. At the t h e ,
it was argued that an air force was the one area in which military spending was essential.

squadrons seMng on Canada's east coast The RCNAS came into hition to replace the dependence on
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Politicians suggested that these "machines could be used for civilian purposessurveying, anti-smuggling etc-and the maner [of miiitary expense] could be therefore to
some extent disguised."12 As a result, in November 1922 the CAF was re-boni when
the Air Board received an allocation of $250 000 kom cabinet.13 The chairman of the
Air Board highlighted that the new aircrafi would be used to assist with forestry,

surveying, customs and other branches of government.14 There is Little doubt that the
Air Board sold the CAF idea to the government upon the ments of its civilian roles.
Even with the re-birth of the CAF, the future direction of air power in Canada
remained unclear. One view was that air power could be based upon the development of
civilian aviation, which could serve, at a later date, as the basis for a military air force.
Colonel O.H. ~ i g a r l echoed
5
this belief when he wrote that a country's war strength
depended on a country's commercial air ~tren~th.16In contrast, in 1923 the British Air
Minisuy told King that "it was preferable to have a military aviation to do the civil

flying for the govemment than to expect any civil development to serve a military end in
time of need."l7 This civilian versus military debate parratleled the debate on the
independence of the air force as a separate military service. Both topics stemmed in part
kom the work and writings of air power theorists of the era. Both in Europe and
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America new ideas emerged as to the fiiture role of air power in armed conflict.

Air power theories
The advent of air power brought a set of unique characteristics to warfare. The
airplane gave battle commanders more mach. in the beginning of World War 1 aircraft
had only been used for battlefield reconnaissance. Subsequently, opposing field
commanders complained about these aerial spies. The result was the development of
pursuit aircraft with machine guns to shoot down the spies in the sky. Thus, the f i t two
roles for air power were purely tactical: reco~aissanceand pursuit.18 These two roles
were soon followed by the aenal support of gmund forces at the h n t line, and coastal
patrols for Il-boats. Then, bombing began behind enemy lines, which lsd to a different
air force paradigm.
[That] of aircrafi operating independently of m i e s and navies. The
task of such forces would be fo attack targets far removed fkom the
battle lines, with the aim of destroying essential elements of the
enemy's capability to wage war by bombing his factories,
transportation hubs. and centers of government.19
It was such arguments that promoted an air force as a separate military service. The
Smuts memorandum, which is credited with the creation of the RAF, also discussed air
warfare in these tems.20 Hence, the debate on the Future of air power became linked to
two competing visions: tactical and suategic. The tacticai vision implied that air power
would be subordinate to the army or navy. The strategic vision had bombers acting
independently, with the possibility that m i e s and navies would become secondary.
World War 1 did not solve the debate, as technology was not yet available to test the new
strategic vision, although that was not r e c o m e d ai the M e .

--

-

''David Macisaac, 'Voices fiom the Cennal Blue: The Air Power Theorists' in P. Paret, Makes of
Modem Stratew w e w Jersey: Princeton University Pm> i98@, 628.
Ig Ibid, 628.
" W. Raleigh, The War in the Air Vol. 7 (London,i932-37, 8-14.

In the US, Great Britain, and Italy, theorists of the interwar Period focused on the
strategic uses of air power. For the Italian Guilio Douhet there was no longer a
distinction between combatants and non-combatants when the totality of a state's power
contributed to the war effort. Douhet concluded from World War 1's static trench
warfare, that successiül land offensives were no longer possible. He argued, rather
shortsightedly, that the benefit of the air dimension was that it could not be defended
against>l Hence, a massive attack against the opponent's population, govemment, and
industry would shaner morale and lead to surrender. Douhet's formula for victory
prescribed three types of bombs: explosive, incendiary, and poison gis.72 Moreover, rhe
capability required to wage this new war was "an independent air force armed with longrange bombardment aircrafi, maintained in a constant state of readiiess."23
A second key proponent of air power was Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard.
Trenchard had experienced fmt hand the effects of the German bombing of London and
orchestrated the counter attack during World War 1. He had commanded the 41sfWing,
an independent force, with the responsibility of leading a bomber offensive against
German targets far behind enemy lines. He then became Chief of the Air Staff in Britain
Gom 19194929.74 He assumed the duty of ensuring the independence and growth of

air power in Great Britain following World War 1. As technology began to yield larger
bombers, the yet untested platfonns, led to speculation that svategic bombing could
render trench warfare obsolete. Looking to the future, Trenchard saw the independent
use of air power against the enemy's material and moral resources. The prime

"" Douhet underestimated the advent of defaces such as anti-aircrafiartiüery (AAA) and radar.

- The emphasis on poison gas is often overlookedby critics of Douhet, when in reality, it shodd
be argued that his theory was never really tested Major powers have been rducrant to use
widespread chernical attacks since World War 1due to the fears of reprisal on their own tenitory.
Paret, 630.
'3

Ihirl.

" At war's end Trenchard had ten bomber squadrons. S. Dunmore, and W. Carter, Reap the
Whirlwind (ïoronto: McCleUand and Stewart [nc, 199I), 2-3.

motivation was to avoid a repeat of the grizziy World War 1stalemate. According to one
coamentator,
Air attacks aimed at the sources as opposed to the manifestations of an
enemy's strength, it was argued, would both restore decisiveness to
warfare and produce a much swiAer and hence in the end more humane
decision25
Trenchard's view was that air power could fulfill many roles. He suggested aerial
control, as a form of policing for Britain's colonies in the Middle-East. The result was a
very cost-efficient way of providing presence and coercion as a substitute for ground
forces. Trenchard also argued that attacking the enemy's morale could be decisive,
which was similar to Douhet's conc1usions. Trenchard's thinking greatly influenced the
RAF's acquisitions in favor of long-range strategic bombers during the Interwar Period.
It was only late in the 1930s that resources were allocated to au defence and fighter
command. The shift proved to be just in tirne for the Battle of Britain, which ended up
being a tactical air battle that Great Britain had to win in order to stop a likely German

A third influentid air power advocate was an h e n c a n , Billy Mitchell. He

shared Douhet's emphasis on the bombardment of industrial and economic targets but
their similarities ended there. Mitchell saw a role for al1 types ofaircraft, not just longrange bombers. For instance, he advocated the use ofaircraft in power projection for the
naky. Mitchell's prime contribution was to underscore the importance that al1 air
activities be orchestrated under an autonomous air command. Inso doing, he
highlighted the importance of air power as a separate service-27
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AI.Hurley, Büiy Mitchell: Crusader for Air Power (New York: BIoomington, 1975).
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By way of contrast, air forces such as the Luftwaffe had adopted air power
theones which favored the tactical uses of air power. In general tenns, tacticians posited
three incremental tasks air power needed to fulfîfil in banie. First, fighters needed to gain
control of the airspace, which meant no enemy aircraft could fly over one's troops.
Second, tactical aircraft were to isolate the battlefield by attacking the enemy's supplies
that were beyond artillery range, FidIy, tacticai a i r c d would provide close air
support by attacking the enemy's troops in battie.28 Hence, tactical air power would
provide an essential, albeit subordkate, role to a field commander.
Both J.F.C Fuller and Basil LiddelI Hart integrated this air-land team idea. The
Germa blitzkrieg was an empirical exampk, which utilized air force resources to
strengthen the punch of the infantry, and in many cases to lead the iufantry's advances.
The highiy mobile warfare resulted in rnany successful banles at the outset of World
War Ii. such as Warsaw and Rotterdam. Moreover, Hitler wanted to use his new
hinterlands to increase Germany's economic strength. Consequently, the use of strategic
bombing that nimed cities to useless mbble was not part of the plan. Looking at the
other major powers, Russian doctrine aIso favored close integmtion of aircrafl with the
land battle. in Japan, they linked tactical air power io the navy, which bore fiuit in
December 1941 at Pearl ~arbor.29

The inauguration of the RCAF
As the British and Amecican air pawer theonsts favored smtegic a u power,

there was an inevitable push towards independent air forces in these countries?o For

" pare^ M e r s of Modem S t r a t e ~638.
" Eh- G>;t2.
%~lthough,
it is also argued that the aerial poticing mle conm%utedto the preservation of an independent
RAF.
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Canada independence was questioned because of the large price tag attached.31 There
was little appeai to acquire an expensive long-range offensive süategic bomber fleet.32
As well, the technology for strategic aircraft was not advanced enough for Canada to

wage an effective campaign from its shores as the distances were too Large. Moreover.
Canadians would not accept the purchase of a purely offensive means of waging war at a
t h e when Canada's coastlines were not properly defended. Consequentiy,Canada
never considered acquiring a çtrategic fleet.
Nonetheless, it was the strategic uses olair power as adopted by the United
Kingdom, that helped seal the future of Canada's air force as a separate service. The
influence of this extemal factor stemmed from historic and cultural reasons. as the

independence of the CAF would likely mirror the fate of the W. Historically, Canada
would do so to conform with Britain's miiitary structure; its defacto parent structure.
Culturally, Canada's shared World War 1 experience with the RPcF helped seal a similar
fate.33 In March 1922 the British government accorded the RAF independent sratus.34

in 1923, Canada Major-GeneraI James H.MacBrien, Chiefof the General Staff. aryed:
the Defence Forces olany country cannot be considered cornpiete or
effective if they lack a well trained military Air Force., . .Organization
is based upon that of the Royal Air Force, so that should war again corne
to the Empire any unit that might be sent by Canada would be sirnilady
organized and trained to those in other parts of the ~rn~ire.35
Finaily, on the 1st of Aprii 1924 the RCAF was inaugurated as a separate

"Douglas, The Creation of a Nationai Air Force, 48.
%id,

119.

"niiswas in conerast to MacBrien's earIier sraternents against ;inindependent air force in 1921. At
h a t time his opinion was that of an air force as a supporting and subardinate m. ? l i s coincided
wit6 arguments for the demise of the RAF- Hence, MacBrien's thinking hinged on pmmoting a
militas. structure that confomed with British imperid forces, whatever that would nim out to be.
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military service, with its head reporting to the Chief of the General Staff until 1938.36
Notwithstanding its inauguration, the RCAF's fitudamental focus remained blurred as it
had no strategic assets and few tactical assets.37 The result was a quasi-military
organization that jumpstarted civilian flying in Canada. Not surprisingly, in luly 1924
when the Houe of Commons debated air services provisions the Minister of National
Defence E. Macdonald stated "the aircraft service is hardly military in its character, it
performs services for al1 the departments."38
Officially the RCAF served other govemment departments and agencies through
the Department of National Defence (DND) which had outlined its two main
organizational goals. The fmt was the security of Canada in tirne of war or
emeqencies.39 However, in the 1920s there was no threat to Canada. Moreover,
Canada's geographic isolation with respect to the technolog of the era rendered
spending on home defence unnecessary. The second goal was to support Canada's
policies in interna1 and external affairs.40 In retrospect, the focus becarne the support of
Canada's intemal policies which received the lion's share of spending.
Canada's air force essentially performed civilian coles without preparing for
contingency defence plans until the latter half of the 1930s. Although work was done by
Colonel J. Sutherland-Brown to formulate strategic plans in the 1920s, the a u force

ibid., 57-6 1.
- m e title 'Royal' was accorded by King George in recognition of Canada's a u war effort in World
War 1. n e R C S s appropriations for 1924-25 were 1.6 million dollars. The permanent force
establishment was small, with only 68 officers and 307 other ranks. Orgaaization and Policy of the
(hblished by the Canadian Govemment in 1924), 10 and app. N. Obtained through the Air
Cornmand History Depamnent in 1994.
"Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force, 63-64.

" Dominion of Canada Official Report, Debates of the House of Commons 6 vols. (Ottawa: Printer of the
KAS'Smort P X ~ P ! !M~- j s y . !R h!y !924!, ?-!K.
Similar to what is ceferred to as sovereigncy today.
"0rp;anization and Policy of the RCAF 1.
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ignored them. Brown's plans were based on the four danger areas the Imperia1 General
Staff had outlined. The danger sources were a European war, the United States, lapan,
or combination of these. Brown believed only the second, fourth, and to a lesser degree
the third would lead to mobilization in Canada, Consequently, Brown drafied plans for
the defence against the US, Japan, and for a Canadian expeditionary force. ironical~y,
the last hvo plans that were never completed depicted the threats that emerged. King's
distate for British imperialism contributed to the shelving of Defence Plans No. 2 and 3.
[t was not until 1932 that one of Brown's successon, HH. Mathews completed Defence
Plan No. 3.41
Nonetheless, the RCAF's civilian emphasis was reflected in the 'general policy'
statement from 1924. It stated how the air force was "responsible for the development

and maintenance of air power in Canada .. ..iür power includes not only the Air Force
and its reserves, but the whole development of aeronautics in the country."42
Additionally, the inaugural documents stated that there was to be a permanent force of
the smalIest scale to provide:
1-Adequate Air Force training.
2-Nucleus around which may be formed, in time of war or emergency,
active service units suficient to meet the suategic situation existing43
3-The conduct of any fiying opentions required by other branches of
Government service.M

It was a broad enough mandate to ensure that the air force wouid be reactive to lüture

" Richard, A Preston, The Defence of the Undefended Border (Montreal: McGiü-Queea's Uaiversity
PM,

1977J215-217.

"'Organhtion and Policy of the RCAF 2.
'3Up until the 1950s most rhinkers posited that m.ining of air force personnel could be doue rather
expeditiously after hostilities broke out After that, technologicai advances brought a faster Pace to
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events rather than possess a tidy preconceived doctrine45 Moreover. the emphasis was
on training ofcrews and a nucleus air force, with no provisions for large standing
forces$6 which fit with Canada's militia tradition. Overall, it was the third point which
received the lion's share of attention during the herwar ~eriod.47
A i r force roles during the 1920s

To draw conclusions h

m the 1920s, a lis&of operational roks canied out by the

RCAF is helpful, especially when the list is separated into civilian and military
categories. Starthg with civilian rotes. patrolling Canada's forests was the dominant
role Canadian a h e n tülfilled. Forest patrots consisteci of spotting fies. moving
firefighters, and locating and sketching stands of timber$8 as weil as crop and forest
dusting.49 The air force also carried out aerial photography and surveying.jO
The RCAF carried out aerial policing against smuggh; and fisheries violations.
Customs and Excise used the air force to stop drugs h m the Orient. as well as mm
running. The Fistienes Department used the RCAF to curb illegal salmon fishing in

prohibited areas, as well as during the closed seasons. h o t h e r predominantly civilian

mie was the transponation of people and goods such as mine engineers, indian agents,
Department of Agriculture officiais, and DND personnel. Additionally, the RCAF was

"Dough, The Creaaon of a National Air Force, 64.

nus,contniuting to the earfier explmation of why Canada never acquired a straiegic bomber
fleet
" Dougias, The Creation ofa Nationai Air Force, 73.
"Omanization and Policv of the RCAF app, H.
4PThe flights c

d to detect the infestation Limits of 'Blister Rut' on the Pacific Coast is one

exampIe. ibid. 7.

Ground mapping pmved to be a lot sIower and costly as a tearn of men on the ground required
many weeks to uavei across harsh terrain. ObstacIes such as mouniains. glaciers, thick brush, and
exnwie cold made the task very slow. As welI, aeriai photography was the ouiy cidian rote wbïcti
had duai benefits as it was mferabIe h m civilian to military purpases. Aerid photopphy of a
forest or river in Canada's hinterland was identicai io tech-gues and equipmrnt as miIitaq
reconnaissance in a batde theatre. Ibid. app H.

'O
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responsible for the control and registration of civil aircraft in Canada. Finaliy, the RCAF
pioneered the development of air mail in Canada, carried out a census of reindeer and
buffalo herds, and provided medical rescue.51
More evidence of the civilian emphasis was that al1 the tbree types of airuafi
mentioned in the RCAF's Organization and Policy appendix E (entitled) 'RCAF
Equipment Poiicy' were for civilian purposes. The appendix listed three seaplanes52 to
fulfill the duties of forest-fire suppression, forest-fue detection, and aeriaI photography.
As noted above, 62 percent of the 3515 flying hours proposed for 1924-25 were

dedicated to departments other than DND. By far the clearest evidence of civilian
emphasis was the fact that forest patrol was allocated 45 percent of the air force's total
flying hours in 1924. The RCAF had in effect, created its own monopoly on bush flying
for the govemment. It was no surprise that by the mid 1920s there were only forty-four
civil registered aircrafl in ~anada.53
Looking at the military roles performed by Canada's air force in the 1920s, the
list is much shorter. The Air Board mounted a joint civil-military enterprise to
demonstrate a trans-~anadian54capabilit~.
Sirnilarly, a few aircrafi were deployed north
to do ice pavois and document the length of the shipping season into Hudson Bay, also
as a fora of sovereignty mission. Completing the short list of military d e s was the air

'' The enurneration of roles was taken h m the Oraanization and Poky of the RCAF 4-6, and
Douglas. The Creation of a National Air Force, 2-36,68,84,100, and 105.
Lookùig at flying opentions, the problems the RCAF faced were the vast distances and lack of
ground faciliaes. As a result, the RCAF used seaplanes instead of buïidîng airpons to d u c e
capital costs. By the late 1920s there was a shift h m seaplanes to land airplanes in the south as
aerodromes were bu il^ The irnpetus for land airplanes came h m the inability of seaplanes to fly
during the spring thaw or the fa11 tÏeeze Passengers, mail, and ûeight needed to fiy during these
periods. Douglas, The Creation of a National A u Force, 32-49, and 83.
%d, 73.

"Canaam airman compieted the k
t TransXanabianfigiit L
riisimharic 5ght was compieted tn
1920, it took 10 days. Such missions are referred to as providing 'a sovereign presence' in taday's

force's pilot training and an aerobatic team c&ed 'Siskin flight' for public relations
purposes.55 Focusing on the flying ltours allocated to DND proper, the majonty were
used for basic flying training in ~ordenS6
By 1927 the RCAF leadership began to argue that the amount of civilian flying
by the military was a deviment to both civilian and military flying operations. RCAF
personnel wanted out of the civil operations so the air force could "assure its proper
senice hnction of preparing in peacetime for war."j7 Changes in July 1927 should
have appeased the more militaristic faction of rhe RCAF as it was relieved of direct
responsibility for the control of civil aviation with the creation of the Civil Govenunent

Air Operations (CGAO). However, "bureaucratie inertia and political indirection
combined to limit change."js RCAF officers still manned the CGAO. During the early
1930s, four years afier the re-organization the "primary h c t i o n [of the RCAF]
continued to be training of pilots and crews for civil flyhg operations."j9 in the Iarger
context, the compromise of flying civilian rotes as a military air force contnbuted to the
organization's survivai.

The 1930s
On the frnancial side, the early 1930s was marked by a deepening global

economic crisis. The crisis fiielled the rise of rniIitarism and fascism in Japan and
Germany in particular. This led to the iïkelihood that a scenario similar to defence plan

"Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force, LOO-10 1.
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No. 2 would be enacted as Japan invaded Manchuria. Later on, in Europe Hitler restored
conscription and repudiated the provisions of Versailles, which increased the likeiiiood
of Defence Plan No. 3 being actioned, King was caught between spending for a large
cornmitment to British security or appearing isolationist, a question on which the
Canadian population was also divided.60

In the 1930s improved technology brought about longer-range aircraft. These
aircrafi put Canada's maritime provinces along with the Dominion of ~ewfoundland61
on the great circle route62 a m s s the North Atlantic. As a result, Canada's landmass had
taken on geostrategic importance63 and North Arnericans were reconsidering their
invulnerability to attack.64 In 1933 General A.G.L. McNaughton. Canada's Chief of
General Staff, urged Prime Minister EU3. Bennett to direct defence dolIars primarily to
the anny and air force.65 To support his recommendations, McNaughton wrote:
Air forces even in maIl numbers are a definite deterrent in namw
waters and on the high seas in the vicinity of the shore; they can be
developed with considerable rapidity provided a nucleus of skilled
personnel and a suitable training organization is in existence . . . .this
being sa, it appears to me that the most important element in defence
which shouid be cetained is the nucleus air force.66

McNaughton later even dropped his support to the army, when he added:
1 fully appreciate the responsibility I have assumed in nor requesting
greater provision for the land forces at this time, and 1do so primarily

%id., 133.
" Newfoundland was a Dominion untiI 1933, then it becarne a crown colony because of its fiscal
problems. H. Kinder, ed. The AtIas of WorId Historv (Toronto:Penguin Baoks Canada Ltd.
1978), 171.
b' The shortest air route as the earth is a flattened sphete.
63 Ellis, Canada's Fiyina Heritage, 265.
Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force, 125.
6~ He argued that the navy cost too much and could not respond as Last as the air force. ibid., 126.
McNaughton baded in the 1930s against Bennet's cuts to air force estimates. John Swettenham,
McNauehton Vol. 1 (Toronto: Ryerson Press: 1968): 267.
* McNaughton's inteUect and personality dominateci Ottawa's defence establishment, so his
endorsement of the RCAF was significant, Douglas, The Creation of a NatianaI Air Force, 125.

because I believe that the most urgent requirement is to lay the basis of
the air force organization which is essential to our defence of the Pacific
Coast in the particular contingency which 1regard as the most probable,
namely the defence of our neutrality in a war in which the US might be
engaged with a trans-Pacific power. . . .Failure to do so wiil result in the
occupation, by the United States, of the coast of British Columbia and of
our islands in the Pacific. ..and also in consequence of the fact that it
will be vital to the szfety of the great cities on the Pacific Coast of the
United States that no enemy submarine and aimafi bases be established
within effective radius of action67
McNaughton also argued bat "the m y would have time to expand, but the air
force would be in the front line from the start and must be in being."68 Prime Minister
B e ~ e tdid
t not take action on McNaughton's recommendations, probably due to the
depression and a perception that war was unlikely. In fact, under Bennett the RCAF's
annual allocation between 1932-35 was less than its 193 1 allocation. The lack of

funding for the RCAF became a public issue in 1935 when the Amencan media
published unofficial reports that Canada had an impotent air defence ~ ~ s t e m . 6 9

Unlike the militia and the RCN with their overseas Links, the RCAF
found itself with a direct defence role that was unassailable, strategically
and politically.71
When things did fmally improve for the air force, d e r McNaughton's resignation, credit
was given to him for arguing the air force's case.'?
King, who was re-eIected in 1935, recogriized the need to pmtect Canada. He
found it humiliating to accept British protection without paying, or relying on the US

ibid., 127.
Swertenharn, McNaughton, 267.
69 Editorials in Canada criticized the government br neglechng the RCAF and reminded
politicians of the responsibilities of an emerging nation. One çuch example was an editorial in the Otrmva
Evening Citken criticizing the government for wnialIy disbandhg the RCAF. Douglas, The Creation o€a
National Air Force, 129.
-O !5&+
!2' nnd !l?.
"

ibid., 131.
Eayrs. in Defence of Canada, 302.
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without the ability to assert Canada's neutrality. lmmediately following the first defence
committee meeting King emphasized that the two coasts needed to be defended against

air and sea raids. Aithough, he also needed to move carefuiiy as too much defence
spending was uapopular in harsh economic Mes. Conversely, inadequate defence
spending would leave the country unprepared for war.73 King walked this f i e line, but
favored the RCAF at the forefront of improved defence ~a~abilities.74The air force's
flexibility to be used at home or abroad, added to its appeal. Moreover, it was believed
that the a u force would have fewer casuaities than the army if sent abroad. In October
1936, the air force received outside support when British Prime Minister Stanley
Baldwin toId King that the RCAF would be the most helphl service in the event of an
anack on ~anada.75
Similarly, military headquaners identified the two areas where Canada had to
rely on its armed forces in 1936. The fust was home defence, which involved the
preservation of Canadian neutrality. More specifically, the Defence Minister outlined
three types of coastal threats: sporadic raiden,76 aircraf&carriers, and long-range

bornbers. Leaders realized that to face physical threats off Canada's coasts the air force
needed to be in place before a declaration of war. The second area Canada had to rely on
its armed forces was in a war abroad, for which a force could be mobilized.77

"

Blair A. Neatby, William Lyon Mackenzie King The Pnsm of Unity (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press' 1976), 180-182.
" in 1937 King descnied the air force as a very necessary form of pmtectioa He added "air
fighting has become the most significant feanue of modem warfare." King was cntical of how the
air force was decimated under Bennet's Ieadership. House of Comrnons, Debates. 19 Febniary
1937, 1052. Although, Sarty argues that King made the Royal Canadian Navy his top priority.
Later, he concIudes that both the Air Force and Navy benefited h m King's favor. Roger Sarty,
The Maritime Defence of Canada (Toronto: Canadian institute for Sategic Studies. 19961, 13 1133.

-'Neatby. William Lvon Mackenzie Kine 182-183.
"The fears were nor of a large invasion force.
" Kiilmer, Empire to Umpire, 133.
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Consequentiy, it was the RCAF that was assigned the duty of providmg Canada its fmt
line of defence against a surprise attack.78 Regrettably, despite political support no
concrete action occwred. Strategic plans were drafted on paper ody.79 By 1938 the
European threat outweighed the hian threat. Federal money was spent primarily on
Haiifax (Dartmouth) and St John, to build nuiways as well as other military facilities.80

The RCAF in the 1930s
As Canada was in a cripphg recession, the RCAF gained infrastructure as a

consequence of two make work projects. The fmt was the 'airways projec~'which
consisted of installing beacons and lights for ni@ flying across Canada. The second
program had workers clear land, prepare landing strips, and build hangars. When the
program ended in 1936 there were forty-eight airf~eldsand hangars in various stages of
c0rn~letion.81 Even with the govemment projects, the early 1930s were tough on the

air force because the Iack of perceived threar combiaed with the depression cut
govertunent tünding. The RCAF's smngth was reduced to 30 percent of the authorized

manning Ievels with o d y 100 pemanent officers and 600 airman. Similady, the RCAF
budget was cut from 5.2 million in 193i to 1.8 million in 1932, and cut again to 1.4
million in 1933.82This amounted to a 70 percent reduction in the RCAF's budget. [n a

repon given to McNaughton by Group Captain Jonhson in March 1934. the RCAF had
o d y nineteen second-line aircrafi whiIe the minimum aircraft requuement in peacerime

" Ibid,

135.
4 smaii eEort was made, over the 1935-37perîod, by Canadian and British engineers to prepare
expanded defence plans for Esquimalt, York islaad, Vancouver. and Prince Rupert G. Stanley.
Nos Soldats (Mouueai:Les editions d e Shomme, 1974), 472.
'%id., 472 and 475.
Douglrrs, The Creation of a National Air Force, 90.
Y' ûne of the meam used to save money was to fiy fewer fIyiag hows; it is s t i i i used today. The
RCAF flying houn went h m î3 245 in I931 to 1200 in 1933. Eayrs. 289-290and 296-297.
McNaughton was away at the Geneva disarmament conference when these cuts were amounceci.
He was caught by surprise iÏke others. Swettenham, McNaughton, 267.
79

''

was forty-six first line and twenty-four second line aircrafi.83

in studying the roles performed by the air force, 1936 proved to be a significant
hirning point. This was the t h e Canada's air force changed its operational focus.
Whereas air force leaders had been advocating a greater military focus over the years, it
was the synergy of factors that got things moving. The shift resulted from three major
changes in the RCAF's extemal environment. The fmt was politicai with the Prime
Minister advocating the air force at the forefront of Canada's rearmamentfl The
second factor was the growing perception of a military threat to Canadian territory
resulting Erom heightened intemational tensions and technologicai advancements. The
military had to muster forces for coastai defence instead of an overseas cornmitment, and
the air force was the best suited of the three services to meet the new threat.85 The third
factor was a bener economic situation that gave the govenunent some money to spend
on defence.
In February 1937, Defence Minister [an Mackenzie acted upon the change in
organizational roles when he spoke about acquisitions. He told rnembers of parliament
that the purchase of a hundred new aircrafi was required.

[Aircrafi of] high velocity, capable ofbeing moved within a few hours
for the defence of any portion of Canada - available for the protection of
the great St. Lawrence river, available for the protection of Montreai,
availabte for the protection of Quebec, available for the protection
against any raid that mi& be made on the grain elevators of this
coutltry.86
Additionaily, he argued that these new aircrafi could be used to deter raids from aircrafi

j3

Momver, the second iine aircraft were more like third or fourth h e e Eayrs. in defence of

Canada
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Kinder, The Atlas of Worid History, 134.
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carriers off Canada's Coast. To emphasize Canada's new vulnerability, the Defence
Minister reminded parliament of an Italian air force squadron's overflight of Canada
while enroute to Chicago. Mackenzie made it clear that specific solutions were being
taken against specific threats.
Overall the air force estimates grew from $3.1 million for 1935-36, to S4.6
million for 1936-37, ro $1 1.4 million in 1937-38,87 finally reaching $,79.4 million for
193930. Further illustrating the govertment's emphasis on air power was how the
RCAF's allocation of $29.4 million in 1939-40 represented 50 percent of the total
defence allocation of S6O million,SS Unfortunately, the air force was overwhelmed by
the influx of money. and never achieved its 1935 goal of a twenty-three squadron force.
Air Vice-Marshal G.M. Croil, the senior air officer, preached patience with the
funds. For him it was better to buy a proven aircrafi, and have a pool of trained
instructors before opening the recruiting gates89 As the stmcture of the RCAF was
based on the idea of a nucleus to expand upon in times of need, it had never k e n tested.
There is no question the organization favored the re-marnent, but it failed to expand
due to a lack of organizationai momentum, inadequate recruiting, and its inability to
acquire aircrafi.90 In February 1937 the strength of the RCAF was merely 1591, well
below its authonzed manning levelP1

Expanding on acquisition problems, one of the issues was how RCAF
--

-

--

" Hillmer, Empire to Umpire, 133-134.
'' House of Cornons, Debates, 15 February 1937.879. With the large increases to the RCAF budget in
1937-38, more aircraft were ordered: an additional seven Stranraers, eighteen Wapitis, and thirteen Sharks.
As weU, a new order for two Canadian buiit aircraft caiied the Bolingbroke h m Bristol and the Lysander
h m WestIand Dougias, The Creation of a National Air Force, 142.
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requirements differed Crom the RAF. The coast of Britain needed aircraft that would
climb fast to high ceilings because of the proximity of the enemy. By contrast, Canada
required aircraft to fly safely over long stretches of undeveloped temtory. As a result, in
Canada "fighters had a lower priority than patrol, bombing, or army co-operation
aircraft."92 There were other reasons why the arms market in Canada did not develop
over the 1920-30s. The RCAF's smaiI size made unit costs high, not to mention the
general mistrust of the arms industry because of there profit taking in times of crisis.
Also contniuting to acquisition problems was Canada's reluctance to rely on the US,
due to its neutrality. Relying on the RAF was rejected because when the RAF dernands
would increase, they would likely stop supplying Canada. As Canada already had more
RAF equipment than the US h

y Air Corps, the solution was to make RAF aircrafi

under contract in Canada. Moreover, King favored Anglo-Canadian co-operation in
military organization, training, and equipment issues93
Surprisingly, by 1938 the status of the RCAF remained dismal as there were
only 150 permanent and non-permanent officers and 1000 airmen94 It took the Munich
Crisis of 1938 to highlight the shoncomings. At the t h e , the RCAF could muster only
thirty-nine aircrafi to the Atlantic coast, of which only twelve could effectively carry
bombs. The only modem aircrafi were six Blackburn Sharks. Canada's coastai defence
capability was inadequate to face any h d of German threat. As a result, the on-gouig
aircrafi procurement problems were put on the h n t bunier.95

''Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force, 140442.
''Ibid. Moreover, the Defence Ministerclearlystated that it was the policy of the armed seMces to have
equipment "identical with that used by the mother country ifpossible." House of Commons, Debates, 23
February 1937,1167.
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''Canada diicussed buying five million dollars worth of aircraft h m the US. However. the quick
cesolution of the Munich crisis resulted in no such acquisition. ibid, 143.
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Croil's priority in 1938 was to equip the nine permanent squadrons for coastal
defence with "modern fmt-line aircraft immediately =vairable and ready for service."96
Despite Croil's priorities, the reaiities at Iower echelons were squadrons suffering tiom
pilot and airman shortages, as well as flying archaic aircraft. Furthemore, the
permanent squadrons were required to carry a variety of tasks for different institutions,
which resulted in little training for warfighting roles.97
Displeased with several years of inaction, at the end of 1938 the Defence
Minister appointed an influential air advisory comittee made up of business
representatives and politicians to give an independent opinion on air force matters.98
Their report identified several RCAF shortfalls: questionable policy, inadequate training,
bad staff work, weak leadership, and endless delays in acquiring aircraft99
Early in 1939 the Miaister of Defeace asked again for a briefuig on the status of
the RCAF's combat aircraft. The answer remained dismal; only two Stranraers and two
Fairchilds on the East Coast and five Sharks with eight other aircraft on the West Coast.
It was not until June 1939, t h e rnonths before Canada's entry into World War iI, that

the first modem fighter, a Hawker Hurricane, was delivered to its home base in
~ a l ~ a r ~ .Similady,
1 0 ~ the RCAF srrength was only 3142, with an auxiliary (reserve) of
1 111.101 The manning IeveIs were mereIy half of its authorized establishment of 7259

The non-permanent squadrons in the late 1930s made due with older aircrak These squadrons
were located in Vancouver, Winnipeg, Tomnto, and Montreal, ibid, 140.
9' ibid., 149-150.
9s Biily Bishop was a member.
99
Evidence of mis-management couid be found in anouai reports, such as the comments h m the
Commander of No. 7 Squadron in 1938: "The unit's lack of a cleariy detined role on mobilization
was causing confiision and affecting mode. The squadron had not yet been given an armament
establishment, nor had it been told whether it would opmte on Iand water, or both." ibid, (44
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p e r s o ~ efor
l the planned twenty-three squadroas.lO~ Hence, RCAF preparations for
World War U were inadequate. The RCAF &adfailed to operationalize its general policy
objective that the RCAF should maintain adequate permanent forces that provide a
'hucleus around which may be formed, in tirne of war or emergency, active service units
suficicnt to meet the strategic situation existing."103
The one positive development in the late 1930s was aircrew training in Canada.
Such a concept was emphasized as part of the 1924 general policy, but not the training of
f0rei~ners.104 In 1938, while trying to put a loyalist spin on his refusa1 to allow RAF
establishments in Canada, King mentioned that "if the British wanted to. they would be
allowed to have their pilots trained in Canada in Canadian training schools."l0'
Canada's upcoming role in aircrew training stemmed fiom four factors: geography.
economics, demography, and politics. In geography, the reason to favour Canada was its
good weather and that it was far enough from the European ihreat, yet doser than
Australia for logistic purposes. The economic argument was how foreign money was
coming into the country, and even better, Canadian dollars being spent at home.
DemographicallyCanada was the largest white dominion from which to remit. Finally,
the politicai argument was how a large war effort that would not produce many
casualties. These factors [ed to the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP)
that was agreed upon in Deceniber 1939. The facilities for training were to be wholly-

English, The Cream of the Cmp, 12.
Orpanization and PoIicy ofthe RCAF. 2.
'IMTaks about aircrcw training began in September 1936 when the RAF wanted [O establish its own
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schools in Canada. King found the idea unacceptable as it could be consnued as a mit commitment to an
imperid war. Nearby, 28 1. Then in May 1938 when the RAF cüscused "both the training of aircrew and
the production in Canada of aircraft for the RAF-" Douglas, 144. ïhïs time King did not reject the British
Air Minisw's prnpasal outright but was not ping to allow the British to setu? ia own scheme in Canada.
Sarty, The Maritime Defence of Canada, 113.
'O' Neatby, W i a m Lvon Mackenzie King, 282.
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owned and controlled by the RCAF. The aircrew training program appeared as one of
the few win-win defence efforts for the King government as it entered World War 11.106
However, Canada's eagerness faiied to ensure its graduates would serve in Canadian
unit5 overseas.lO7

Air force roles during the 1930s
Again it is helpfur to list the d e s the air force carried out within the caregories
of civilian and militw. By 1930, a boom in civilian bush ffying had begun. There were

537 civil registered aircraft. These cidian flyers complained about the monopoly that
the rnilitary had over government flying and the politicians started to listen. As a result,

the RCAF ended Fie patrols in the prairies in the early 1930s. Other civilian d e s
continued, but with less tiequency than in the 1920s. FiIty-percent of civilian flying that
was canied out by the rnilitary during the depression consisted of anti-smuggling patrols
for the R C W . The RCAF had detachments on both coasts to curb liquor smuggling.
Support to counter-smuggling ended in 1936 because smugglers figured out that aircraft
would not fly much at night and not fly at al1 in bad weather. The dual-purpose d e s of
aerial photography and transport operations continued during the 1930s. The decisive
shift away h m bush flying occurred in 1936 when the Department of Transport
assumed control over al1 civil aviation in ~anada.iOs
Looking at the military roles carried out by the RCAF, some were the same as
the 1 9 2 0 yet
~ ~ rnany were added despite the srnaII f l e t of military aircraft. Training
took on greater importance as the permanent squadrons assisted the non-permanent

squadrons109 during the summers. As well, the air force began planning its training
program for foreign nationals.

The major difference in roIes was the emphasis on wartighting that surfaced in

the mid-1930s, such as the d e s assigned to coastal squadrons. These squadrons were

tasked to protect the cities and ports, and cary out reconnaissance and anti-submarine
patrols, dong with defendmg Imperia1 air routes and convoys.l10 As the official bistory

Flying-boat squadrons practised patrolling ....communications with
ships, and recognition of service convoy vessels. Torpedo squadrons
had to be proficieut in ship recognition and the mechanics of
torpedoing.I 11
Other warfighting d e s that were practised with increased fiequency in the late 1930s
were bornbing, reconnaissance, air fighting tactics, and coastal artilIery co-0~eration.112
SimilarIy, "anny co-operation squadrons emphasized ground tactics, liaison with ground

units, and other combined procedures."l13 Hence, by the end of the 1930s, the RCAF's
emphasis had shifted h m civilian to combat flying, but still without a strategic role.
Organizational Theory and Canada's Air Force prior to World War U
During the Interwar Period it was the air force's external environment that was

the most influential factor in deîïning and changing the d e s ofthe organization. The
evidence is visible in the different list of d e s carried out by the air force during each of
the two tirneframes presented. The main influence on the RCAF's culture was Linked to
the establishment of the air force as an independent service.

Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force, 74.90, and 177.
Referred to as audiary squadrons afÎer 1938.
[ ' O Ibid, 124, and 149450.
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The extemal environment fiom 1920 until the early-1930s was stable due to an
absence of a military thmt. Moreover, there was little chance of Canada sending forces
abmad as its foreign policy was isolationist. This led the a u force to perfonn primady
civilian d e s . Civilian roles were part of the official goals as indicated in organizational
documents bom 1924. More specificaiiy, the third point in the general policy of the

RCAF emphasized tlying operations for other branches of government. Funhennore, the
flying hours allocation of the mid-1920s also supponed this interpretation. it was also
highlighted in the Iist of roles h m the 1920s, as forest patrols were the main ones
canied out by the air force. Moreover, the lack of civilian registrred aimafi left the air
force with a monopoly over bush flying.
By the mid-I930s, the air force's extemal envuonment had become more
turbulent. This prompted changes in the organization's roles. A global financial crisis,
acting upon the organization's general environment. contributed to expansionist
militarist thinking in several countries. The resulting increased militarism brought about
new threats to Canadian soil. These new threats acted upon the RCAF task environment.
Similarly, acting on the task environment, advances in aircrafi design techoIogy
(particularly with respect to improvements in range, payload, and navigation), put
Canada in a position to benefit From its location on the great circIe route h m Europe.
Also sipificant domesticaIIy was the retum of Prime Minister Mackenzie King in 1935,
along with a better economy that allowed a build-up of military forces. King knew that
the politicalIy acceptable way of increasing defence spending was with forces which
provided home defence. General McNaughton had argued that Canada's air force should
be at the vanguard of this rekindIed defence effort. Moreover, the air force had both the
abiiity to defend Canada's Coast, and depioy abmad shouid the need aise. The
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combination of these environmental factors brought a shift towards warfighting roles for
Canada's air force &er 1936. As a result, the air force emphasized air fighting,
torpedoing, bombing, and anti-submarine warfare instead of aeriai policing and
patrolling the forests, by the end of the 1930s.
Moving to the RCAF's organizational culture, it was an important influence
upon the shape of the air force during the htenvar Period. However, it was not a
determinant in the change of roles at the sharp end. The culture proved ineffective in
establishing its preferred warfighting roies in the 1920s, and only a decade later change
resulted from environmental pressures. Çmere the culture proved highly effective was in
emulating the 'mother country'-thereby establishing the air force as a separate service,
despite its short and broken organizational hiitory
Despite the initial setbacks of demobilization, w b t the Canadian air force's
culture effectively did was guide the air force's Ieadership in its bid to mirror the
independence of the RAF. This was simiIar to Canada's decision to accepted the W ' s
recommendations that a military air force as a basis for civilian flying was a superior
formula for the development of air power. The Canadian air force's culture received its
suength from its warfighting roots and service traditions resuliing from its World War 1
socialization within the RAF. Moreover, Canada's air force leadenhipl 14 also argued
that the Future organizational structure of Canada's air force should be similar to the fate
of the RAF,for interoperability reasons.
Further evidence of the strength of the RCAF's culture was the advent of the
following assumption: since Great Britain was advocating an independent air force,
Canada must do the same. Yet, Canada failed to possess, nor did it want, the underlying

And even leaders outside the air force such as General McBnen.

'IJ

resources on which the independence argument was based: a strategic air force.115
Canada's tactical use of air power would have been subordhate to the army and navy. It
was Mitchell's emphasis on an autonmous control of al1 air activities, without a purely
strategic emphasis, that was advocated by the RCAF. The air force succeeded, and at no
time after its creation was there talk of eliminating it. This occurred despite the lack of
extemal threats to Canada and the lack of strategic capability on which air power
theories were based.
Surprisinpiy,the RCAF's culture was not as succesful in obtaining the roles it
desired. A decade afler its birth it remained unable to reconcile the conflicting demands
of military and civil aviation.116 Air force leaders wanted to prepare for war in times of
peace. Despite having been relieved of diict responsibility for the control of civii
aviation, the RCAF still manned the CGAO. Hence, even with the resrganization in
1927, in the early 1930s the primaryjob of the RCAF remained training pilots for
civiiian operations. The mot cause of this role conflict caa be exposed through an
examination of the goal setting process.
Prior to 1936, air force leaders and political leaders emphasized different
dimensions of the goal setting process. For the RCAF leaders it was the normative and
historic dimensions that it wanted to operationalize; normative because the defence of
roles
Canada's homeland was a top priority, and the RCAF wanted the m i i i t flying
~
associated with it. As for the btoric dimension, Canadian airmen had fought during
World War 1, and it was these types of operations they felt they needed to prepare for.
By contrast, the officia1goals were broad enough to aiiow the rationa1 and reactionary
dimensions of goal setting to be operationalized on behalf of the government. Thus,
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govemment spending on the air force for civitian d e s was cost-eRective as it helped
develop the hinterland whiIe maintaining a semblance of an air force. Moreover, in
times of crisis the air force could react, based upon its nucleus idea, The govemment
interpretation of the gods prevailed, Iqely due to its infiuence in the budgeting process
which alIowed the most funding For civilian roles. As a resuIt, the RCAF almost
exclusiveIy carried out tasks that had limited wartime use up unti the mid-1930s.117
On the brighter side, it could be argued that the air force survived because an officiai

goal of the govement, in general terms, was promoting aviation in such a vast country.
The RCAF piiots during this period were effectively "bush pilots in uniform."lLS
[n cornparing the

RCAF to the iifecycie mode1 outlined in the theoretical

chapter, at its inauguration the RCAF resembled an organization in the birh stage. The
emphasis was on swival. Most of the energy was devoted to acquiring resources and
marketing what the aù force could do for the country. Planning and co-ordination

remained simple. There were few formai processes. The suucture was basicaliy nonbureaucratie.

The transition to the next stage was marked by a Leadership crisis. The crisis
resulted from organizational growtti, to the point that the entrepreneuria1 spirit and
technical ski11 of the leaders were incapable of deaiing with the emerging management
issues. More specifically for the air force it was a Large a u x ofcash that was not, and

could not be acted upon. From 1937 onwards the RCAF failed to operationalize its
fouadhg nucIeus idea. fart of the reason for this leadership crisis was the air forces
recmitment in the early 1920s was based on World War 1 flying expIoits, whereas, only

"'English. The Cream of the Cmp, 65.
"'ibid 35.

four of its members had university degrees. It was these veteran flyers who became
senior officers in the late 1930s.119
Similarly, the air force failed to achieve its goal of a home grown aircrafi
manufacturing base which also contributed to the paralysis, The RCAF leadership was
ill-prepared ''to organize, control, suppIy, and direct a large air force."l'O

The crisis

was eventually resolved but only a year A e r Canada's entry into World War II. At this
tirne, the RCAF was finally able to grow and innovate as members identified easily with
the cause. Moreover, the govemment put efficientmanagers rather than skilled pilots in
charge.

An attempt to establish some traditionai roles of Canada's air force at this
juncture l a d s in three different directions. First, it is important to consider what the air
force liked doing. This could be answered by fiying in general, so al1 roles from civilian
to warfighting were embraced. However, as one focuses on the air Force's leadership,
they preferred warftghting roIes, especially afier 1927. Second, using a temporal focus
to isolate traditional roles leads to the d e s that existed in the past. These were mainly
fighter, maritime patrol, and reconnaissance fiying as done during World War 1.
However, in the RCAF there were few dedicated fighter aircraft during the interwar
Penod, as it was viewed as more of an expeditionary type role, especially pnor to the
mid 1930s. A third interpretation of the traditionai d e s would be to list the roles which
were consistentIy present since inauguration in 1924. Such an analysis leads to coastal
and sovereignty type patrols, and piIot training.
Overall, the air force's d e s reflected the organizational goals, even though the
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goals were vague. During the RCAF's first decade, it was a peaceful and a stable
external environment. The result was that some of its goals were not operationalized.
Such was the case of home defence, but that was without consequence. Moreover, the
predominantly civilian emphasis was an organizational objective, not simply the
organization's desperate attempt at survival. Where the organization failed was not in itç
expression of wartighting rotes after 1936, but in its capabitities to perform these d e s ,
due in part to a leadership cnsis.

Chapter Three

The RCAF in World War II
This chapter discusses the roks the RCAF carried out during World War II. It
exposes how the organizationadapted to its extemai environment while under the influence
of its culture. World War ii wimessed an amazing transformation of the RCAF. In August
1939 Canada's air force consisted of twenty squadrons, cight reguiar and twelve auxiliary.'
Of the two hundred and ten aircraft fleer, only thirty-six were fit for combat. By
cornparison, at the end of the war Canada had the fourth largest air force in the world.
Over two hundred and thirty thousand men had sewed in the RCAF, along with seventeen
thousand women. Moreover. Canada mustered forty-eight squadrons overseas and forty at
home. On a grimmer note, Canada paid the heavy pnce of seventeen thousand onehundred airmen dead, of which nine-thousand nine-hundred and eighty were From strategic
bombing operations.?
This chapter begins by describing the Canadian based RCAF activities. Of note
were the commitments to coastai defence and the BCATP- Looking overseas, the RCAF's
war effort will be studied frorn both the tactical and strategic perspectives. The relative
importance of tactical aviation was proven during the war. Both sides fought for air
superiority, which led the way For successhl land, au, and sea campaigus..' As For strategic
air operations, the skies over Europe became a triai arena for the interwar strategic
bombing advocates.
The final section of this chapter interprets the RCAF's d e s during World War II
using organîzationai theory. The major changes in the organization's task envuonment Ied

'
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B. Greenhous, The Crucible of War, I939-194S (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1994), 13.
D. Morton. A Military History of Canada [Edmonton: Hurtip Publishers Ltd.. 19551
13-14, 136, and 207.

to the adoption of several new roles, the most significant of which was strategic bombing.
The environmental factor driving the RCAF towards strategic bombing was the Prime
Minister's desire to avoid conscription. The BCATP was a short-sighted means to that end.
Moreover, culturalIy the RCAF leadership had exclusively been socialized within RAF
institutions which were advocating strategic bombing as the way ahead. Also evident
during this period was the rise of American influence upon the RCAF culture, as a
precursor to M e r CO-operation.

RCAF roles in Canada
The air force's Canadian based war effort consisted of several elements. Airbases
were built across the country not only for the BCAïP, but also in the Arctic and on both
coasts to help ferry aircrafi to the various war theatres. The most important airfields for
ferry operations were hdontreal, Gander and Goose Bay.
At the time, transatlantic air travel was in its infancy.' However, the increasing
scarcity ofshipping space, length of rime required to get the aircrafi across, and the greater
U-boat threat lefi planners considering long-range ferrying as the preferred method of
delivery.' The majority of the aircraft femed overseas were for coastal, bomber, and
transport ~ ~ u a d r o n sIn. ~the beginning civilian crews manned the ferry flights. However,

as the operations grew, the aircrew body becarne more of a split half-military half-civilian

Department of National Defence, Fighter Aircrafi History Published by Air
Command.
4
The Atlantic crossing was the busiest. Only a few crossings had been attempted
during the surnmer months. The Commander of RAF Coastal Command was on record
as saying it would be suicide to attempt North Atlantic crossings in the winter.
C. Christie, Ocean Bridge: The Histow of RAF Ferry Command (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1995)' 3-4 and 24-27.
6
Overail, more than ten thousand people were involved in the ferry operations. There is
no definitive listins of losses. Based on "crew assi-ment cards, unit diaries,
incornplete accident files, in 0 t h rplated records bas revealed that the figure is over
five hundred." ibid., App. B.
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by the end of 1941.' Soon after, select BCATP graduates were doing transatlantic ferry
flights prior to joining their squadrons ~ v e n e a s . ~
Lookuig at the RCAF's home war establishment, there were squadrons to guard both
coasts, and northward to protect the Dominion of Newfoundland. The primary role of east
coast aircrafi were to escort re-supply convoys crossing the Atlantic. However, a 'black
pit' existed where Canadian aircrafi Iacked the range to cover the ships, The German Uboats operated without hindrance in this bhck pit. It was only later in the war that the
RCAF's coastal forces were better equipped with the Liberator aircnfi. It had the range to
fil1 the black pit? Looking at western Canada, the squadrons fiew patrols to pre-empt
Japanese raids along the coast and the Aleutians. In hindsight, the threat to the Aleutians
and the West coast was very limited.I0 Overall, the home war establishment of forty
squadrons was cnticized as being far too iarge considering the remote chance of war on
Canadian soil.'

'

A new role that emerged under the RCAF's leadership during World War II was Allied
aircrew training. It was by far the largest Canadian based war effort. " In fact. it took up
1.7 billion dollars, which represented 39 percent of the air force's 4.3 billion dollar budget
over the period 19394." By war's end the BCATP had trained 44 percent of the
Commonwealth's aircrew." In total the BCATP graduated I3 1 553 airmen of which 72

-' Ibid., 37 and 94-95.
'Ibid., 292 and 303.
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"B. Nolan, King's War(Toronto: Random House, 1988), 104.
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Moreover, this sum was four times more than Canada spent on acquiring ships during the
same period. C.P. Stacey, Anns, Men and Govemments (Ottawa: Minister of National
Defence, 1974) App. B Table 3.
14
When the BCATP was k t amounced in December 1939, Canada was the largest
e The BCATP's
investor by contributine$350 million out of a $600 miUion ~ r i c tag.
objective was to deIiver twenty thousand trained aircrew a year, fiom Canada, Great
Britain, Ausüalia, and New Zealand, At the outset the air training program absorbed
'O

835 were members of the RCAF." Canada agreed to bear most of the cost of the BC.4TP.
as less would then be spent on the overseas efforts that produced casualties. Canada also
fiugally negotiated to have its graduates join RAF units and RAF funded RCAF unit5
overseas. Essentially whole squadrons of Canadian aircrew, referred to as Article XV
squadrons, were fuianced by the ~ritish.'~
As the wording for the agreement for distinctive
RCAF units was lefi quite broad, there was little impetus for the RAF to meet the eventual
Canadian demands to this end.I7 This became a critical error on the part of the Canadian
negotiators and King hirnself. 'They had lost alrnost every vestige of control over their
own ~~uadrons."'~
RCAF Oveneas: Tactical Roles
Tactical au power gained great importance as "WW 11demonstrated the absolute
necessity of au superiority provided by fighter aircraft for effective use of amour, ships,
An examination of the RCAF's tactical units
and bombas in any wartime ~~erations."'~

the peacetime RCAF staff. By the end of 1940, the BCATP had 521 graduates of which
most became instructor pilots. Soon thereafter, three more countries joined the plan:
Norway, Belgium, and the Free French Navy. By May 1942, there were 21824
graduates in the trades of pilot, observer, navigator, and bomber crew. By t 943, the
BCATP peaked and Canada was graduating three thousaud aviators a month. By war's
end there were 107 schools, 100 airstrips, 8300 buildings, 3500 aircraft, and 100 bases
where 100000 men and women worked for the RCAF. English, ï h e Cream of the Crop,
13.
House of Commons, Debates 4 October 1945,762.
l6 This blind hgality was part of King's attempt at fighting a war with a balanced
budget. S. Dunrnore, and W. Carter, Reau the Whirlwind (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1991), 38.
l7 British Commonwealth Air Training Plan Agreement, 17 Dec 1939, Article W.
"The United Kingdom Govemment undertakes that pupils of Canada, Australia and New
Zealand shali, after training is completed, be identified with their respective Dominions,
either by the method of organinng Dominion units and formations or in some other way,
such methods to be agreed upon with the respective Dominion Govemments concemed.
The United Kingdom Govemment will initiate inter-govermental discussions to this end."
Stacey, h s , Men and Govemments, App. D.
Dunmore, Reap the Whirlwind, 38.
l9 Similarly, ChurchilI highiighted the importance of the new dimension of warfare
when he stated "for good. or for ilL air mastery is today the suoreme expression of
military power, and fleets and amies. however MtaI and important, must accept a
subordhate rank." DND, Air Command publication, 3-2.

''

o~erseas?~
shows how Canadian airman adopted many new warfighting d e s under the
direction of the RAF." Moreover, the Pace of the conflict, stretched over five years, and
the reiatively simple technology, made it acceptable to l e m these roks after the war
began.
The majority of tactical air power roles were performed as part of coastal and fighter
operations. Looking at coastal operations, by the fa11 of 1943 Canada had six squadrons as
part of the RAF's Coastal ~ o m m a n das
, ~well as eleven maritime patrol squadrons of its
own. The maritime paml squadrons flew anti-submarine,?' anti-shipping, and escort
roles." These missions consisted of reconnaissance, launching torpedoes, and dropping
bombs or mines.'5
Moving to fighter operations, Canadians performed a multitude of different roles. A
squadron's title suggested its most common usage, such as da? or nighe7 fighters, fighterbomber, and army co-operation. However, a closer look shows they did a lot more.
Canadian fighters were also used for artillery spotting. Three squadrons did

By war's end, Canadian airmen had flown tactical missions during the Battle of Britain,
Dieppe, Normandy, esconing bombers to Germany, over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,
Tbe Arctic, as weI1 as in the North Afncan desert.
Although, there were some brief discussions of forming a Canadian fighter group, but
the only p r o p s s was the formation of a Canadian fighter wing in November 1947.
Moreover, there was never any objection on Canada's behaif when RCAF squadrons were
transfemd hom theaue to another. The Canadian govenunent's interest was merely
constitutional. Stacey, 267 and Greenhous, The Crucible of War, 37.
- This total inchded one squadron in the Far East.
?3 Submarine patroIs were canied out between Iceland and Great Britain. and the
western North Atlantic.
" Looking at the escort missions, they were flown for both the naval convoys and
heavier aircrafi. Later in the war, Aiiied shipping received its f i t direct air support
with the advent of catapults mounted on merchant ships. Both the Hurricane and
Swordfish biplane were used from these catapdts. Bercuson, Made Leaf Aeainst the
Axis, 200,
Anti-submarine operations were most successhl at aight as submarines generally
transited on the surface. However, the risks were high as &raft were lost b m
submarine anti-aircraft fm.Ibid., 83.
'6 Their were fourteen day fighter squadrons.
" Four squadrom flew Beaufighters and mosquitoes as night fighters. Morton, A
Military History of Canada, 204.
'O

"
77

"

reconnaissance flying Mustangs. The Mosquito aircraft was used to chase and shoot down

V-l rockets. The Canadians in No. 617 squadron did dam busting." When the Ailies had
air superiority, Canadians performed amed reconnaissance on preplanned t ~ ~ e t s .As
'~
well, they flew close air support (CAS) during the Itaiian and African campaigns. The
night fighten flew intnider missions. The objective of these missions was to dismpt the

Gerrnan air operations by attacking their afields. RCAF pilots flew sweep missions for
die bombers, during which they searcheci the skies ahead for enemy aircrafi to engage. At
times the fighters also flew close escon missions which rneanr they remained within visual
contact of the heavy bombers while attacking interIopers. Canadian aircrew also
perfomed more open-ended search and destroy rnis~ions.~'Although these missions came
under the direction of the RAF hstead of an overseas RCAF organization, nonetheless, the

RCAF's organizational culture was iduenced by the multitude ofnew roles assigned.
Canada's tactical effort overseas grew steadily as the war progressed. The fiat
squadron overseas was the City of Toronto squadron, No. 1 10. It arrived in Great Britain

in February 1940 to provided ~coanaissancefor the army. Then, No. I Fiphter squadron

arrived at RAF Middle Wallop in June t 940. This was Canada's first tighter squadron to
arrive overseas and was the oniy RCAF squadron3' to participate in the Battle of Britain.

Six months later, in March 1941, there were s t i l only three Canadian squadrons in
Europe, No. 401 and No. 402 day fighters," and number No. 400 army CO-operation
squadron. Over the next fourteen months eleven fighter squadrons were formed for
" hid.,

137.
DND, Air Commaad publication, 3-1 2.
30 Meaning, aircrafi were armed with bombs and buiiets, then sent to an area in which
they could use their orciinance on enemy targets ofoppormnity.
3' The Canadian squadron was off to a tragic start because the nrst two aircrafi shot
d o m were wrongly identified RAF bombers. Canada's fim enemy kir[ uccurred on the
1 5of~Aug 1940, S/L McNab shot d o m a G m a n Domier. Bercuson, Maple Leaf
Awinst the Axis, 82.

overseas duty. Of the newly formed squadrons, there were eight day fighter and three night
fighter ~ ~ u a d r o n Al1
s . ~the
~ squadrons were to be paid by the RAF, as Canada argued it
had paid the buik of the BCATP? in general terms, fiom November 1940 until 1944
Canadian tactical squadrons were criticized for wasting resources. "
At the Allied landing at Dieppe, in August 1942. aircrew h m eight different RCAF
squadron's flew along with theu Allies to assist the grouad forces. Ir was a joint operation
where the aircraft provided air cover during the beach landing. A massive air battle ensued
with many air losses on both si de^.'^ However, of significance to the RCAF leadership
was the RAF's audacity to not even inform Canadian Commanders of their iatended use in
the raid. This had been agreed upon two months earlier by the British Air Ministry during
the BCATP

discussion^.^'

During the D-day invasion, the RCAF fighter and fighter-bomber aircrafl of the 83rd
Group were dedicated as suppon to the landig of the second British

The Group's

mission on D-day and subsequently was:
-To gain and maintain au supenority.
32 Formerly known as the No. 1 and No. 112 squadrons. In March 1941 it was decided
to assign cornrnonwealth squadrons the 400 bloc nurnbers to differentiate [hem from
those of the RAF and avoid confusing duplication. ibid., 78.
" The top Canadian ace in World War II was George 'Buzz' Beurling with 3 1 !/z kills,
he joined the RAF as a Canadian. ibid.
ibid., 77.
3S Canada's fighters were used inefftciently as bomber escon by day. Similarly, it was
wasteful to conduct large sweep missions far from their home base. Such sweeps were
a reversal of the Battle of Britain, The German's had good radar, aircraft with fully
fuelled tanks, anti-aucraft artillery on their side, as weII as the advantage of flying
behind their own Iines. The resuits were disastrous in some cases such as on the
lune 1942, On that day a full squadron of twelve Canadian fighter a i r c d went to
banle and only four returned. ibid., 80-8 1.
36
With the benefit of hùidsight, it was the sole reliance on secrecy, instead ofa preemptive air cmpaign to soflen the Gemany coastd forces, which made the attack
flawed. Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the Axis, 61 and 71 and G. Stanley, Nos Soldats
(MontreaI: Les Editions de L'homme, 1974), 488-489.
37
Stacey, Arms. Men and Governments, 280.
38 S~tchan ncciimnce wnq not usual, in such large-scaleoperations to atternpt to match
nationalities on the ground and in the a u was a waste of tirne. As long as the proper
assets were in the right place, that is al1 that mattered to the pIanners.

-Prevent the enemy flow of personnel and supplies to the front.
-Attack ground targets.
-Attack what the Allied ground forces requested to be
in the months following D-day the lack of a Luftwaffe threat in Western Europe

had the Canadian Spitfues change roies fiom air superiority to ground attack.* The pilots
had to l e m the new skills of fast paced dive-bornbing in a scant amount of time. These
were hazardous new skills gained, for the most part, in actual combat."
Looking at Canada's fighter role in the Desert, it was the spring of 1942 when No. 417
squadron depioyed to Egypt with Spitfires and Humcanes. The squadron flcw with the
desert air force conducting escort and fighter-bomber missions until the spring of 1943."
It was d u ~ the
g African campaign that the Allies recognized the advantages of joint
operations. For the fmt time, Canadian fighten were in radio contact with ground forces
on the battlefie~d."~
The fia1 theatre that Canadians flew missions in Asia. In March 1942. No. 413
squadron moved fiom the United Kingdom to Ceylon [Sri Lanka). Its task was
reconnaissance to track the Japanese carrier fleet off the coast, as well as searching for
submarines.
A different type of tactical contribution to the war effort was referred to as combat

support. Although Canada had two squadrons of Lancaster's doing general transport duties
in Canada and across the Atlantic, it did not venture into combat support until late in the
war. Canada chose to create three additional transport squadrons in June 1944 to complete
39 Bercuson, Maple Leaf Anainst the Axis, 199-201.
a Most tactical squadrons led a simiIar lia to the 126" Wing of the RCAF. It was a
nomadic lifestyle, moving forward with the gound forces to support their operations. The
126' Wing was flyuig fiom theu ninth airstrip in Iess than four months after the D-day

invasion.
The dangers were both enemy and fiiendly Eire. bad weather, mechanical probiems,
hilly terrain, g-induced loss of consciomess, as well as iittle tirne to bail out if
something went wrong while diving at the ground. ibid, 200-202 and 238-239.
*' ibid., 52.

JI

its commitment of thirty-five Article XV squadrons. Transport squadrons were chosen as
they would not produce casualties as Bomber squadrons had. The first, No. 437, based in
Europe towed gliders for the assaults at Arnhem in September 1944. The remaining two
were based in Asia. Both No. 435 and No. 436 transport squadrons flew vital supplies to
~ in Burma. Sidarly, spare parts for Hunicane aircraft were flown to
the British 1 4 army
Russia.
RCAF Overseas: Strategic Roles
Few would have predicted that at war's end "the biggest and costliest Canadian air
commitment was Bomber ~ommand.'"' In Great Britain, the optimistic air power theories
elaborated in Chapter Two meant that:
A major part of the country's resources had been committed to

construction of bombers and airfields and the training of crews.
A gigantic organization had k e n established, everything based
on practicality of suategic bombing.*
By contrast, Canada had done nothing related to strategic bombing during the
intenvar Penod. Yet, Canada essentially supported the emerging bombing theories as the
war began. As the strategic bombing campaign was not questioned in Canada, neither
were the targets. This can be attributed, in part, to King's lack of interest. Nevertheless,
targeting was debated amongst the Ailies. Carpet bombing of cities, sometimes under the
pretence of hitting industrial targets, Ied to questions about the moraiity of strategic
From the outset of World War II the Gennans had incorporated tactical air power
effectively into their overall campaign. Ellis, Canada's Flying Heritage, 13.
JJ
Greenhous, The Crucible of War, p. 877-878.
4s
Morton, A Military History of Canada, 205 During a bomber raid 4 percent losses were
considered poor, but acceptable. However, on some night raids 8+9 percent were recorded.
DM), Air Command publication, 3-4 in 1942, Canadian statistics reflected these dismal
percentages, whereby only one in three bomber crews suMved a thirty-mission tour of
duty, Accepting these Iosses, 'Bomber' Hank became referred to as 'Butcher' Harris. He
once began a speech at a Canadian station by stating that more than haif of them would be
dead in a few weeks. Canadians at War(Toronto: Readers Digest, 1969), 136 and 145.
On a night raid in march 1944,545 Aiiied aircrew died on a Berlin raid. That was more
men than Fighter Command had Iost during the BattIe of Britain. Bercuson, Maple
Leaf Against the Axis, 83,85-86.

bombing. In Bomber Command, the Lion's shares of the raids were the types carried out on
cities like Frankfurt, where city destruction becarne the undisclosed aim. By contrast, the
least controversial bombing raids targeted military instailations, such as the raids in
preparations for D-day. The Amencans preferred chis type of targeting, done by day to
increase the accuracy.
Discussing morality, some pundits simply pointed out that there was no morality in

war, so you could target whatever you like. Similarly, others argued the legitimacy of
attacking a nation's morale, and to do so one had to attack the civilian population, Some
military historians argued that attacking the civilian inGastructure was important militarily,
because the totality of the German economy was participating in the war effort.
Consequently, factory workers were combatants or as one author wrote, their labour
"directly aided the enemy war rna~hine.'~'Conversely, it was argued that attacking
civilians was immoral and akin to coId-blooded murder, yet, both sides were doing it. The
issue was not resolved in World War II, but the moral debate about city bombing was shonlived in response to German aggression. in 1942, Churchill a-ed

that strategic bombing

was the only second front that Great Britain could m ~ u n t .Moreover,
~
his people had
suffered thirteen thousand casualties fiom the Luftwaffe's bornbing of London and there
were Little scniples left. The common sentiment was:
If area bombing did contribute significantly to the Allied
victory, then the killing of German civilians was an unfortunate
but necessacy component of the Allied war effort, a war effort
intended to defend against Nazi aggression and to bring about
collapse ofone of the most immoral and murderous regimes in
modem h i ~ t o r y . ~ ~
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Dunmore, Reap the Whirlwind, 6 .
Leaf Aaainrit the Axi? Rd.
48
ibid.. 87.
49 ibid.. 9 1.
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Part of the reason the ethical issues strategic bombing raised were largely ignoredsO

was the emphasis on solving the tactical and technological problems of reaching the targets
safely and hitting them accurately. Thus, strategic bombing enthusiasts were criticized for
concentrating on the means with little regard to the ends. The sad reality was the ends.
Smtegic bombing cost 560 000 lives and 670 000 injureci, mostly women and chi~dren.~'
It was only in 1949 that the major powers adopted a clearer distinction of combatant and
non-combatants at the fourth Geneva convention, From then on carpet bombing of cities
was condemned.

For the Commonwealth it was Arthur 'Bomber' Harris who was given an almost open
hand to try and win the war with air power from February 1942 onwa~ds.~'His objective

was to cany out Trenchard's doctrine!3

An Ai Ministry directive quotes Harris' primary

objectives as the "morale of the enemy civil population."5J
With the benefit of hindsight, it is obvious that Harris' notion that his bomber force
could win the war was false. ïhere were few signs of sole success. The army and navy
remained essentiai to the Allied victory. The strategic bombing campaign was a fonn of
attrition warfare between offensive and defensive forces. The Allied war machine won
because of theù larger industrial capacity. It can be asserted that air power was very

Those of targeting and morality.
" Morton, A Military History of Canada,

205,207
l'id.
Bomber Hanis' k e hand in the campaign was attributed to his closeness to
Churchill, that put him above leaders of the Air Ministry- Churchill Iiked
Harris'optimism about wianing the war using his bombers. His method of opention in
May 1942 was to send a thousand bombers each night against a single German city,
targeting strategic sights. Bercuson, Made Leaf Anainst the &s, 87.
in October 1942 the RAF shifted thek targeting h m rai1junctions, aircraft factories,
and munitions plants, to area attacks aimed at underminhg German morale. Part of this
shifl was sirnpty acceptino that their attacks were not accurate enough to hit specific
targets at ni&. Dunmore, Reap the W'hirIwind, 6 and Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against
the Axis, 83,90.

"

"

important to the Allied victory, but it could not act independently to win the wx5' It was
joint operations that were the most synergistic use of air power. World War II proved that

air power was a unique contribution to the victory over land or water, by way of au
superiority. The strategist Edward Luttwak promotes the same. He referred to the strategic
bomber strategy of Douhet as a non-strategy, because it failed to integrate the different
theatres of operations properly (air-land-sea):"e

Mies would have benefited more

fiom a Grand Strategy, where al1 the services fought for a common victory, not each on
theu own, or the strategic bombers on their own in this case:'

This was a vindication of

Mitchell's view of a u power over Trenchard's.
Despite being unable to achieve victory alone, the strategic bombing campaign did
hurt the German war effort. Some argue, based on German production numbers, that the
bombing largely unaffected the output?' By contrast, other thinkers argued if the war had
gone on much longer, the bomber offensive would have severely hampered German
production?9 Similarly, evidence showed that when aircrafi factories were targeted.
production felL6' Notwithstanding the debate on the effectiveness of strategic bombing,

Althouph, at the close of the war with the nuclear attacks in Japan some argued it
proved strategic bombing theories were accurate. Sceptics would Say, it was not air
ower, but nuclear weapons that proved decisive to end the Japanese Campaign.
E. Lumak. Strategy: The Loeic of War and Peace (London: Harvard University
Press, 1957), 160.
Ibid., 161-171
Hillmer, Empire to Umpire, 91.
A real test of strategic bombing theory required the capacity (a fleet of 4000 bombers in
World War II),accuracy, and political wiU. in World War II al1 three elements were
missing: not enough bombers; their accuracy was dreadhl, and the politicians did not have
the stomach to use poison gas as Douhet advocated.
More evidence of the success' in the Mied bombing campaigu was found by
Arnerican historian Williamson Murray. He wrote, based on Gennan secret police
reports from 194243, that the bombing "did have a direct and palpable effect on the
morde of the German population." Moreover, aircraft production in mid 1943
increased when the Allies stopped tareethg them, He also cites the lack of aviation
gasoline in mid to late 1944 as a direct result of the sustaiaed Ailied bombing of oïl
targets in German. Bercuson, Made Leaf Against the Axis, 42.
5s

"
''

the RCAF undertook the strategic bombing role with Little consideration of the moral
andlor effectiveness arguments.
Looking specifically at Canada's role in the campaign, the fust RCAF bomber
squadron was No. 405,which began operations in June 1941. By the end of 1941 the
RCAF had four bomber squadrons that flew Hampton and Wellington aircrafib' On top of
these RCAF squadrons, the majority of Canadian airmen served within RAF bomber units.

In 1944, the RCAF contributed 19 percent of the total aircrew establishment world-wide at
the disposa1of Sir Charles ~ortal,6'but only made up less than 9 percent of the squadrons.
This occurred despite the 'visiting forces act' that set out the principle that Canadians
should serve in distinctly Canadian u r ~ i t s . ~ ~

in June 1942, while re-negotiating the BCATP, Canada pushed for a Bomber Group
chat it would pay for and command. The RAF had been obstructing this process Eiom the
outset, very much as it did dunng World War 1 in opposing the establishment of the CAF.
Until September 1942 the RCAF could not even release press communiqués in its own
name. When it finally did, some British newspapecs reported it was the fint time
Canadians participated in bombing raids, even though they had been doing so for over

The negotiations for Canadianization of the Article XV squadrons were on-going.
The RAF was in no rush to meet the RCA.F's demands as the interim left Canadian aviacos
at their disposal. The RAF easily masked the problem within bureaucratic process that leFt
no single area to blame. The Article XV units were never manned entirely with Canadians,
by October 1943 oniy 64 percent were Canadians, the RAF had kept the all-important

6'

[bid, 83,88.

"The RAF's Chief of the Air Staff.
By September 1941 of 4500 Canadian aircrew sent overseas, oniy 500 were serving in
RCAF squadrons. Greenhous, The Cmcible of War, 13-14.
Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the Axis, 79-81.

63

power of posting personnel.65 At certain stages, oniy 10 percent of the RCAF's BCAW
graduates were going to Article XV squadrons, the remainder to RAF units. A report
issued in August 1944 showed that 17 111 RCAF aircrew were fighting within RAF units,
while 9993 were fighting within RCAF

uni^.^^

Hence, nearly 60 percent of RCAF aircrew

were seMng in RAF units. Only near the end of the Second World War the
Canadianization rate managed to mach 88 percent in the Article XV squadrons, while
overall hdf of the RCAF aircrew served in RCAF ~~uadrons.~'
To help their bid at the Canadianization of Article XV squadrons Canada had assumed
the hl1 cost of al1 its overseas squadrons in 1943. The result was creation of an RCAF led
Group- When No. 6 Group was formed in Jan 1943 it had eleven squadrons and at its peak
had thirtee~.~'Brookes was put in charge of the Group. However, typical of a key
Caaadian military commander. he had no experience or training in strategic bombing. He
carried out the missions without questioning the overall suategy.b9
Regrettably, the formation of No. 6 Group as a form of national pride'Othat led to
several problems. First, many crews were separated with the roundup of Canadians
throughout the RAF. Second, the bases given to No. 6 Group were further from the targets
and had wotse weather," which made the missions even more dmgerous. Consequently,
No. 6 Group beginnings were not very successful. in a four-month period in 1943 the

6S

At F i the RAF argued a lack of Canadian ground crew to man Article XV squadrons.

h Canada, their was a high demand for ground crew in the establishment of BCATP
schools. Then the issue of who was paying for the squadrons played a role, but in
January 1943 Canada assumed the cost of al1 its overseas squadrons. Stacey, Arms. Men
and Govemments, 296-300.
ibid., 30 1.
67
Figures h m 3 1" March 1945 show 5160 RCAF aircrew in RCAF squadrons,
meanwhiie 4524 RCAF aircrew served in Non-RCAF Squadrons. Greenhous, The Cmcit
of War, 55.
Bercuson, Maple Leaf Anainst the Axis, 93.
69 DUILIIIore, Reap the Whirlwind, 18.
Meaning Canada needed to be recognized as an independent figihtine: force. It ended
up being an attempt to wave the flag, at the detriment of military logic in many cases.
" With more fog and icing conditions for pilots to deal with.

Canadian Group lost one hundred aircrafi; 7 percent of its fleet. It was not until the spring
of 1944 that things began to improve with a new commanding oficer (CO), Aïr ViceMarshall C.M. ~ c ~ w e n . ~
Although McEwen never questioned the ultimate aim of the campaign either, he
proved to be a good manager. He bestowed more discipline and worked hard at getting
better aircrafi. McEwen increased the level of ski11and experience, wbich resulted in the
formation's increased moral and improved r e s ~ l t s .The
~ Canadian Group's bad reputation
was eventually reversed. .Uthough Canadians were effectively operating their own Group,

the changes were mainly cosmetic. The administration becarne Canadian, but the
operational command of their aircraft was in direct support of the British view and
implementation of strategic bombingÏJ Canadians, their govemment, and the RCAF
officers did not object."
RCAF bomber units aIso participated in the pre-invasion bombardment for operation
Overlord in 1944. The switch away h m city bombing was forced upon

anis."

Mer

" Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the A ~ s ,206.
By November 1944 No. 6 Group was dispatching one hundred and fifty aircraft with
only one or two losses. At the end of 1944, armed with better leadership and aircrafi,
No. 6 Group had the lowest casualties and the highest accuracy in Bomber Command,
An unrelated fact that helped the Canadian Group was a targeting shift fiom Germany
to sofiening up the coast of France for the D-day invasion, As a result, the missions
became a Iot shorter and were performed with fighter escort, so losses were trimmed.
More success was due io the Iack of Geman opposition in the air, resulting fiom low
fuel supplies. Morton, A MiIitary History of Canada, 207.
74
Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the Axis, 114.
75
Stacey, Arms. Men and Governments, 258 and 295.
" Eisenhower's objective with the bornbers was to make the landing area inaccessible
to Geman reinforcements, and cut off the Gennans long enough for the Allies to get
suficient troops and supplies ashore. To this end, the bombers hit rail yards, bridges.
and tunneIs to block the main roads. in eady June, just prior to the invasion, the
targehg switched to coastaI batteries and rnilitary targets near the French coast. The
unfortunate resuits of these pre-invasion bombings were the deaths of French civilians.
Hitting the civilians was unavoidable c o n s i d e ~ the
g inaccuracy of the weapons and the
proximity of Gertnan forces along the coast, Part of the strategy of bombing the coast
was to keep the Germans guessiag where the Ianding was to take place On the last
nights before the invasion the f i e s favoured attacking coastai batteries in Calais,
instead ofnear the reaI landing site in Normandy, as part of an effective deception

the invasion, the use of Bomber Command assets in support of the landing forces productd

When the huge strategic bomber force was gnidgingly
transferred to support Gen. Eisenhower's invasion in
Normandy, inexperience, unsuitable equipment, and
astonishing lack of communications led to tragic accidents and
heavy losses among Amencan and Canadian ground t r o ~ p s . ~
By the fall of 1944 Harris had repatriated the majority of his assets to carry out city
bombing. He was still trying to fulfil his pledge of victory through air p ~ w e r .Raids
~ by
day were more common due to the increased strength of Ailied fighter escortn and weaker
German day fighter capability. Harris' strategic bombing became revenge b ~ m b i n As
~.~~
Carter and Dunmore concluded in their history of No. 6 Group; "at this stage of the
conflict, the Ailies were in no mood to show mercy to the perpetrators of such horrors as
Auschwitz, Belsen, and Dachau. ï h e pressure had to be maintained.""
According to Nolan, Prime Minister King believed that war knew no ethics or mords.
The strategic bombhg campaign was not controversial to him. Nolan demonstrates this by
pointing out how King put the perfect manager in charge of the BCATP; making it very

campaign. Such a strategem was not the same as the Dieppe raid. In Dieppe there was
no pre-invasion bombardment, this tirne they did one, but also mounted the deception
by attacking elsewhere. Overall the pre-D-day bornbxdment consisted of14 600 sorties
with 78 000 tons of bombs. These bombing missions were not unopposed. Five
hundred twenty-five aircrafi were lost, of which thiay-six were from No -6Group.
Bercuson, Maple Leaf Anainst the Auis, 196-198.
n
Morton, A Military History of Canada, 207.
;8
Bercuson, Made Leaf Against the hxis, 257.
3
The advent of the P5ID fighter escort aircrafk triple their escort range. DND, Air
Command Publication, 3-2.
Several attacks were sirnilar to the one on the night of the 13" and 14hof February
1945 where 809 aircraft were launched against Dresden. In that atrack, it is estimated
that 85 percent of the city was destroyed by 2500 tonnes ofhigh explosive and
incendiary bombs, killing an estimated one-hundred fifty thousand men, womea and
chiidren. No. 6 Group participated in this devastating bombing with sixty-seven
aircrafi. It was after reports like this that Churchiil, rather hypocriticaily, distanceci
himself tiom the strategic bombing campaign, but not so for Canada's leader. The
negative political fallout of area bombing led to the failuse of Bomber Command crews
to be issued any specid medals. Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the Axis, 238,259.
SI
Dunmore, Reap the Whirlwind, 344.

successful, ivhile detaching himself completely h m the ends these crews were used for.
Moreover, looking at King's diary, Nolan pointed out that he only wrote how Dresden, a

beiiutiful city, had been lost. There was no mention of the terrible loss of ~ i f e S. ~i d a r
accounts about King never visiting war hospitais left him dctached fiom the human
suffering of the war. Carter and Dunmore add support to Nolan's argument: "King himself
had linie interest in things aeronautical. He saw No. 6 Group as he saw everything else, in
political term~."~
Victory in Europe occurred on the 6hof May 1945. As fighting was still going on in
Asia, the RCAF prepared a 'Tiger Force' of Lancaster bombers to help defeat Japan. Of
interest is how the RCAF tried to make up for its shortcomings in Bomber Comrnand. As
early as 1943 Canada had started working on plans to field "a fi~llyintegrated Canadian Air
Force'' in the war's second phase against Japan. Subsequently, the 'Tiger Force' was
planned with RCAF units employed with RAF units but as separate groups with equal
representation in a combined headquarters staff? in the end, the plans were never
implemented when in August 1945 the Japanese surrendered aller suffenng the devastation
of nvo American atomic bombs?'

Organizational Theory and the RCAF in World War II
The key factor that led to changes in the d e s the RCAF performed was its turbulent
extemal environment. More specifically, it was a major change in the organization's task
environment, with the advent of World War II. Canada's objective in the war was to
mobüize sufficient forces to help its former colonial leader. At f i t , the Prime Minister
wanted to do so with a balanced budget. However, as continental Europe was overun the
cornmitment changed. The European war effort, in particular, put Canada's reputation on

"83 Nolan,
111, and Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the k.s,
Dmcr=, z3..kt.
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Greenhous, The Crucible of War,100 and 115.

125.

the line as a newly independent state. The King govemment wanted to be perceived as
doing enough.
The Prime Mlliister's emphasis on Canada's air force stemmed fiom his underlying
aim of avoidiig conscription. Air force commitments were not likely to bring as many
casualties, or was there a recruiting problem into this exciting, relatively new,

The result was an ever larger air force cornmitment, which drew little semblance to the prewar force. Many squadrons were rnustered and additionai roles were adopted. The new
d e s that resulted h m changes in the environment were transcontinental ferry f l y i r ~ ~the
,'~
use of Canada's air force in power projection overseas, strategic bombing, escort flying for
sea convoys, training of foreign aucrew, direct support to merchants with ship-mounted
catapults, the attack of airborne rockets in the case of Germany's ~ - 1 s : dam
~ busting,
close air support, invuder missions, joint operations with both the navy and army during
beach landings and in the desert, sweep missions for heavy aimafi, and close escort
missions for heavy bombers, as well as towing gliders during paratrooper operations.
Further evidence of how the d e s had changed from previously was the absence of civilian
roles?' More intereshgly, the RCAF willingly accepted every, and any roIe assiped to it
by others, with apparently Iittle or any concem of the consequences.
It was the adoption of strategic bombing by the RCAF that was the most significant of
these new roies. Organizational theory posits that it is generally harder for a new
technology to be adopted over an older dominant way of doing business; in this case, the
bomber over the fighter. Usually, the old way of doing business has a stronger foilowing
cdturally and can be attributed to past organizational successes. Nonetheless, the bomber
was readily adopted as a fimction of the RCAF's external environment and its culture.
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"

Monon, A Militas) History of Canada, 207,223-224.
Stacey, Arms. Men and Govements, 10.
Aibeit, by oniy a few RCAF members.
Similar to how CF-18s today can shoot down cruise missiles.

The major factor h m the enviromnent was the Prime Minister's endorsement of
the BCATP, without considering where the graduates were going. The result was the
absence of control over how these airmen were employed overseas. This lefl Canadian
airmen to be used at the RAF's discretion, withh the h e w o r k of its air strategy?
Sunilarly, this resulted in a lack of consolidation of the RCAF's members overseas. The
reason the Canadian govenunent did so, was for monetary reasons. King preferred
spending on the BCAT'P while lening Great Britain finance most of Canada's overseas
squadrons. Also a consideration was King's lack of interest in strategic planning. It was
the RAF's leadership that detennined that Canadian airmen would adopt strategic bombing

as part of their war effort. At the time bombers were the only way to strike directly at
Gennany.
The strong cultural argument in favour of strategic bombing was the R C W s
socialization. This socializationof air force officer began in World War 1 as Canadians and
British fliers fou& together. Subsequently, the RCAF's organizational culture reflected
the values of its defacto parent service, the RAF. These two organizations were very much

like brothers in m s . There is little doubt that Canada's air force agenda was pushed along
this way as it was accustomed to doing things, following the Commonwealth leader. This
symbiotic relationship can be attributed to the fact that Canada's air force officers received
their air power doctrine exclusively in RAF institutions?' Thus, they echoed the be1iefs of

the senior British leadership with respect to strategic bombing. AIso, a supponing cultural
explanation for embracing strategic bombing is found in an extension of what Car1 Builder
refers to as air power's altar of worship: technologyP' The air force, and its officers are

AIthough No. 168 squadron did fly mail overseas.
"Great Britain prefmed individual airmen for Imperia1service, not formed Dominion
Squadrons. This view was bluntIy expressed by a Senior M F officer who was quoted
as saying that the RAF simply wanted 'bodies,' Englishr The Cream of the Croo. 14.
91 Greenhous, The Crucible of Waq 16.
9' Builder, The Masks of War, 18-20,
S9

predisposed to embrace newer and more sophisticated technology over the status quo-in
this case strategic bombewegardIess of its implications and costs.
Moreover, sometimes an organization's culture can be so strong that alternatives do
not even appear, which results in the uncritical development of assumptions. These
assumptions, subsequently, remain unquestioned. Such was the case for adopting a
strategic bombing role for the RCAF. Evidence of this assumption is how the strategy was
not even debated at home. Similarly, targeting plans and the whole morality debate was
absent from the Canadian politka1 and air force discourse. Appa..ently, Few people were
asking why Canada was doing strategic bombing. in the US the morality debate with
respect to day versus night bombing was debated with the latter seen as so inaccurate it
translated into mass killings which they tried to avoid.
So how did this assumption transpire? During the 1930s. Canada's air force was a
youthful organization doing a variety of roles to operationalize its vague organizational
goals. It was not past success or failures that inflwnced the strategies employed. There
did not exist concrete stories, myths, and legends about the way to win a war with air
power. So a new possibility was embraced. At the same time abroad, a military air force's
survival depended on the adoptions of a strategic role, albeit a new one. Similarly, the
bureaucratic rivalry for dollars between the army, navy, and air force, fùelled the appeal to
air force leaders for the new unproven strategy. There was Iittle resistance to this change
by the RCAF because it let the organization grow, giving its leaders more prestige. Hence,
the assumption was born that Canada shouId embrace a strategic bombing role.
However, once strategic bombing was adopted, the level on which a uniquely
Canadian culture operated was fairIy Low. The only consolidation that occurred was the
formation of No. 6 Group in 1943, but these changes were mainly administrative.
Moreover? the advent of No. 6 Group can also be attriiuted largeiy to the extenial

environment as it !vas the po titicians that were pushing for the Canadianization of their
forces overseas. AIthough, the RCAF leadership did recommend having more Canadians
serving in national units. By contrast, the RCAF leadership was uninvolved in bomber
strategy, and there was no Canadian vision for bomber ope ration^?^ Brookes and McEwen
were merely eficient managers. Canada did not debate, nor lobby for anything with
respect to its bombes' employment. Thus, the debate before D-day between Eisenhower's
emphasis on coastal targets and Harris' preference for city bombing, was Largely ignored
by Canadians, despite having thirteen bombers squadrons involved and the thousands of
Canadians serving in RAF units. The basis behind No. 6 Group was merely to increase
visibility ofCanadians and irnprove morale, but even these objectives failed to work out
smoothly. Similarly, the planning for the "ïiger Force' was merely an exercise in assuring
Canadianization, not to bring a unique vision for the employment of its forces.
One other event linked to organizationai cultural was Canada's further drift into the
Amencan defence orbit with the establishment of the PIBD. This organization, which
dealt with continental defence CO-operation,was a very împonant precursor of things to
corne. [t was the CO-operationthat started within this board that cteated the foundation of a
transnationalismbetween the air forces of the United States and Canada. This relationship
grew into the North American Air Defence agreement in 1957, with the updated
designation the North Pmiencan Aerospace Defence agreement which is sti11 in force
today.
Considering the four dimensions of goai setting it was the reactionary, ntional and
historical dimensions that were the rnost influential. The reactionary dimension was
evident in looking at the uansforrnation of air force capabilities that occurred to meet the
changes in the extemal environment. The evidence of the rationai dimension was linked to
W o Canadian commander played a significant part in planning the war effort. When the
ailied combined chiefs of staff was formed Canada did not insist on any representation."

'j

the goverment's goal of saving money white minimising the overseas contingent to avoid
conscription. The historical dimension was present in the RCAF's usage of air resources
which largely relied on the RAF, as it had in the past. Similarly, the results of the
budgeting process were iinked to RAF süategies. The dimension that was present to a
Iesser extent was the normative. The RCAF's wartune force differed from the pre-war
force in size, scope, and capability. The answer is subjective as to whether the RCAF did
the roles it wanted over the penod because it had no real preference. In general terms, al1
wartime roles had honour. Naturally, the RCAF did want to expand, and rarely do people
complain when there is lots ot'growth. Yet, expansion came very much in the manner the
RAF wanted. not through an RCAF vision. Tnis is not surprising, as close to 60 percent of
Canadian aircrew flew in RAF ~~uaclrons.~

in considering the RCM's effectiveness during World War II, the success story
remains tainted. Despite a slow beginning:5 Canada eventually mobilized an admirable air
force effort considering its size and economic strength. Canada did its part as an emerging
state in this World War, which was the official goal. Momver, its roles did operationaiize
the official goals. However, what the RCAF lacked was leadership and its own vision.
The RCAF proved largely unable to fieId units in its own name, The success of the
BCATP and then lack of follow through on the graduates was a significant organizational
failing. Similarly, a Canadian contribution to the air power employment debates was not
present. Moreover, a lack of effectiveness can be associated with the RCAF's large
number of squadrons on the home front, which were well in excess of any anticipated
threat, and thus a waste of resources. Yet, this did not occur by accident. It was an
underlying objective of the Canadian govemments to avoid casuaities and try to maximise

Douglas Bland, Chiefs of Defence [Toronto: Brown Book Company Limited, 1995) IO.
Mnyt~n.A Militayy f ? i s t c i ~of Canada, p,. 2n2.
95
One year to get a squadron to Europe, and two years for its k t bomber squadron.
Althou@, the BCATP effort was demanding large resources as weU.
94

defence spendiig on assets at h ~ m to
e help appease public opinion that wanted home
defence forces. Thus, the large home defence force resulted Çom an underlying role
conflict in which the govemment wanted to be perceived as spending lots of the war effort
but underneath wanted to minimize troops abroad.
Analysing the RCAF during World War ii, until mid-1942 it approximated what
was described as the youth stage of the lifecycle model. This second stage is usually
marked by success in the market, growth, and innovation. The air force grew at an
unprecedented rate early in the war, and took on a whole new fleet of aircraft and many
new d e s . The airmen identified with the mission and worked hard to contribute to
organizational growth. This was evident in that recruiting was never a problem in this
exciting new serviceo6
Of interest is how the transition to the next stage in the lifecycle rnodel was not
marked by a control crisis, but rather by the continued mobilization in reaction to the
external environment. ï h e air force grew so fast, that measures were required to improve
administntion and ef'fïciency. The leaders needed to develop a more efficient
administration which characterizes the third stage in the lifecycle rnodel: midlife.
According to Q u h and Cameron, this is the stage where a bureaucratie structure is
implemented. in the case of the RCAF this bureaucncy became efficient at establishing
new squadrons and developing the administrative skills to manage them.
Some may argue that the fact the RCAf personnel were scattered about every
theatre the RAF flew in, without any overarching control, could be Liened to a control
crisis. Yet, this crisis was a home-grown problem. ï h e resulting round-up of some

96 Moreover, a

CO-ordinatedrecruiting effort was required to ensure the army wouId gain
enough recruits, to facilitate this the air force would stop recniitino and send its aircrew
washouts to the m y . in r e m , the army would send some of its most promising recnrits
over to the air force service.

Canadians for the creation of No. 6 bomber goup led to poor results at fmt. However
once established, the RCAF bomber group fulfilled its institutional responsibilities.
Regrettably, the revamped Canadian air force organization displayed many of the
inefficiencies of a bureaucracy, as well. The organization and its leaders were inflexible,
lacked lateral thinking, and direction. The quintessential example being the absence of
debates on why Canada should carry out area bombing of German cities. Douglas Bland
provides some insight:
During most of Canada's history the 'high command' of Canadian
military forces and the strategy within which they were employed
were the prerogative of foreign powers. Canadian officers, with rare
exceptions, never developed any professional sense of theu own
identity and willingly subordinated themselves to the opinions of
oficers from other dates. Canada's military profession is habitually
immature, 'trhenever a military effort was called for, Canada
provided its full share of fine doen, but no thinl~ers."~'
Another fault the air force bureaucracy suffered was departrnentalization. This led
to cornpetition between the subgroups for budget dollars.

In boch the RCAF and RAF,

clearly Bomber Command got the lion's share of money. By contrast, increased spending
especially on Coastal Command could have improved the overall effectiveness of the aIlied
war effort prior to D-&y.
As a fmal point, looking at this period there becomes a clearer indication of the

kaditional roles of the RCAF. Using the same three factorsgsas previoudy noted, several
d e s arise as dominant in the RCAF's short history, These roles were fighter operations,
maritime par01 operations, and army cosperation. These were ones that would come to
dominate the Cold War experience.

"James Eayrs cdled it 'gowine up allied' " quoted h m BIand Chiefs of Defence 8
and 12.
98 Consistency, normative, and temporal.

Chapter Four

THE RCAF IN TEE COLD WAR
Following World War iI, the international political situation evolved into a
bipolar system, dominated by the four decade Cold War. During this period several
key events infiuenced the size, structure, and r o k of the RCAF. in broad terms, most
of the RCAF's roles became alliance driven. Moreover, the biggest change in roles
from the previous period was Canada's rejection ofsuategic forces. While strategic
bombing had been arguably the most prominent role of World War II, especially if
measured in terms of RCAF casualties, it very quickiy disappeared. The predominant
reason was its association with offensive nuciear weapons; something more defcnsive
minded Canadians wished to avoid following the devastation of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Furthemore, strategic nuclear forces were beyond the fiscal reach of
Canada's defence budget.
Once again organizational theory highlights the factors that brought about changes
in the air force's roles. First, Canada's air force was reactive in its approach to
international events. Second, the air force relied heavily upon its historic ties, which
became the foundations of its Iargefy aIIiance based roles. Thus, the hvo initial
influences sternmed from the environment. As the Cold War dragged on it became
more of a predictable stalemate. This led to a third environmental factor that
increasingly influenced Canada's air force: the govemment's budgeting process.

In examining the air force's culture over the period it proved successful at
maintainhg most of its tactical d e s h m World War II. As well. the air force's
strong reaction to Paul Hellyer's re-organization evennralIy led to the creation of Air
Comrnand (AIRCOM). The CF48 purchase that foilowed is seen as a consequence

of the consolidated air power voice stemming from the re-emergenceof the air force
as a defacto separate service.

CANADA'S AIR FORCE DURING TEE COLD WAR
Immediately foliowing the end of World War II there was Iittle in the way of
immediate threats to Canada. Yet, its geopolitical situation was increasingly
important to the US. As weH, ttiere was a clear desire to maintain smng ties with
Great Britain. As a result, Canadian defeace and its air force were shaped by the

West's evolving security Framework.
By the end of 1946 the RCAF had pdIed its eleven squadrons out of Germany.

h Canada, the major focus of the air force was demobilization. The a u force
leadership requested thirty thousand permanent personnel. with sixteeteen squadrons of

which six were to be bomber squadrons.': However, it ended up getting no permanent
squadrons for the following nvo years and an authorized süength of sixteen thousand'
Ody in 1948 was the f i t permanent squadron established, this squadron designared

as 4 10 flew the Vampire daytimejet interceptor. Soon after, a second fighter squadron
also flying Vampires,designated 420, was fomed hChatham, New Brunswick. The
RCAF had given the British Mustangs wtiich they needed for use in their desert
colonies in r e m for eighty-the Vampire jec fighters?
The three billion-douar defence budget h m 1945 was cut to 195 million by
1947." That same year, Defence Minister Claxton announced k e broad objectives
for Canada's military. The first was the defence of Canada against foreign aggression.

' Rouse o f Commons, Debates. 4 October 1915.762-766.

'I. lockel, No Boundaries Uustairs (Vancouver: UBC press, 1987), IQ.

Questions were

asked in the House o f Commons as to the number and type of permanent and a t l d k y
squadrons in the RCAF in bIarch 1947. Hawever, Minister hpointe refused to amver the
query witiiin the House of Commons. He saw such demiled information as aga& the
L
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The second was aid of the civil power. The thUd was the participation in any mission
that Canada decided in cosperation with its allies or within the UN frarnework. The
third objective was Left quite vague to avoid beîîg caught up in costly ventures in

which Canada would oniy play a s e c o n b r01e.~
The growing mistrust between the East and West became a key issue that
shaped the environment Caaada's air force operated in. As a resuh, in April 1949
Canadajoined the US, British, French. and the B e n e h counuies in a coIIective

defence organization6the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).? NATO
evolved as the centerpiece of Western collective defence. ï h e two important facets of

NATO membership related to Canada's air force. First, the alliance existed to counter
Soviet aggression. Second, the pooling of resources meant that each country could do
1ess military preparations than it could independentiy. The result was more
speciaiiiation of RCAF roies: A bypmducc of participating in the US-led NATO,as
weI1 as the emerging conthenta1 defence relationstiip was that Canada's air force
graduaily adopted more American weapons, equipment, and training rneth~ds.~
When the Korean War broke out in 1950, the RCAF's main contribution was
airlifi,'%lthough twenty-two fighter pilots did fly on exchange with the United States
Air

orc ce."

Of greater significance was how the Korean conflict caused NATO's

European theatre to be weakened, or so perceived, as US forces were transferred to

' H.Klepak, and P. Letourneau, Defence and Security (Montreal: Mendian Press. 1990), 1 1.
At nrSf Canada only sent surplus military equipment to Eumpe, while keeping its forces as
a strategic reserve. Klepak 27 and J. Galvin,"Trans-Atlantic pamership for Secuity:
Canada in NATO" Canadian Defénce Ouaaeriy Summer, 1988, 9.
f
Klepak. Defence and Secutity. 12.
Ibid., 27.
nie premise behind NATO was the belief that the defence of Canada resided in the defence
of Europe. This was referred to as a 'forwad strategy' by the Amencans, which meant that
the fiirther away h m home one met the threar, the bener. N. Chvik, Canadian Defence
PoLcv (Kingston: Queen's University, 19801, 15.
' O ~ o r e a nairrift operation lasted four y- during which 599 missions were flown with
twenty North Star aircraft. Overaii, thirteen housand personnel and seven miiIi01.1~
pounds
of kight were c
d across the Pacinc. ~.airforce.dnd.cdendmodem.hm

fight in Asia. lua result, the NATO Supreme Allied Commander in Europe

(SACEUR)asked Canada and other nations to help re-enforce Europe, Ieaving NATO
much stronger afterwards. Canada respoaded by sending troops and €@ter

squadrons

to Europe, as well as increasing its military spendiug. The Canadian defence budget
quadrupled from 385 million in 1950 to 1.4 billion in 1952."

With the increased military spending, Claxton announced the formation of
forty additional squadrons, which included twelve to be stationed in Europe by the
summer of 1953. The twelve ~ ~ u a d r o nins 'Europe
~
evennially fonned a Canadian

Air Division comprised of three hundred F-86 Sabres. Also part of the forty new
squadrons, nine were equipped with the Canadian developed CF-100 ~anuck.'"The
early 1950s also put the RCAF back into the business of training foreign aircrew.
Aircrew training expanded to include ten countries and lasted over seven years.

During hose years, five thousand pilots and observers were trai~~ed.'~

Tnree years after the Korean War started, the RCAF had grown from sixteen
thousand to a strength of over forty-five thousand.16 By 1955 the approved rnanpower

ceiIings "altoned the RCAF regular force a maximum of 51000 personnel, placing it

for the f i t t h e in Canada's history higher than the amy's 49000."" The zenith of

" Himer,

Empire to Umpire, 216.

" Klepak, Defeace and Sec*&, 18.
'' The sabre was buSt under liceme in Canada. and was provided with a Canadian designed
and buiIt engine, the Orenda. The Division was a formidable one as the € 4 6 was considered
one of the b a t fighters in visuaI air to air combat at rhe the.
['The CF-Iûû's radar gave Canada its fim all weather intercepter. A totai of 638 CF-100's
were buiit. Aithough IargeIy obsolete in the earIy 1960%a fèw CF-100s flew until 1981.
Chxton announced in 1951 that Canada needed a range and airspace suirable for jets and
new munitions. To meet the deman4 Cold Lake was built as the first new RCAF station
since World War ii. 4 Wig CoId Lake historic booklet, written by Capt Say Medves,
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Cold War air power in Canada occurred two years later (1957) with two thousand

aircrafl in the RCAF's inventory, of which seven hundred and fi@ were fighters.'s
Contnbuting to this dramatic rise in RCAF strengih was the gradua1
integration of continental air defence arrangements wirh the US. These agreements
culminated in the formation of NORAD in 1938. The Americans were keen on a
forward strategy.

'

There was little doubt that the advances in air power rendered

Canada's Arctic as the prime strategic approach in the friture." Yet, analysts believed
it would be some t h e before the Soviet Union would have the capability to deliver
nuclear bombs over the North pole.?' Moreover, at the time the USAF preferred
offensiveuses of air power.
During the Berlin Blockade this view came under question. The US feared
that large numbers of long range T U 4 bombes could svike North-Amenca. This led
to the development of an air defence plan for the contient, that included a total of
seventy-one radar sites.= When the Soviet Union successfiilly tested their first atomic
weapon, air defence pIans got more serious to include fighter forces on alert. Canada
was to have five reguIar squadrons for air defence." Following the outbreak of the
Korean war; " Canada's Defence Minister committed another four regular air defence
squadrons and eIeven auxiliary squadrons to continental defence.
By 1% 1, the combination of Canada's geognphy and technological advances
led to M e r cooperation with the US. The new plans rendered air defence as a major

l8 Looking at the rest of the air force, the Dakotas and North Stars were being used for
uansport, whereas the Lancaster and Neprune aircrafi were being used for maritime
reconnaissance. W. 16.
l9 lockel, No Boundaries Zlustairs, 2.
ibid, 14.
ibid, 7.
n -*
ioia., 3 4
23 Ibid., 37.
ibid., 40.

""

RCAF priority.s For the govemment it was easy to expand air defence politically
because it was similar to the BCATP in the eyes of the Canadian public. The
expansion employed lots of manpower and it was a defensive in nature.

Ln the USAF it was increasingiy debated whether to spend on offensive or
defensive assets. In general tenns, the bombers of Strategic Air Command (SAC)
represented the offense and fighter-interceptors represented defensive forces. By
contrast, in Canada there was o d y interest in defensive assets. The idea of having
bomber squadrons was short lived immediately following World War II. As the Cold

War progressed, the offensive implied a nuclear anned bomber force. Clearly this was
out of the question politically and economically for Canadians. The issue was never

As technology improved the arguments hvoring the defence became increasingly

linked to the offense. This was due in part to the adoption of a massive retaliation
strategy by the US in 1954. Massive retaliation impried the reliance on nuclear
capability over conventional forces in Amencan defence planning. However, an
important part of the massive retaliation strategy was to construct a better defensive
shield around North Amenca, thereby adding credibility to the survivability of the
For Canada, this meant
offensive forces which were to carry out a counter-~trike.?~

'5 Negotiating

went on with respect to border crossing authority, areas of responsibility, control in
Canadian airspace, and the authority to shoot. The interim resuIt was a joint air defence plan
called 'Continental Ak Defence integration North' As part of the plans implementation Canada
built the 'Pinetree line' consistuig of thirty radar stations betwern 1951 and 1955. Two thirds of
the costs were paid by the US. As the consmction began, the US realized just how important
Canada's airspace was, so they developed greater plans for theu cross-border relationship. As
Soviet technology improved, academics pointed out that greater warning times were required.
Estimates of twenry million deaths following a Soviet attack prompted the push for a linr of radars
funher North. This led to the creation of the Distant Eady Warning line (DEW) which consisted of
four manned stations and seventy-one ruimannecisites dong the 7oh paraiiel. The Dew Iine was
built to give four to eight hours waming of a Soviet bomber attack B. Cutherbertsoa Canadian
Mitary independence in the Ape of the Superpowers (Ottawa: Supply and Sewices Canada,
-....*ira r ) , W. L ~&ai
C ctapier LI tiie dçueiupimui uf ü e ~ e ~ i raj,
v c 'Lm w b d illiiri jci uf i ü d i i ~
paid for by Canadians called the mid-Canada line dong the 55' parallel.
Ibici.
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the RCAF's fighter-interceptor forces would become more important." In 1956,
Canada's White Paper on Defence reflected the reality of thermonuclear weapons
when it stated that the protection of the US strategic deterrent was the primary
objective of Canada's air defence forces.?' This was a significant shift kom the
original post-World War 11objective, which was the protection of the populace and
economy. An important transition had occuned from a defensive role to a deterrence
one. Canada added credibility to the West's detenent strategy by contributing "its
temtory for warning lines, its airspace for fighters to veri& an attack, and its own
forces to participate in those ope ration^."'^
The final discussions to establish NORAD dealt much more with political
than military integration. Shonly after taking ofice in 1957, John Diefenbaker was
presented with the final diafis of the NORAD agreement that he signed precipitously.
This resulted in an imrnediate backlash. Opposition criticism concenuated on General
Foulkes' less than forthright explanation ofthe nuances in the agreement.jO The Chief
of the General Staff had minimized the political implications and presented the
document as the continuation of an evolving defence relationship. Foulkes did not
highlight that the agreement, for the fmt tirne ever, placed Canadian forces under a
non-Canadian authority in peacetimeJ1 NORAD was brandeci by critics as a Ioss of
autonomy, because the inteption of a u defence meanr that the US could declare war
and use Canada's fighters. Not realizing these nuances, Diefenbaker had signed
without consulting offtcials from Eutemal Mairs, his cabinet, or par1iament.J'

ibid, 86.
%id,89.
ibid, 173.
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Despite the controversy the signing cause4 NORAD was an important
It was based on the recognition of three
bilateral agreement for both ~arties.3~

premises. First, the defence of North America was indivisible. Second, the US would
respond to any aggression on Canadian soiI. Third, that the only physical threat to
Canada was the threat of nuclear attack.'" OvetalI, the 1958 agreement intertwined
two thousand six-hundred interceptors, of which two hundred were CF-100s.'~
However, the CF-100 Canuck was old technology and too slow to catch the new
Soviet bomben. Even with ground cuatrol, intercept pilots ody had one chance to
identi@ and destroy enemy bomberç. In the mid-1950s the Liberal govemment
addressed the shoncoming by Funding the development of a new Mach +2 interceptor
called the AVRO Arrow.
The CF-105 Arrow was sold as decades ahead of its t h e . Regrettably. when
the Consematives carne to office, some were Ied to believe the launch of 'Sputnik' in
October 1958 had changed the air defence paradigm. Critics of the Arrow program
argued that satellites launched the world into the missile age thereby rendenng
m a ~ e interceptors
d
obso~ete!~Using the obsolescence argument. Diefenbaker
cancelled the Arrow pro-gram in 1959. However, the real reason the Arrow program
was cut was that the aircraft had become too expensive?' The end of the Amiw

realizing the e m r he made, Diefenbaker anempted to link NORAD to NATO
which was Canada's widely accepted multilateralarena even sugges~git become one of
NATO's commands. However, the US rehised anyttiing but vague references to infonning
NATO of mutually agreed upon matenai. This was a bit of a compliment in disguise, as the
US did not m t its European allies as much as Canada for keeping secrets. ibid., 117.
Cana& was given the deputy command position, aithough nuclear weapons couId not be
used without US authorization. It was aIso agreed that Canada would never assume more
than twelve percent of the costs of continental defence. R Byers, Aerowace Defence:
Canada's Future Role? (Toronto, 1985), 49.
KIepak, Defence and SecuRty, 25.
Hillmer, Empire to Umpire, 245.
" The air force's initial order of four hundred aircrafi had been decreased to one hundred to
"*ci *piuiii
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miUion dollars. Al1 in dl, the canceliation meant chat a lot of fighter development expertise was
subsequently Iost to the US. Most engheers h m AVRO were immediately hired by NASA and
l3 Later on,

''

program marked the beginning of cuts to Canada's air force which have continued
more or less, until the present. The Arrow episode was a failure of the RCAF's
culture to translate aircraft acquisitions into political terms that Ottawa politicians
could relate to.
Diefenbaker replaced the Amiw with a surface-to-air anti-bomber missile called
the B O W C , manned by RCAF squadrons 446 and 447:'

iuterestingly, the

B O W C missile system was designed to shoot down enemy bombers, not ICBM's.
It became embarrassingly evident that only a manned interceptor could tell if a radar
r e m was a flock of birds, a lost airliner, or a Soviet attack. The US gracefully
offered sixty-six technologically Serior ~ o o d o aircraîl
o ~ ~ that Canada paid for by
manning the Pinetree ~ i n e The
. ~ acquisition of a smaller number of air defence
aircraft and the acquisition of the BOkIARC led to t h e Canadian intrrceptor
squadrons being disbanded.'"
M e r canceling the Arrow program, Diefenbaker ordered a re-examination of the
reasons behind Canada's military commitments. As was ofien the case, the driving
force for the re-examination was to justi& reduced defence spending. The defence
budget was indeed cut from 1.8 billion to 1.5 billion in the first three years of
Diefenbaker's office.42 However, the Conservatives larger liability became theü

the other military aircnft manufacmrs in the US. As weli, Canada lost its technologica1
independence in the aerospace field. ''The national rragedy was that the [Arrow] program either
should have been stopped earlîer, at the project stage, as being too nch for Canada's blood or
completed. It has been noted by historiaus that if the COSE ofthe A m w cancellatioo, the Boman:
missile system and the Voodoos were added, they wouId have been of the same order as
continuing the A m w program which -apart h m maintainhg a world-clas technical team in
Canada- could have gamered export orriers." Wings, 30.
JB~ohn
Clearwater, Canadian Nuclear Weapons (Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1998), 55.
'%e Voodoo was tint flown in 1954, it had a ma^ speed under Mach 2. in 1970, the
cemainhg RCAF Voodoos were exchanged for 66 replacement aircraft that had been in
USAF stonge. Win@, 24.
#J k.f.-.,*u&.w,.,
A LGI&-* 1 ~ ~ f f ~ f C z d z , ~ ? - % 4 .
" www.aùfo~e.&dca/endmodernhm 5.
Morton, A Miiitary History ofcanada, 24&247.
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confused and contradictory defence policy.J3 The main reasons for the Consecvatives
poor performance in defence issues were Diefenbaker's indecisiveness, his hostility
towards the US, " and how he isolated himself h m the military's leadership. How
his governent handled air force acquisitions e.qosed these flaws.
in the past, Canada had opposed the purchase of nuclear weapons because it

saw itself as a moderator on the international scene and nuclear weapons were labeled
offensive. Yet, Canada was part of NATO and embraced its nuclear strategy.
Both the Diefenbaker and Pearson Govemments were aware that
Canada had signed on to NATO theories ofemployment of
nuclear weapons starting in the 1950s. It was the secretly stated
position . . :in the event of a war involving NATO it is militarily
essential that NATO forces should be able to use atomic and
thennonuclear weapons in theu defence fiom the out~et."~
in 1959 Canada bought the Starfighter, Voodoo, and BOMARC surface-to-air

missile system. Al1 three of these weapons systems were designed for use with
nuclear annaments. in a memorandum from PauI Hellyer to Lester Pearson in
December 1962, Hellyer outlined:

In 1958 we (Canada) undertook to replace eight (8) squadrons of
F-86's with the CF-104's and to undertake the strike anack d e .
This role consists of forward recoanaissance with atomic
capability to deal with special targets. ...SACEURis counting
on this capacity. If we do not fulfil our cornmitment, there will
be intense pressure on us to withdraw and tum the facilities over
to others?
Hence, Canada agreed to play an active roIe in this nuclear alliance, which many
choose to forget or ignore. Addiig to the confusion was the Minister for Extemal

" At the same rime in 1957, NATO adopted a 'massive reraliarion' smtegy. ïhis posture

was with counter-value targetmg partiy because o f the lack of accuracy of the weapons.
Moreover, this option was endorsed because it reiied Iess on large numbers of espensive
conventional Forces and more on nuclearweapons. Part o f the strategic response to downsize
conventional forces so rnuch was the advent o f nuclear weapons in which 'massive respoase'
L8,28.
was the new answm- Klepak, Defmce and S-ty,
JL. +
..
nitmer, Empire io ü m p k , i3.
4s
Clearwater, Canadian Nuclear Weapons, 45.
ibid., 28.

Affairs who crusaded for nuclear disarmament. The government's credibility was
further damaged as they hiled to convey to Canadians that NATO's nuclear w e a p o d 7
represented the only means to balance the Iarge numerical advantage of the Warsaw
Pact.
When the Cuban missile crisis occurred in 1962, more confused policy
emerged as Diefenbaker hesitated to support the US blockade. Letourneau and
Fortmann argued that the Prime Minister's inaction compromised Canada's
credibility."' As the situation grew more tense, Canada's Defence Minister put the air
force "on alert of his own a~thorit~.''~SSimilarly, the leaders ofboth the navy and air
Force had increased readiness before the crisis becarne public on the 22* of October
1962, as these actions were within their mandates. Nevertheless, Diefenbaker's
goverment was unfamiliar with the mechanism of military posturing and feared the
principle of civil control over the mi1itary had been c~rnpromised.~~
Haydon, in his book on the subject, does not accept the argument that it was
merely Diefenbaker's indecisiveness which Ied to the delay in authorizing a higher
alert statu. He attributes Diefenbaker's actions to his desire to keep Canada's voice
independent in international affairs.'' Moreover, the crisis occwred at a tirne when
the Prime Minister was very suspicious of both his defence and extemal affairs staff.
He resented how the miIitary had outmaneuvered him into a hasty signing of the

In the mid 1960s. considering the conventionaI forces imbalance in Europe, NATO
adopted the strategy of a 'flexible response.' This strategy dictated having adequate amounts
of rnilitary power across the entire specaum of codict, to deter the Warsaw Pact. This
strategy also implied a possible k t use ofnuclear weapons by the West NATO could not
use a more traditional strategy of trading space for t h e , because a third of the German
Federal Republic's population iived within one hundred kilometers of the border. Galvia
"Trans-Atlantic parmership for Security" 12-13.
Klepak, Defence and Senirity, 14.
.w
T. Ztiytiu~
Tlir iÇ62 fu û iutvm&i
~ k ftLii iiuiutiiv. CiS8, iÇEjj, 3.
ibid., 4.
ibid.. 189.
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NORAD agreement?' In his memoirs, Diefenbaker explained his delaying actions as
a need for caution. in order not to provocate the Soviet Union, he avoided putting
military forces on alert. Diefenbaker distnisted Kemedy and found his actions
ha~ty.'~Nevertheless, what Diefenbaker largely ignored were the military procedures
that were enstuined in the existing bilaterai and multi-lateral agreements. He was
ignorant of the nuances as he had no miiitary liaison staff in his cabinet and no
military advisor of his own. The government had simply not spent enough tirne
understanding defence policy?
Haydon concludes that faced with a complex situation with many alternatives,
Diefenbaker's management style had left him with a bureaucracy which could not
s . ~ ~arso came to light in this crisis,
provide him with the proper a n a ~ ~ s i What
according to Haydon, was how the senior leadership ofboth the US and Canadian air
force and navy were very effciently Iinked, to the extent that equipment, m u n i t i o n ,
and tasking of Canada's air force was interchangeable with USAF units. Moreover,
the goverument failed to differentiate between a NATO multilateral operation in
which Canadian consultation was a must and NORAD defence agreements in which
the bilateral defence was agreed upon ahead of tirne."

Consequently, NORAD had

bred transnationalism at operationa1 IeveIs.
The quiet way in which RCAF NORAD forces were able to
honor theü obligations reflects the high level of mutual
understanding and trust between the RCAF and USAF. In
continental defence, close working relationships existed
without any threat to the sovereignty of either partuer. But this
was not understood in ~ t t a w a . ~

"Bland, Chie&of Defence 24 and 66.
Diefenbaker was not going to be pushed into adopting US'Ssolutions to problems. John
Diefenbaker, One Canada: Tlie Tumuintous Years 1962-67 (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada.
1977) 86.

ibid, 218.

Bland concluded that the federal goverment's poor handling of the Cuban missile
cnsis led to the subsequent re-organization of the military. The new structures were to
ensure tighter civil control over Canada's military.s8
Following the Cuban cnsis, as the BOMARC bases were nearing completion
and the CF-104 was entering service, Canadian public opinion swayed in favor of
arming the nuclear platforms acquued under Diefenbaker. Yet, the Conservative
Prime Minister had not held any tangible meetings with the US on arming the
platforms. Critics pointed to a backward defence policy; Canada bought weapons

first, then found roles for them.
in January 1963, a retiring NATO SACEUR told Ottawa reporters that

Canada was not meeting its commitments, especially its nuclear ones. Diefenbaker
denied that Canada had any nuclear commitments. Washington's response was that
Canada had chosen its nuclear delivery platforms to affirm its nuclear role. The result
of this cross-border disagreement led to the resignation of the Canadian Deputy
Minister for ~efence?' This on-going confused nuclear debate finally led Pearson,
the opposition leader, to declare his support for the acquisition of nuclear warheads for
its defensive weapon platfoms.* FoIIowing his election victory, Pearson settled the
Canada was CO be a seminuclear weapons pmblem with Kennedy in May 1963.~'
nuclear power, meaning that it would not use nuciear weapons without US approval.6'
Moreover, Canada retained a veto power over the use of nuclear weapons h m

" fiid., 4 1 and Bland, Chiefs of Defence 2.
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Canadian platforms. Yet, at the same t h e , Canada signed away its nght to
consultation in a .emergency. 63
Looking at the RCAF's fighter forces in the mid 1960s, Canada had acquired
fewer Starfïghters than Sabres. This, combined with base closure in rance,^ left the
overaii air force presence in Europe with six squadrons; haif the amount from a
decade earlier. In North Amenca, technoIogica1advances were changing the nature of
the Soviet threat. During the 1950s. manned bombers were the only way for the
Soviet Union to deliver nuclear weapons across the North Pole. By the mid 1960s.
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) were developed. With these missiles, the
warning of an attack on North Amenca went from six hours to half an ho~r.~'Since
the ICBM threat could not be met with manned fighters, M e r reductions in
NORAD fighter assets occurred?
Looking at maritime aviation during the 1960s, it was the Argus, Tracker, and
Sea King platforms that were used to cany out anti-submarine warfare (ASW) as well
as coastal patrol. The ASW role was pan of the navy's primary NATO couunitment
of protecting sea links to Europe, as it did in World War II. As for air transport during
the 1950-60s, the RCAF was using North Star, Yukon, Cosmopolitan, Caribou. and
the newly-acquired Hercules aimafi. One increasingly visible air transport role was
in support of iJN peacekeeping operations in Asia, AErica, and the Middle-East. üN
flying became the d e From which the transport and helicopter squadrons deiived the
most public approval.

A nght the German govemment did not have, and the Americans did not want hem to hear
about it either. Clearwater, Canadian Nuclear Weapons, 36,.W, 53.
T w o CF-104 squadrons were closed, due ro France's depamire h m NATO's integrated
-:1:-
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SLBM's later reduce that t h e to much less dependhg on theirdeployment area.
Klepak. Defence and Securig 14.

in 1964, Defence Minister Paul Heuyer pmented a new White Paper on
defen~e.~'It identified three objectives. First, Canada was to be more independent
within NATO. This was to occur by gaining more iûnctional autonomy for troops in
Europe, which required Iess costly equipment. Second, Canada would move away
from nuclear weapons. Hellyer saw nuclear war 'kas near the bottom on the scale of
pr~babilities."~ Third, the military was to be reorganized to enable staff reductions
and cost savings. The cost savings were to be used to purchase equipment.69
The most noticeable change was Hellyer's push for an administrative reorganization. The idea stemmed in part h m the Glassco Commission report tabled in
1961. The Commission had done "a splendid job of exposing the waste and
extravagance resulting from dupikation and tripli~ation."'~The report suggested al1
departments of the defence establishment should come under a single administrative
model. As well, Hellyer believed chat the three services were preparing for different
kinds of wars." These issues were to be remedied in the re-organization. Successive
pieces of legislation from 1964 onwards amalgamated the air force with the army and
navy. This began with the announcement on the 15' of August 1963 that the titles of
Chief of staff of the navy, army, and air force ceased to exist. A new position called
the Chief of the Defence Staff was bestowed upon Air Chief Marshal Frank Miller.
Hellyer's goal in doing so was to have a central and national point of view on defence
matters, free from tri-service rivalries. The various service Chiefs would no longer
have equal access to the Minister. Heliyer wanted to make defence planning top67

Heuyer's White Paper also mentioned an 'intervention force' implying a mm away f?om
the Soviet k a t , towards a more flexiïle, mobile force. Such a force could be used for
either LMor NATO operations. It is argued by yome that Hellyer was indirectly putting
Peacekeeping as tbe top pnority and NORAD as I o w a
"orl Paul Hellyer, Damn the Torpedoes (Tomnto: MacClehd & Stewart inc., 1990), 34.
It was pointed out how a decade earlier capital acquisitions represented forty-two percent
oltne cieknce Ducïget. in iY63 tney nad hppecï to a m m tuirteen-percent. White Faper on
Defence (Ottawa:Queen's Printer, t964) 21-24
Hellyer, D a m the Topredoes, 36.

dowu instead of bonom-up." Unification was made formai on the 1" of February
1968, with the Canadian Armed Forces Reorganization Act, c. 96.73
The Senrices known before the coming into force of this Part as
the Royal Canadian Navy, the Canadian h n y and the Royal
Canadian Air Force are embodied in the Canadian c or ces."
Tucker argues that the new organizational structure decreased the influence of
Canada's top Generals in shaping defence policy, which was one of its goals.7s
Hellyer's re-organization left the armed forces separated into six commands: mobi!e
command air transport command, maritime command, air defence cornrnand, training
command, and materiel cotn~nand?~
Surprisingly, the air force was the only service
lefi without a central authority, as some tactical air units came under mobile command
(the army) and functional control over coastal aircrafi came under maritime command
(the navy). Air force resources were effectiveIy hgmented amongst five of the six
commands. Bland depicted Hellyer's &cation

as a transfer fiom the command era

of military leadership, to a management en.* To his credit, Hellyer's refoms did
save one-hundred and forty-four million in administration costs. Furthermore, the
percentage of the budget to acquire weapons went h m 13 percent in 1964 to 20
percent in 1966.With the increased capital spending the air force purchased one-hundred and
sixteen CF-5Freedom Fighters as replacements for the Canadian based Sabres. The
71

ibid., 33.

" Bland, Chiefs of Defence 1-2 and 16.

Acts of the Parliament of Canada Chap 96,1966-67 statutes in force. 1225-1271.
Ibid., 1227.
Similarly, the Cabinet Defence Co-ttee
was given a iarger ernphasis under Trudeau.
M. Tucker, Canadian F0rei.m Folicy (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd, 1980), 152.
'15 Klepak. Defence and Security, 23.
The management era led to a disconnect behveen civüian bureaucrats saviug money, and
senior officers nying to maintam effective combat capabiliües. The result was smamlining
the elficiency of details without taking care of major issues. OveralI, Nine Generals. along
with the Chief of Defence Staffwere &ci or retired early for resunification during its
three year impIementation. Douglas Bland, The administration of Defence PoIicy in Canada
1947-1985 (Kingston: Ronald Frye &Company, 1987).
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air force used the CF-5 for fighter lead-in training, ground attack, and tactical
reconnais~ance.~
Moreover, the single seat CF-5 had an air reheling capability with
the Boeing 707, which was widely recognized as a force multiplier by the mid1960s.~~
Consequently, the CF-5's transatlantic capability made it the obvious choice
to deploy as part of the Canadian Air-Sea Transportable (cAsT)"

cornmitment to

Norway .
Unfominately, Hellyer's acquisition campaign was short lived. The general
climate of the 1960s. not least of al1 as a function of the war in Vietnam, led public
opinion against defcnce spending. Buying less military equipment was the easy way
to reduce military spending. With Canadians feeling secure many even questioned
Canadian participation in NATO and NORAD." Consequently. the combination of an
unfavorable climate and unification had Canada's military strength drop by 9 percent,

h m one-hundred twenty-one thousand to one-hundred and ten tho~sand.'~
The next set of defence policy changes impacting the a u force occurred under
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

nide eau.^ His defence review called for a re-ordering of

defence priorities. The new ranking was the opposite of the priorities outlined in
1964. Sovereignty was advocated as the primary role of the forces, then NORAD, the

78

iüepak, Defence and Securit41, 20.
The Freedom Fighter was chosen over the more expensive F 4 Phanrom. Both 433
Squadron in Bagotville and 334 Squadron in Chtham were dedicated ground attack
squadrons to re-enforce NATO h m the mid 1970s und the 1988. after which the F-5 was
oniy used for fighter lead-in training.
D m ,"Fighter aimafi history, development. and tactics" Ottawa. AiRCOM CFACM 2![22, 72.
in 1966 Canada took on a NATO cornmitment [O beef up Nonvay in t h e of crisis. this was
refemd to as 'Canadian mobile force (north). ' in 1969 the force was re-named the 'Rapid
Reinforcement Canadian Air-Sea Transportable (CAST) brigade group.' Canada was chosen
to operate in Norway because of its northem expemse.
Gaivint "Trans-Atlantic parmership for Secwity'' 9.
Morton, A Military Histow of Canada, 250,254.
%l
Boldly, Trudeau promoted his beiief that Canada should become a non-aligned state. Mer
severaï rbys ofciiscussion wite nis new cabinet ami the üueat ofresignauon by severai
staff,Trudeau concluded his idea of Cana& becoming neutral was wrong. Hilimer, Empire
[O Umpire, 289.
iP

UN, and the last pnority NATO with only a token force in ~ u r o ~ e Trudeau
.8~
wanted
less Euopean and UN commitments because he believed civil unrest due to language
differences was the more likely problem!6

The net result was cuts in Canada's

cornmitment to NATO. For the air force, the number of squadrons in Europe was cut
in half from six to three." A year afier the review, a White Paper called 'Defence in
the Seventies' was released. It outlined interna1 security as part of Canada's
sovereignty ro~e.'~
Trudeau also advocated a gradua1 end to Canada's nuclear roles because he
perceived them as destabilizingWConsequently, in May 1971 Canada stopped
nuclear attack training on the CF-104. From then on the Starfighter was used as a
conventionai ground attack aircraft; a role it was not designed to f~lfi11.~
The
BOMARC squadrons were disbanded in September 1972. Only the CF-10 1 kept its
nuclear tipped 'Genie' missiles untiI 1984 to counter the Soviet bomber threat From
the

ort th."
The Trudeau govenunent aiso Froze the defence budget from 1969-72. The

NATO cuts left Canada's air force in Europe with two Stafighter squadrons
designated for ground attack and one for reconnaissance. in Canada, spending cuts

ss Klepak. Defence and Security, 15.
86 Hillmer, Empire to Umuire, 285-286.
Of significance was the poor timing of the NATO force reduction. France had lefi NATO's
integrated military command in 1966 and the British had jus reduced their NATO forces.
ïherefore, with Canada's partial withdrawd ihe Warsaw Pact was not pressured to negotiate
with the West, as NATO was disanning ifself. KIepak, Defence and Securirv. 15.30.
Not surprising, as Trudeau had used the 'War Measures Act' to end French e-tremist
violence in Quebec. Morton, A MiIitary History ofcanada, 256.
Tucker, Canadian Foreign Policq: 14-146.
Conventional dive-bombing required the CF-104 to get ctoser to the target, and by the
same token closer to the ground, than nuclear deliveries. Moreover, the Starfightersshort
wings made for longer dive recoveries. Hence, a dangerous combination for any piIot errors.
1 Wing Historic Booklet, 16.
91 r r
~ i w w r t i c r ïaiindiiüi
,
Xueiear *A'capuu~, iS nu3 58. Ui rIie cririy i9ôûs itlirlwu ageerl iu tt
cost free,and poiiticaiiy acceptable. m y of enhancing the West's nuclear detenent by lettïng
the US c q out cruise missile tests. ''Canada Defence Poiicy" Aviation Week (Sept 1987).
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led to seventy-four new CF-% being put into ~ t o r a ~ e .By
' ~ 1972, the percentage of
defence spending on equipment had dropped to a meager 9 percentP3 As well, the
.~~
budget cuts affected the a u force's NORAD cornmitment of s i , - s i x ~ o o d o o s The
number of CF-101s was reduced to thirty-six in 1975.9~The smaller defence budget
brought about a 23 percent overail force reduction, from one-hundred ten-thousand to
eighty-five t h ~ u s a n d . ~ ~
For the air force, the ody growth area of the early 1970s was in army air
support. The helicopter had gained popularity due to its extensive use in Vietnam.
Canada acquired and formed squadrons operating the Kiowa light observation. Twin
Huey utility, and Chinook heavy lifl helicopters.
As to the air force's recently decapitated organizational structure, debates

arose whether or not to recreate an independent air m. Again. what was not helping
matters was the lack of strategic units. Surprisingiy, Canada's senior air force offices
were able to highlight the lack of a focal point for air force leadership as well as air
power thought and expertise. They pointed out how airpower skills and knowledge
were essential ingredients to Canada's future security, which meant unification was
flawedo7 Moreover, without a focal point during times of dwindling defence budgets,
airpower assets would be the €mt to be axed. It took seven years of discussions with
the army and navy to reach a compromise. Air Command (AiRCOM) was to be
formed with al1 air power assets reunited under the leadership of a pilot,

Morton, A Military History of Canada, 255,259, Simüarly, the DEW line was reduced to
thirty-one sites in 197 1, Cuthbertson, C a d i a n Military indeuendence, 67.
93
Klepak, Defence and Security, 20.
a,
Canada had replaced its 56 older Voodoos with 66 newer ones h m stonge in Arizona
between 1970-72. The USAF wanted the olderairctafl because they had operational in-fIight
reheiliig probes. D. HagIund, ed. Canada's Defence industrial Base (Kingston: Ronald Fry
& Company, 1988), 154.
9s Klepak, Defence and Security, 21.
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Steve lames. The Fonnaeon of Air Command: A Strugele for Survival Master's of Am
thesis, (Kingston: RMC, 1989), 104.

It was in January 1975 that Defence Minister James Richardson announced
~ announcement was seen by many as a sensible step
the creation of A I R C O M ~The
backwards from unification. AIRCOM "was given comrnand of aii Canadian Forces
air activities, including the Naval Fleet Air Am, and Army Flying

The

AiRCOM solution did result in complex command and control arrangements:
Long term decisions on air resource allocation are by the land,
sea and air triumvirate, and not by Air Command in isolation.
National Defence Headquarters'. . .acrs as a moderatin
8
mechanism in the air power decision-making process. 1
The groups which subsequently made up AiRCOM were the maritime air
group (MAG), ten tactical air group (10 TAG), air transport group (ATG), fighter
group (FG), one Canadian a u division l(CA) DTV,"' fourteen training group (14

TRG), and the a u reserve group (ARG). ARCOM became the focal point for air
force thought in Canada. New air force mining courses were instituted to disseminate
air doctrine at al1 levels, beginning with an air force indoctrination course for al1 new
officers. This was followed by the Canadian Forces School of Aerospace Studies
courses. Eventually AiRCOM ran an air force staff school as well, but only years
later.'"
Despite the positive development with the creation of AIRCOM, the air force
was feeling the budget cuts from the federal government. From 1968 to 1980, the
defence budget was reduced 40 percent in terms of GDP from 2.6%of GDP to 1.6%

OCGDP."~Canada's NATO allies were not pleased with Canada's defence spending

" W. Rweli, "The next logical step afier establishment of air command: a support
command" Canadian Defence QuarterIy (Spring 75). 28.

If it flew, it belonged to the air force. www.airforce.dndca/endmodem.htm 6.
lames, The Formation of Air Command, 109.
' O ' T h e 1 (CA)DiV, in Europe comprised of both air and land forces. The air force squadrons
which felI under th% division were three fighter squadrons and one ractical helicopter
squadron. As well, a few utility akraft such as the T-33 and Dash-7 were also o p e r a ~ gas
art oftilis group.
fiid.? 107.
'O3 Klepak, Defence and Securiw, 20.
IQO

and some applied pressure on Ihe Trudeau govemment. Bowing in part to foreign
economic pressures, Tmdeau decided to modemize its NATO air force contingent on
two major acquisitions: the Aurora maritime patror aircrafi and CF-18 Homet fighter
air~raft.'~
Since World War ii, Canada's maritime air role consisted of ASW in the
North-West Atlantic. The ability to detect, track and destroy submarines helped

ensure the vital re-supply lines to North Amenca would remain open in a European
conflict. The air force's ASW activities required very sophisticated equipment and
training, but Canada had been losing these capabiiities. This was recognized by the
Defence Minister with the announcement to replace the Argus back in 1966.
Consequently, it was o d y in the summer of 1976 that the government ageed
to purchase eighteen CP-140 Long Range Patrol Aircrafi (LRPA) to replace the aging
Argus fleet.'05 The LRPA acquisition program had been a victim of Trude2u7sreprioritization of defence issues. As sovereignty had become the number one priority,
the Aurora program was shelved as if was labeled a submarine fighting platform,
which was presented as a priority three alliance item under u rude au.'^^ There was
confusion as to whether defending Canada or coIlaboration with allies was the future
direction of Canada's military.LOf
It was ody when the more traditional results of the
goal setting process retumed that the acquisition was made possible.

Trudeau's decision to cut NATO forces was not weii received by European leades.
Moreover, the 1973 oil crisis and expansion ofrhe European Community had the Liberal
government feeling economicalIy isolated. To regain some ground with Canada's allies.
Trudeau decided to increase rhe defence budget slightly. For similar reasons, Canada also
decided to host the NATO Council in 1974. Nat surpnsingIy, Canada was designated by
some as a free rider in NATO. Mi, 16.20,30.
'O5 Tucker, Canadian Foreign Policq: 143.
'% 1969 Trudeau saw the ability to prosecute Soviet nuclear subrnarinesas destabilizing in
the superpower deterrent relationship, because it was targeting the Soviet Union's second3ükc &iljnÙiLiiiiy. % h ihc i&d iu uppttiirric w t b h i &e Suvici Ü~iiuuweic Ùuhg &c x h c
with their ASW aircraft. ibid, 144-145'O7 Such as the four DDH-280destroyers behg in built in Quebec. pcimarily for ASW.

Historical ties prevaiied as the absence of a physical threat to Canada led the
Liberals to back down fiom the sovereignty ideal. The 1971 White Paper had created
an illogicai gap between surveillance, enforcement, and Canada's alliance
commitrnent~.'~~
For the air force there was no question. The organization's culture
had a proud history of courage and heroism in battIe over the oceans, as well as in
collaboration with the large Anglo-Saxon powes.'W Consequently, Tucker posits the
final LRPA choice marked an important "shifl in Canadian defence priorities away
from the 1969 sovereignty protection role toward more traditionai alliance
~ommitrnents."~~~
Predictably, the process of a c q u i ~ the
g new LRPA consisted largely of
bureaucratic politics between the demaads of the military for a cutting edge platform.
the fmance deparunent for the cheapest alternative, and the trade department for
regional industrial benefits."

' Many manufacmrers pitched for Canada's next

LRPA."' The final bids were seven-hundred million for eighteen Boeing 707 LRPA,
or five-hundred and fifty million for twenty-three Lockheed P-3C LRPA."~
Regrettably, the government stalle4 so both offers lapsed as neither offered much in
the way of indusuial benefits in April1975. The delay resulted in the final contract
being a much worse deal, and cost 1.2 billion for eighteen P-3~'s."' The CP-140
Aurora finaily entered seMce in 1980.

ibid., 147.
ibid., 149.
''O Ibid. 144.
ïhe US pushed for Canada ro acquire the P-3C Orion as it was their future piatform for
ASW, thereby providing commonality. The P-3C was UUtiaIly rejectedbecause the off-theshelf purchase gave Few indusmal offsets. ibid. 156- L57.
ï h e aircrafi considered were the French Super-AtIantic, British N i d Boeing 707 LRPA
DC-10. DH-7. as weii as the P-3C. The Bt was quickly shonened as the Super-Atlantic had only
two engines; not enough for remote operations in the North. The DH-7had no uansatlantic
capability and the DC-10 was to expensive to opente at Iow aititude, The Nimrod was eliminated
los

'Og

"'

"'

Decause ii wiu unprovenai iitc h c .

"'ibid, 157.
"'ibid..

162.

In ApriI 1980, Tnideau agreed to acquire one hundred and thirty-seven CF-18

aircraft at a cost of four billion dollars.115 The multi-roIe CF-18 eventualIy replaced

~
aircrafi. The fmt
both the Voodoo intercepter and ~ t a f i g h t e r "ground-attack
operationai CF18 squadron was 409 fuIfiiling N O W duties h m 1983-85,afier
which it became the b t CF-18 squadron in ~ u r o ~ e . ' "

The decision process that brought about the CF-18 acquisition stemmed h m
the New Fighter Aircraft N A ) pmgram. The NFA was characterized by Boyd as
being "one of the more rational procurement decisions in the not-always-rational
It is argued that the advent of
recent bistory of Canadian aircrafl a~~uisition."l'~
AiRCOM as the air force's renewed consolidated voice directly impacted upon the
successhl purchase of Canada's NFA. me centralized organizational structure for the
air force enhanceci its bargainhg power within the ovedl defence suucture.

Moreover, the culture of Canada's air combat pilots since World War 1 was effective in
presenting the continued case for their devance into the next millennium.
The problem with acquisitions was that elections were not won on promises
ofbuying aircraft, which Ieft little incentive for making purchases. The hproved
military capability resulting h m an aircrafi purchase was largely abstract to the
majority of

anad di ans.''^

Consequently, acquisitions rarely resulted from sound

strategic planning, but h m a plea to ensue 'force stntcrure s u ~ v a l . 'This was the

I l 5 'lhis represented the largest military contract in Canadian miIimy history. Mortoad
biiütary History of Canada, 260.
'IbNo. 441 S p d r o n was the last CF-1O.I Squadron. it disbanded in 1986. Canada gave ifs
surplus CF-~& to Greece and Turkey. The-lastVoodoo Ili& occurred in 1985. Canada
was the last country in the world to fly the Voodoo- 1Wmg Cold Lake Historic Bookiet.
L9.42.
DeLveries of the CF-18 lasted seven years resulting in fou oper;ttiond squadrons in
Cana& and ttuee in Gemany. ibib, 18.
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Canada's Defence Indusuial Base (Kingstonr Ronaid Fry & Company. I988), 137.
Il9 As Giiies Lamontagne Iater stated in a 1983 speech. ibib. 138.

context in wwhich the NFA program evo~ved.''~At its inception, deferred acquisitions
and underfunding had left Canada's CF-104"' fighters as the oldest in NATO.''?.
Moreover, Canada's NORAD fleet of obsolescent Voodoos was due to ninout of
spare parts in the early 1980s.'~
Canada's decision to seek a more technologically advanced 'multi-de'
aircraîl helped reconcile its two different commitments: NORAD (Air Defence) and

NATO (Ground Attack). At the outset many different aircraft were considered for the
program. The list included the Mirage 2000, F-14, F-15, F-16, F-18, F-18 Cobra, as
weI1 as the Panavia Tomado. Moreover, Canada was offered 124 F-14 Tomcats From
Gnrmman for one billion dollars. Canada retùsed, as it did the opporninity to buy 120
F-15s for two billion dollars. Both deals were killed for politicd reasons related to a
Iack of industrial benefits for Canada. As in the case of the WA, missed
opportunities cost a lot of money in the end.

As the NFA program progressed severai key issues were spe1Ied out which
simplifred the decision process. First, the govenunent put a 2.34 billion dollar budget
restriction. Second, the politicians attributed much importance to large industrial
offsets in Canada, as these would help them sel1 the program 10 the public. The fmal
determinant was that the aircraft would be bought off-the-sheK in the cabinet, the
focus was on avening what it saw as the 'Cadillac Syndrome'(when the air force
demanded only the be~t)."~The Department of National Defence later specified that

@id., 139.

"' By 1981, half of the 239 Starîïghtersacquired had been lost in crashes, others had been
canniialized, as weli as 40 sold to Norway and Denmark Ibid., 153.
'" Moreover, a NATO memorandum dated 1975concluded that Canada was not conmbuting
to altiance defence cornmensurate with its economic strength. G. Porter, In Retreat: Ttie
Canadian Forces in the Trudeau Years (Toronto: Deneau and Greenberg, 1978), 164465_1s*i'& C d s ,kfp.ce
yaps a=

p.

'" ïhe air force was critized for the failure of the Armw program because of insistence on

the best which created huge cost overruns. &id,142 and 16.

at least one-hundred and thirty a i r c d were to be purchased.l" Ody two aimafi
made a short list, the F-16 and F-18. The politicians had the wo contending
companies battle it out for the most attractive industrial benefits proposd. As for the

air force, it preferred the multi-engine F-18 to fly over Canada's vast sparse temtory,
despite the fact most of its NATO allies chose the lower cost F-16."~
As two federal elections preceded the ftnal decision, much grand standing

occurred by the two cornpetitors. Finally, the Minister of industry declassified reports
comparing industrial-benefits of the two cornpetitors. The bottom line was that the F18 provided Quebec with one-hundred million dollars more in offsets than the F-16.
Considering the goverment's accomrnodating stance towards Quebec, the issue was
resolved.'" Canada was fortunate that the timing of the purchase was during a
buyer's market.
The renewal of the NO RAD"^ treaty between President Ronald Reagan and
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney in 1986 paved the way for the modernization of the

DEW Iine. The refurbished radar line was to be named the North Waming System
(NWS)."~ Canada's contribution was 12 billion of the planned seven billion dollar
bill. The aim of the NWS was to detect the threat of manned bombers and mise
missiles coming over the North Pole. Both threats Canada's CF-18s could neutralize.

"S led to the elimination of the F-15 as its cost had gone up h m the offer sevenI years
earlier. Similady, the new F-14swere also above the allocated budget for one-hundred and th*
aircnft, so it was eliminated.
Iz6ibid., 147.
ID
Several Iessons were leamt from the NFA prognm. Overall the determinhg factors in
funire acquisitions would be the size of the defence budget, regional indusmal benetits.
political intervention, and that off-the-sheIf acquisition of aircraft would always mean a
compromise in t e m of requirwients. [bid., 148.
"D m , Defence 87 (Ottawa: Supply and Senrices Canada, 1987). 60.
Fi-four radar sites were planned dong the 70' parailel, as welI as, five focward
---- --- L ---- wnn.-\ c-- c-i,-- n
---.---- -,-L L-a ----.sr-,-1 .--...- uFta&tE; uoxù tr vu 3) iui u g ~ ~ ~ c tLUE
o . ucw ag.ecciusut awü uau Lauourau inncuvci ta&ï
sites the US had been manning since the 1950s. NORAD published handout given on a U of
M field mp ta Colorado in 1994. 4. 15.

However, with the subsequent coUapse of the Soviet Union, the Pentagon delayed and
cancelled parts of the proposed NWS.'~'
Comparing NORAD'S objectives in the late 1980s to its inception, there was
Little change really. Canada and the US still assisted each other in airspace
sovereignty, through surveillance, warning, and attack assessment."' Both countries
contniuted in detemng an attack on North Amenca and were ready to respond with
their integrated air defence assets should deterrence fail.I3' During peacetime, the
mosr common NORAD mission RCAF fighters performed were intercepts of Soviet
probes within North Amencan airspace, usually by Soviet long-range Bear-F ASW
aircraft headed for Cuba or Bear H aircraft which canied air-launched m i s e missiles.
Looking at NATO in the 1980s, the conventional force imbalance had grown."'
The imbalance was tolerable considering the West's supenor technology, as well as
NATO's nuclear strategy which was based upon the f i t use of nuclear weapons.'"
Unfomnately, there were rilmost as many NATO fighten training in Goose Bay, as
Canadian fighters based in Germany. Looking at the overall strength of the Canadian
Forces as compared to other NATO nations exposed Canada's weakness in the
alliance. In 1986, Canada had the lowest defence spending as a percentage of GDP,
and the lowest percentage of armed forces as part of the labor force of the major
NATO a11ies.l'~ Moreover, the federal govemment admitted serious equipment

The NWS evenmally consisted of eIeven minimally staffed long-range radars with ttiirtyI. Honderich Arctic Imperative: is
Canada losing the North? (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, L987), 107.
ni Cutherbertson, Canadian Military Independence, 9 1.
NORAD published Handout, 1.
'13 The Warsaw Pact had si~ty-four
divisions to face NATO's twenty-four.
Gaivin, "Tram-Atlantic partnership for Srcurity" 12.
Excluding Luxembourg and iceland Defence 87, 16.
SLK unanended short-range radar sites and four FOB's.
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took five Auroras to tcack a submarine situated a thousand miles h m its base. With rhree
Aumras on maintenance. Canada couId ody rack three submarines at any one tirne. Aviation

:.
IL

Like previous govements, the Conservatives decided to cary out an extensive
review of defence, which resulted in the 1957 White Paper entitled Challenge and
Cornmitment. The paper was praised by most analysts for its depth and commitment
to the future. The major issue the White Paper addressed was the widening gap

To remedy the situation the
between Canada's commitments and its ~a~abilities.'~'
Wbite Paper promised 2 percent red growth in defence spending over the next ten to
fifteen years and a target of 25 percent of the budget for capital expenditures. It was
argued that allocation of predictabk long-tenn financing was essential in view of the
lead-time required for acquiring sophisticated ~ e a ~ o n s . ~ ' ~

In strategic terms. the 1987 White Paper "restated the essential principles which
have traditionally guided Canadian policy. ..wl39 The priorities were collective
security and defence, arms control, and the peaceful resolution of disputes in that
order. The White Paper clearly stated that Canada's greatest security threat was a
nuclear exchange between the Soviet Union and the US. Furthemore, the paper
outlined Canada's contribution to deterrence, whicti consisted of denying the Soviet
Union of the use of Canadian airspace, territory or waters to stage an attack on US
strategic nuclear forces.
This cornmitment was repackaged for the public as a larger sovereignty
cornmitment, which was easier to sell. Consequently, the 1987 White Paper promised
six more Aurora's and eighteen more CF-lSs, As well, the White Paper consolidated
Canada's commitment to central Europe and ended its commitment to Norway.
Moreover, in times of crisis two Canadian-based CF- i 8 squadrons were to augment

m,64. Similady, it wouid require ail of Canada's

operational CF-18squadrons to man
continuousIy a two-hundred and ten-mile wide piece ofCanadian airspace.
'" ïhis gap resulted h m years of accepting conimimients while cuning miiitary spending.
ï h e Arnericans attriiuted the gap mostly a, the Diefenbaker and Trudeau govements.
3&
givm at Coüegr Xiiiiain: Eoy& ii iiTâ5.
Aviation Week 53,64.

the t h e CF- 13 squadrons in ~ e r m a n ~ Udike
. ' ~ Trudeau's vague sovereignty

concept, the 1987 White Paper defmed sovereignty adeptly. The White Paper stated:
A country's sovereignty m u t not be only legislative, it must
also be credible. In the sense that the country must be able to
possess control over al1 its territory, nationhood begins with the
effective exercise of sovereignty. In Canada this control
implies its airspace, the coastal waters of its three oceans,
under the ice ofthe Arctic and on its northern land.l4'

It required the capability to control Canada's airspace with the ability to shoot bullets
and missiles, rather thm just picntres.lt' ï h e air force's objective was to ensure it
could operate anywhere within Canadian jurisdictionai limits.'" As a maritime
nation, Canada had to be able to control al1 three of its oceans as a iûnction of their
economic and strategic value.'jJ
The last priority stated in the 1987 White Paprr was peacekeeping. Canada had
a proud record ofparticipating in every üN peacekeeping operation. The air force

provided countless vansport aircraft and helicopters to tbis end. Peacekeeping was
p ~ ~ u l abecause
r ' ~ ~ the costs were low and the politka1 benefits were hi&, or at leasr
more visible.'J6

'39

Klepak Defence and Securicv. 17.

DM), Challenge and Cornmitment (Onawa: Dept Supply and Services, 1957), 61.
lrrIbid
.. .. .

'" C. Diamond, .kctic Sovereienty at any price? (Kingston: Nationd Defence CoIlege.
1980). 20.
'" ~ ~ ~ , ' ~ h a l land
e n Cornmitment
ge
6.
iu

The interest În Arctic sovereignty resdted Eom an incident a few years earlier when the

ü S Coast Guard cuiter the Polar Sen transiteci Canada's northwest passage without

permission. Diamond, Arctic Sovereimtv at any price? 20.
135
Fomann and Letounieau M e r e x p h the appeai of peacekeeping to Canadians: The
history of Canadian defence underfines the vagaries and inconsistencies ofa policy which,
because of its dependent, indirect, cornplex, and costIy nature, has never inspired a great deal
of conviction in the Canadian govemment and public. From this perspective, Canada has
never appeared to be particularly cornfortable in its d e as a pmmoter of deterrence and
Canadians have tended to view their defence policy as lide more than a refiection of their
subordination to foreign interesa and theu impotence in the hce ofan intemationai situation
governed by the Iogic of confiict rather than ihat of peace. It is in this context that the
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by Canada to peacekeeping and anus concroI assumes its hiisignficance. This orientation,
in fact, symbolizes the Canadian desire to escape h m the logic ofpeace by force and to

As the end of the Cold War was approaching, herein is a sumrnary of the

operational d e s that the air force performed. Domestically, starting with MAG, its
primary role was the surveillance of the Soviet submarine fleet, as part of the West's
detemne. As weil, MAG provided air support to Canada's naval €leet, performed
northern sovereignty patrots, fishenes operations, pollution monitoring, coastal
sumeillance, search and rescue (SAR),and missions in support of the Department of
Emplayrnent and Immigration. 10 TAG provided airmobile support for the amy
which included, observation, heavy lift, and air support, as well as Northern mapping,
a and rire-fighting. ATG carried out airlift. re-

VIP transport, disaster relief, S

supply, SAR, and air CO a u retùeling. 14 Training Group was responsible for d l
ground and flight courses. as well as the Snowbirds air demonstration team. In the
North, Twin Otters undertook transport for cadets, rangers, as well as SAR. Fighter
Group performed air sovereignty patrols and dert duties, and offensivddefensive
counter air training, as well as support to ground and maritime ope ration^.'^^
OveraII in 1987. the air force operated twenty-five different types of aircraft
within a fleet of 675 aircnfl. This number was d o m fiom a total fleet of 2000
aircraft oniy three decades earlier. Of significance, three quarters ofthe aircrafi were

.'"'

the same as in 1971

A year afier the Conservative government's defence review, Canada's potiticians

followed peacetime tradition by announcing major cuts in the defence budget. Plans
to acquire more ahraft, as argued in the 1987 White Paper, were cancelled, and
-

-

~

develop for imlf a more positive role in the area of dispute resolution. KIepak, Defence and
~;curity. 32.

However, hawkish militaty andysts wamed that peacekeeping was. and aiways must be
considered a seconchry d e , despite public opinion. This was also advocated in lectures at U
of M with Prof. Fergusson, 1993. Klepak, Defence and Security, 32 and 4 1.

(1963, fifty-eight CF-5 (1965). Aviation Week 57,69.

severai of the ûlder fleets were eliminated. in 1989, with a mounting public deficit
and debt, more funding cuts occurred. Moreover, the faIl of the Berlin waii and
breakup of the Soviet Union marked an abrupt end to the Cold War. This led to seven
base closures, as well as the retirement of more aircraft. Further budget cuts in the
late 1980s lefl Canada less infiuential in its alliances and more reliant upon the

US."^

ORGANIZATIONAL TaEORY AND TEIE COLD WAR
The air force official goals during the period were the defence of Canada,
avoiding a nuctear conflict, and contributing to a peacehl international setiing. The
air force accomplished these goals by enhancing the West's deterrent capability
thmugh collective agreements within NATO and NORAD, as weI1 as participating in

UN Peacekeeping missions.
How the air force adopted these goals can be answered by analyzing the
dimensions of the goal setting process that marked this penod. Based on the four
dimensions out1ined earlier, it was the reactionary and historical dimensions that
dominated over the normative and rational. Canada's air force was reactionary as it
adapted to the maturing Soviet threat. It was never suong enough militady to take
the lead in technology and deal with a Soviet threat independently. hstead Canada's
leadership sat back until faced with undeniable threats, and then reacted. Canada's air
intercept forces is one example. Canada only started integration of its air defence
assets with the US d e r the Soviets successful nuclear test and their development of
the W-5 longrange bomber for delivery. Evidence of the importance of the
historical dimension of goal setting can aIso be seen with the air force's on-going
alliance relationships. The two main ones were with the British, foliowing the
RCAF's inception in the 1920s, and the Amencans with the establishment of the

149 Kkpak.

Defence and S e c u r i ~17-22,

PJBD early in Worid War U. T'hese two allies dominated the leadership of Canada's
collective defence organizations: NORAD and NATO.
Similarly, these aiiiance commitments were the basis for most of the
warfighting roles adopted by the air force during the Cold War. Addiig the LIN
commitments to these two rneant that extemal influences largely determined al1 of the
d e s that the air force hlfilled. Evidence of these ailiance drîven d e s began during
the Korean conflict when Canada was asked to strengthen NATO by re-enforcing
Europe and meet new bomber threats at home with more integration with the US. The
formation of forty squadrons followed; a tremendous amount of growth for the
peacetime organization as it more than tripled in size in six years. Similarly, it was
participation in NATO and NORAD which led to Canada's decision to embrace
deterrence over defence in the 1950s. This was an important shift in strategic thinking
for Canadians and represented a new role for Canada's air force. During the 1970s.
alliance commitments also contributed to arguments that swayed the Liberal
government in favor of purchashg the CP-140 Aurora and CF-18 Homet.
The extemal environment's influence in shaping the air force's development
can also be seen through the direct correlation between the Ievel of international
tensions and the air force's size. Starting with the immediate post-World War II era,
there was Little to wony about intemationaliy and the air force was drastically
reduced, The focus was demobilization and the RCAF did not even possess
permanent squadrons in 1947. As tensions increased the air force established fighter
squadroas. With the outbreak of the Korean War massive increases in military
spending rendered the air force the largest service in the country.
As the CoId War progressed the superpowers achieved ovenvhelming nuclear

destructive capabilities. For its part, Canada's significance in the power equation
diminished. Moreover, the extemal environment became a predictable staIemate,

albeit based upon a balance of terror. This staiemate translated into a stable externai
environment, which would, in tum, lead to the erosion of Canada's air assets. From
1958 onwards, successive Prime Ministers re-evaluated defence priorities and
comrnitments with the underlying aim of reducing budgets. Part of the problem for air
force advocates was the ofien conflicting and intangible pillars of Canadian defence
and security that dernanded widely different d e s . These included the defence of
Canada's territorial integrity, the defence of North America from a surprise nuclear
attack, transatlantic comrnitments, and the promotion of peace and security around the
globe. Unfomnately, the ascnied roles became a liability for the air force as
politicians focused on dissimilar pillars to gain political advantage. Even with the air
force's official goals included in the various White Papers on defence, the problem
was the lack of detailed and specific decisions on the role of the air force. Without
clearly defining and speciS.ing the defence policy requirements, the politicians were
able to cut defence spending as Canada was at peace.
A consequence of this relative peace was a lack of specific decisions about

Canadian requirements necessary to maintain peace, and its influence within its
alliances. This resulted in debates by the govement, for example, as to whether
Canada should have two hundred fighters in Europe or sixty. Regardless, al1 agreed
that Canada could still be part of NATO. Thus, the dilemma confronting the
politicians was simply 'how much was enough?' When one cannot measure the
intangiïle relationship between forces and political influence, it becomes hard to
justify the costs and level of standing forces. As the CoId War peace lasted decades,
the numbers debated behind closed doors by the govemment were largely beyond the

air force's influence. As Canada's social programs flourished, the federal govemment
faced increasing conflicts between defence and non-defence related governent
programs as part of the budgeting pmcess. The lack of an overt military threat to

Canada translated into les political will, which meant a decline in defence spenâiig.
This was demonstrated in the percentage of GDP spending on defence from the late
1950s onward. More direct evidence of the deche is found in the erosion of the
RCAF's ffeet h m 1957 oowards. The Arrow was the f i t in a senes of cuts, as it
became too expensive for Canada's defence budget, although the governent did try

to explain the program cut as a h c t i o n of the deterrence paradigm. This program cut
was followed by the purchase of' fewer CF-104 Starfighters to replace the Sabres in
the 1960s, and the elimination of carrier aviation. During the 1970s, more squadrons
were pennanently eiiminated.
The political outlwk on defence ody reaily began to change in the 1980s.
Despite vague measurement techniques, a gap between Canada's commitments and
capabilities was acknowledged by the goverment, Canada was not living up to the
spirit of its diance commitments. Despite this fact, the gap was only addressed fora
brief period rather than the ten-to-fifkn-year tirneframe promised in the 1987 White
Paper. The ml issues on the governrnent's mind was Canada's increasing budget
deficit and debt. This was followed soon afier by the colapse of Communism. The
subsequent turbulent environment again left governent spending, rather than sound
defence pIanning, dictating the air force's capabiIities.
Another extemal factor that influenced the air force's roles and capabilities

was the shiftig of defence priorities. One prime example was how a generous P-3
offer by Grumman was initially refused, because it was not a 'sovereignty protection'
pIatform, as much as an ASW platform. ï h e timing of the offer coincided with
Trudeau's shifi away h m alliance commitments. Later, Canada purchased fewer of
the sanie aircrafi at a much higher price when Canada's more traditional defence
pnorities were re-established,

Another aspect of the extemal environment which emerged during the CoId
War was how the increased complexity of ainitafi manufacruring demanded Ionger

tirnelines for acquisitions. Air forces amund the world had to adapt to this new
timehme, as well as the idea of fighting as you were. Large mobilizatian plans,
which would include training piIots and building aircraît such as in World War II,
were increasingly seen as no Ionger viable. TEius, the air force argutd that fuading
needed to be consistent over tirne to meet the large lead-the in acquiring high-tech
weapons and train for their use. Given the poiitical environment, this became an added
obstacle to the air force's acquisition program.
A final extemal factor was the increased perception of Canada as a 'peace
Ioving nation'. Canadians and their politicians largely preferred defensive d e s .
Hence, NORAD was an easicr sel1 at home and encountered littie funding problems,
ahhough the fact it was inexpensive Iielped. The govemment appreciated the Iarge
monetary incentives offered by the US. SimiIarly, the financial and political support
for UN peacekeeping missions grew. In contrast, acquiring tactical nuclear weapons
was difficult, despite the fact they were defensive assets. EventuaIIy al1 nuclear roIes
were ptiased out by 1984.
Moving onto organizational culture and its influence, a key issue is the
inthence of World War U roles on the RCAF organizationai culture. Looking at
Canada's experience through Bomber Command and No. 6 Group, there was little
evidence of significant support to ensure the future of strategic bombing operations in
Canada The initial proposal of six peacetime bomber squadrons was largely
forgotten. By 1947 air force plans contained no offensive suategic component.

Similarly, the relatively few "happy go l u c y ' busidlien of the uiterwar Period had
Iittle influence on the a u force either. uistead a more mature oreanization with its
own values emerged. These d u e s differed somewhat h m Amencan and British

fliers. The RCAF's organizationalculture was one of professional fliers in a
defensive oriented country, with limited means, that would almost exclusively operate
within an allied framework. Moreover, Canada's air force elite afier World War II was
drawn exclusively from tacticai combat operations veteran~.''~
The RCAF's culture aiso quietly adopted the assumption of an allied
framework as the nom for operations. As Schein wrote, this assurnption, reflecting
the third level of culture (basic underlying assumptions) would represent the essence
of the air force's culture. As the minimum assets required to conduct air operations
expanded to include hi& technology airborne electronic warfare assets, airborne
command and control, along with many other support aircrafi, Canada's air force
largely stayed on the sidelines. It couid not afford a well rounded capability, was not
assumed to have one or need one after World War [I,and never even discussed the
possibility of acquiring such a capability.
More evidence of how the air force's culture influenced its roles was in its
preservation of its traditional roles. Canada's air force remained focused on tactical
roles such as air-to-air combat, air-to-ground bombing, and anti-submarine warfxe.
These roles carried out at home and in an allied context dominated the Cold War. As a
result, the air force preferred aircraft that were fighters and maritime patrol, ï h e
purchase of the CF-100, CF-18, Argus, and Aurora were heavily pushed by the air
force leaders. These represented the traditionai mititary roies that the air force
preferred. In the particular case of the Aurora, there is evidence of the culture helping
change the defence priorities h m Trudeau's preference on sovereignty to more
traditional allied based warfighting d e s . SimiIarly, the CF48 project benefited from
'O initiaiiy, the US saw the fiiture of air power to be in strategic nuclear forces to the
detriment of tacticai air power. it was ody a f k the Korean War that several American
Generals warned against shon-changingtacticai air power as peripheral wars would occur
agah Simply buiiying witb massive retdiation as a shortcut to victory wouId not deter

the renewed strength of the air force culture having re-established a cenmlized
structure through the creation of AIRCOM.
Prior the creation of AlRCOM the army gained influence in air matters as the
air force lacked its own leadership pillar. As a result, army aviation roles with
heficopter forces were expanded. Aithough, the air force accepted these new aircrafi
and roles they never really took their tasks as part of the air force's core assets. In
geaeral terms, the army helicopter squadrons were 'second class citizens' after the
formation of AiRCOM.
Another example of the influence of the air force's culture was how its senior
officers pushed Canada's politicians into accepting Canada's tactical nucrear roIes in
1963. 'The Canadian military longed for the weapon which separated the military
haves fiom the have-n~ts.'''~' Canada's military leadership understood and
promoted the importance of the West's qualitativeadvantage over the Soviet ünion's
quantitative advantage. It was fmally able to convince Canada's politicians afier the
Cuban missile crisis.
The air force's organizational culture remained strong in its resistance to
Hellyer's re-organization. Initially, the pressure to reduce costs and ensure better
civilian control over the military prevailed. Air force leaders knew their influence had
been diminished in the defence equation, this would erode their ability to gain
resources. Luckily, some in the air force did not give up despite the resignation of
their cohorts. A new banle for institutional independence, and some would say
survival, was waged u t i l 1975 when AiRCOM was h a l l y created. AiRCOM took
over the direction of al1 air assets and became the focal point for al1 a u studies.
AIRCOM took over the duty of the indocuination of its members to the air force's

conventional wars. Parer, Makers o f Modem Strategy, 644 and Builder, Masks o f Wac 100.
Clearwater, Canadian Nuclear Weapom,l8.

"'

unique values. Despite being a smnger cohesive unit following the formation of

AIRCOM, the organization's culture was not strong enough to obtain the F-15 as its
preferred NFA. This was largely due to the distaste of the politicians for the air
force's 'Cadillac syndrome,' the budget envelope, and the politicians' desire to
achieve industriai offsets. Having missed out on the F-15, the consolidated voice of
the air force did help it get its preference with respect to the two final choices: the F18 over the F-16. More imponantly, the air force ensured that the privileged cultural

platform was retained. To do otherwise would have been to destroy the culture itself,
with the organizational repercussions likely greater than unification.
Looking at the air force's culture with respect to the üN missions. these
rapidly came to be considered traditional. This occurred due to the high profile and
positive spin attributed to them by the govermnent and press. This in mm reflected
upon the air force crews involved, which began to attribute more value to their job in
peacetime. Moreover, the leadership of the air force rapidly came to see these
missions as combat flying, or very close to it. Predictably, the leadership OFthe
transport and helicopter forces pushed to preserve these missions, and this led to the
butb of a belief that UN missions were fiindamenta1 to the air force. In effect, this
belief was a product of organizationai survival.

A differentquestion to be explained is why the RCAF culture would accept
NORAD. It meant ostensibly, that the RCAF came under the Command of the USAF.
The answer is iinked to the RCAF*soverall security Framework, if not the Canadian
Forces as a whole, based upon working with allies. in addition, the RCAF came to
'idolize' the USAF. Canadian airman did so because the Americans had the best
aircrafl, munitions, bases, and salaries. Canada's air force could only be impressed

with the large budgets the USAF enjoyed, their assets, capabilities, the fact they were
wiiiing to share their secrets, and arguably most important, the USAF Iiked and

wanted the RCAF ( a d o r its airspace). Moreover, the USAF did not force upon the
RCAF the adoption ofbaIIistic missiles or the pursuit of space based systems through
NORAD. Instead, the USAF was content with S~pporthgthe RCAF's cultural
preferences. Air defence cooperation led to transnationalism at the operational level.

This would lead to problems for Diefenbaker during the Cuban missile crisis as the
RCAF's loyalty appeared focused down south, rather than to its own Prime Minister.
The Cold War air force was an organization in the mature stage of the
lifecycle model, The RCAF ended up as a large bureaucracy with niles, policies and a
hierarchicai structure. However, the organization faced severe problems when it was
decapitated by HelIyer in 1964. This could be likened to a decline of the organization.
But, unlike organizational theory suggests, this decline was not due ro the pure
inefficiency of the bureaucracy. Rather the management vend of the t h e was to
centralize assets to Save costs. This again was an externally motivated change and did
not result From inefficienciesof the air force organization. Not until 1975 did the
organization re-emecge independently with AIRCOM.

In studying the operational roles the air force iülfilled during the period it can
be seen that the officia1 goals of the organization were IargeIy pursued as seen by the
list of roles fulfilled in 1957. There were a few exceptions. These occurred when the
air force pursued non-core-combat capabilities with its scarce resources. These nonessentiai d e s were sAR.'" VIP transport, initial pilot training, oversized combat
support squadrons, as t e l l as some of the more obscure CM duties. The reasons these
non-core-combat d e s emerged were invacïably politicai. High-profile rescue
missions and UN duties received considerable positive media attention. Moreover,
the air force's organizationai culture promoted SAR as a military responsibility and
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Canada never perfomed combat search and rescue, which meant the rescue of downed
pilots or mws behind enemy iines. This would have been a core-combat capability.

careers were linked to the continuation of SAEt as an air force role with the aircrafi
and squadrons associated, It could even be argued that most Canadians assumed that
the military should be doing roles such as S A K

In studying the roles of Canada's air force from World War iI to the end of the
Cold War, several changes occurred. The f i t role was the end of the BCATP.
Nthough a similar program started during the Korean crisis, it did not continue
aftenvards. Another role that disappeared in the 1970s was carrier aviation.
Nonetheless, the most significant change was the end of strategic bombing despite the
legacy of No. 6 Group in World War II.
Several reasons can be posited why Canada abandoned strategic bombing after
World War II. First, the lessons learnt during the conflict was that strategic bombers
led to unacceptable levels of casualties. Another possible reason was the immoral
nature of strategic bombing. ï h e carnpaign was unsuccessful in winning the war
alone as advocates had ~lairned.'~~
Also, the bombing of Hiroshima linked the Future
of strategic bombing to devastating offensive nuciea forces; something Canadians
preferred to avoid. By avoiding the strategic nuclear band wagon Canada's air force
concentrated more on defensive tactical roles, Nonetheless, tactical nuclear weapons
were imposed upon Canada's air force by the environment (Le. NATO's strategy),
although its culture did not object.
Looking at the new roles adopted during the Cold War the emphasis on
sovereignty in the north gained importance, as well as, the advent of the helicopter for
light observation, utility flying, air mobile^,'^ and heavy l i k Yet, in air force tems
the helicopter, which was tasked for the army, was perceived by the air force
leadership as the 'poor cousin'. in a way the army benefited h m the air force's
1s

Wereas, the successes of trictical airpower during the war were more rangMe. Canada's
fighter aces had gained papularïty as war hemes.

decapitation under Heiiyer. .4dvances in technology brought about more
specialization, such as all-weather intercept with radar equipped fighters as an
extension of previous daytime air superiority roles. it was also significant that the
new role of enhancing deterrence required maritime aircrafi and interceptor aircraft.
Overall, the air force's roles carried out during the Cold War did not change much
after 1955, with the exception of the rise of rotary wing aviation. What did happen
kom 1955 onwards was the reduction of sharp-end forces, which was compensated
for, in a small way, by the improved technology of aircmft.

'" Amy ûoop transport in combat, as deveIoped by the Americans in Viemam.

Chapter Five

CANADA'S AIR FORCE IN TEE POST-COLD WAR
Arguably, the most noteworthy Feature of this period is how significant changes

in both the general and task environment did not lead to any significmt changes in the
roles perfomed. The capabilities of the a u force were affected by significant cuts.
implicitly legitimized by the beliefs about the benign nature of the post-Cold War world.
Nonetheless, the organization's culture fought to maintain its previously assigned roles,
rather than the extemal environment's ability to demand chauge. l'lis is especially
evident in the fight to Save the CF-18during the 1994 defence review.
During the 1990s NATO redefined itself. The new approach was to maintain:
Much lower levels of military weaponry and manpower,
reflecting a much-reduced threat assessrnent and greatly
increased waming t h e for any senous attack on the alliance.'
N.4TOTsshifi in ernphasis away fiom forces in being reflected and implied a reduction of

European based forces. This, in conjunction with Canada's iacreasing fiscal probIems.
led to the closure of its bases and the pullout of its air force uoits kom ~urope.' At the

same time, NATO aIso began assuming the duties of regional conflict-management
~ Kosovo crisis challenged the broader security interests4
alongside its historic r ~ l e s .The

' Outiined at the tg91 NATO Rome summit R Evraire, "Developmrnis in NATO,"
Forum. Januxy, 1993,X.

'Ailbough a smalt number of Canadian aircrew kept workiug on NATO's airbome early

warning aircraft based in Europe. Canada reassured its European Mies by designahg
two Canadian based CF-18 squadrons for NATO rapid ceaction. SimiiarIy. the air force
continued to pmvide aviation support far the army and navy in NATO exerckes. Canada
also pledged larger forces should a NATO Charter Article V operation arise. Article V
$aranies rbat mernbers wouId go to waragainst ihe aggressor of any other member.

J. Lepgold, "NATO's Post-Cold war CoIIective Action Problem," lntemationd Security
(VOL23, No.1, summer 1998), 104; D. Bashow, Canada and the Funire of Coiiecuve
Defence (Kingston: Queen's University, L998), 24-25 and 27-35.
7

Hence, President Clinton wamed at the height ofthe Kosovo coaflict rhat 'The alliance
in th. 7 1* c~nnlryifil- i t ~ the sh~gkmnfia'ncmtm itr
doorstep" Bi11 Clinton, NATO's 5om Anniversary summit CNN, "Headhe News," 30
A p d 99.
mi! ES !ET mez&?g

of its alliance parmen.' The result was Canadians dcopping bombs on Serbs as part of a
NATO-led campaign,' even though it was not an Article V mission; a result that was
significant for the air force in legitimizing its CF-18 fleet.
Looking at NORAD, the agreement continued to impact directly upon the roIes
of Canada's fighters, and maritime patrol aircraft. The f i t renewai after the fa11 of the
Berlin Wall remained straightforward, as post-Cold War politics had yet to stabilize.' In
subsequent renewals it became clearer that NORAD'S old rival had weakened. In
response, alert forces where put on lower readiness. The result was a very small alen
force with limited capabilities? Of importance about the continental relationship is that:

If the Goverment decided to reduce significantly the Ievel of
defence cooperation with the United States, Canada would
still be obliged to rely on the US for help in protecting its
temtory and approaches-and this assistance would then
come stnctly on American terms."
One of the larger environmental influences upon the CAF in the postCold War
e n was the goverment's budgeting process. The defence budget became the most
significant factor influencing the size and capabilities of the air force. In 1990-91,
spending cuts were announced that left the budget at 8 percent of the goverment's

D. Collenette, "Canada's International Relations," Canadian Defence Quarterlv (Vol. 25.
No. 2. December 95),25
The successhl conclusion of the air war in Kosovo demonstrated NATO's credibility due to the
soiidarity and resolve of its members. Moreover, NATO's operating procedures pmved effective
in waging coalition operations.
7
ApriI, 1990, 13.
1. Piotrowski, 'The Future of NORAD,"
For Canada this meant merely two unknown or unwanted aimafi entering C a n a d i i airspace
couid be intercepted. Of significance during the 1996 NORAD renewal was the issue of Canada
and the US National Missile Defence pmgram (NMD). This is increasingly relevant ta Canada's
air force as it is posited by some that future renewals of the NORAD agreement may tequire
Canadian endorsement of NMD.
'Fiscally, NORAD remaineci good value for Canadians as Canada's NORAD
commitment accounted For only 3 percent of the defence budget which was merely onetenth of the total NORAD budget Yet, this smaii amount of money still gave Canada a
kt
cf*&n
~ r thef n y t y Cfirn-4
p~si~fig.
R-shnw, f anada and
kze
the Future of Collective Defence, 19.
'O 1994 Defence White Paper 71.

spending." This was down h m over 9 percent during the 1980s." The 1994 White
Paper contained even larger spending cuts," but with a promise of no further cuts untir

2000. The emphasis of the cuts was oa headquarters and support costs in order to
preserve money for sharp-end forces. in 1995 the Libemls broke their promise and new

defence cuts entailed a further reduction of 2.8 billion over four years. [n 1996 the
goverment cut an additional 800 million. in 1999, the result was a defence budget of
9.7 billion;" a 32 percent reduction in real terms h m the 1991 budget.Is It is not

surprising, given the au force culture (which prefers planes over people), that personnel
witnessed the most significant reduction h m twenty-three thousand in 1989 to founeen
thousand in 1999; its smalleçt size since f 948,16 This represented a 39 percent cut in
persome1.

" For a totai of twelve billion dollarç. To the govemment's credit, the 1991 Ciuidig cuts
were designed to aUow 30 percent of defence spending on capital equipment by 1995.
With this in mind, the govemment pmmised to buy nine coastal p a n 1 airmfi, eleveo
combat support airmft, a new shipbome aircnft,SAR helicoptea, forty üTiH
helicopten. upgradts to the CF-ISs, as well as PGM's. Marcel Masse, "Defence Policy
1991" presented at h e National Press ïheatre, 17 September 199 1,s (Retrieved h m the
McGill University Library Goverument Documents section). A year Inter, a defence
palicy paper h m Defence Minister Masse had similar blhd optirnism in that it even
considemi a repIacement for the CF-18. Marcel Masse, "Canadian Defence Policy"
April 1993.28. (Also retneved h m the McGill University Library Government
Documents section.)
Department ofNational Defence, Defence 90 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada.
19911, 6 9 .
l3'Ihe govemment highlighted thiit Canada was seven hundred and fi@
billion doUm in
drbt, With debt payrnwts taking up 27 percent of the federal budget 1994 Defence
White Paper 9.
1.)
www.dndca Defence Spending Maaix for 1998-99. Within the air force a large number of
Uutiatives were pursued to cut cos6 as budgets dwindled. Consolidation occurred to Save money.
This led ta the closing of the various air groups, as welI as AIRCOM heridqwrten ui fivor of a
streamIined I Canadian Air Division, in Winnipeg Funher savings were obtained through the use
of civilian maintenance for the CC-150 Poiaris and CH-146Griffon while under warranry.
Shiiarly, contracthg of cidians o c c m d forprimary pilot training in Southport, Manitoba.
neet ntionalization was anotherway the air force reduced costs. By Qing kwer types of
aircrak the maintenance and training cos= were reduced
Using the 12 biiüon figure h m 199 1, adding 2% idation over 8 years would give a
comprahle hudget o f 14 billion in 1999.
I6 K.Peunie, "Canada's Changing Air Force: Balamhg Fiscd Reality with Tamorrow's
needs," Canadian Defence QuarterIy (Vol. 24, No. 3, March I995), 12

''

''

To put these cuts into context, tools exist to establish a reasonable amount of
defence spending at a given time. Benchrnarking is one such tool the Canadian
governent used, but did not act upon, A benchmarking study provides an indication of
how much insurance your neighbors have, or the cost of being sovereip on that day. A
1997 benchmarking study compared Canada to five relatively similar countries:
Australia, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, and the United Kingdom." Ail of the chosen
countries had their military downsized with the end of the Cold War, On average, their
defence expenditure as percentage of GDP was 1.9%. Canada's was only 1.3% of GDP,
or 30 percent less than the average. Is Moreover, the average percentage of their defence
budgets spent on capital was 29.9%. In Canada, it was only ZS%, for a total of 2.5
bi~lion.'~
The end of bipolarity in the 1990s led to more collaboration in the UN." The
public's approval of UN operations" led the Liberals to advocate UN peacekeeping as a

" Ausalia, a large, sparsely populated country like our own with very similar traditions:
Italy, the G-7member with the economy closest in size to Canada's; the Netherlands, a
middle power, like Canada with membership in NATO; Sweden, a neutral counay with
which we are often compared and which also shares with us a proud peacekeeping
legacy; and the United Kingdom. with whom we share NATO mernbership and, of
course, many traditions and customs. Douglas Young "A benchmark study of the m e d
forces of Australia, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Canada,"
presented to the Prime Minister 25 March 1997. (Remeved h m Govemment
Documents section of the PvIcGill University Library.)
This was part of the reason for Canada low regard with its allies. "In the cases of
NATO operations in Bosnia, Canadian objections to NATO airstrikes were ignored by its
Allies; afier the Dayton accord, Allies grumbled at what was widely seen as a stingy
Canadian conmbution to EOR. In Zaire, Canada was sandbagged by its British and
American Ailies, who simply withdrew their support in mid-initiative." L. Nastro, and K.
Nossal, "The Commimrnt-Capability Gap: Implications for Canadian Foreign Policy in
the Post-Cold War Ga," Canadian Defence OuarterIy (Vol. 27, No. 1, aununn 97), 22.
19
Douglas Young, 1997. Moreover, The govenunent has only committed itself to 23% of
the defence budget for capital in the over the next two decades. www.dnd.ca 'Strategy
2020'
A. Knight, "Coping with a Post-Cold War Environment." Canadian Foreirrn Policy
(Vol. 6, No. 2, Winter99), 1948.
21
The geace reIated missions that ensued were more comglex and daneerous than in the
past L. Cohen, "Leaming the lessons OFUNPROFOR" Canadian Foreign Policy (Vol.
6, NO. 2, winter99), 85-102.

'

priority while in opposition." This differed from Canada's traditional alliance driven
A debate ensued within Canada for the
d e s that were supponed by the CAF's cu~ture.~
future direction of its military forces. This debate pitted advocates of Canada's collective
defence alliances (i.e. combat-capable forces) against more pacifist canadians" (i.e.
those wanting a glorified gendarmerie for fisheries patrols, sovereignty surveillance, and
lightly-anned pescekeeping d u t i e ~ ) .Martin
~
Shadwick pointed out that -'opting for a
constabulary force . . .would send a very clear message about the depth of our
cornmitment to our Allies and out values, one that would betray our history and diminish

The debate was resolved when the Liberals, now in office, presented their 1994

White Paper. The policy paper promised to be "able to fight dongside the best, against
the best.""

Moreover, 'The goverment believes that combat training - undertaken on a

national basis as well as with Allies - remains the best foundation for the participation of
the Canadian Forces in multilaterai missions."28
In 1995 Lieutenant-General Clements explained the meaning of the White Paper
to Canada's air force when he likened it to:
A series of concentlic circles. ...At the core are those
elements that contribute directly to combat operations; i.e..
fighter forces, maritime air, land aviation, and tactical
transport. Next to the core are those resources that provide
combat support, and fmaiiy, in the outer ring are Our training
=A, Knight, "Coping with a Post-Cold War EnWoument" 1948.

Canada did commit forces to be used for CM contingency operations in the 1994 White
Paper. For the air force, a wing of tighter aircrafi and a squadron oFtranspon aircraft. as
weU as the airpower associated with a brigade group and maritime task group were
pledged. Department of NationaI Defence, 1994 Defence White Paper (Ottawa: Canada
Communication Gmup, 1994). 34.
These more paciGst, or internationalist, were represented by a group caiied Canada 21. made up
of mostly Liberals h m the Trudeau era..
M. Shadwick, "interestùigTimes,"Canadian Defence Ouarterly (Vol. 26, No. 2. winter
9@, 3 1
" M. Shadwick, "A Conscabulary Future,'' Canadian Defence Quarterly (Vol. 26. No. 1,
m i n r i i r n n 061
X i
- -,,-1994 Defence White Paper, 14.
ibib, 34.

"
"

- "

and utility capabilities. ...Air Command will seek to absorb
reductions as much as possible h m the outer ring area~.'~

in short, Canada's military aircrew would focus on combat d e s within Canada's
traditional collective defence commitments. 30 However, the levei of forces available to
tùlfl the variety oFcombat roles was continually being eroded.
With the new millennium came a new planning document fmm the Department
of National Defence. It outlined a vision for Canada's forces that remained consistent
with the past. ïhis document, entitled 'Strategy 2020,' committed Canada's air force to
remain combat-capable for the next twenty years?' However, its reievance remains
questionable, not least of al1 because it was not a broad based political document, but an
internai one generated by the military. As a result, it may be taken over by events in the
future, as has happened in the past.

The roles Canada's air force fulfilled in the post-Cold War era resembled very
much the previous period, albeit with a smaller, rationalized fleet. The alliance legacy
continued, despite the turbulence of the extemal environment. Thus, it was the au force's
culture that prevailed. This culture is characterized by professional combat aviators who
always worked under the tutelage of the British or Arnericans. Canada's senior airmen
were al1 socialized within the Cold Warcontext, and brought up in the NATO and

NORAD belief systems. At al1 costs, the air force leadership strived to maintain its
combat d e s , perfected over decades of cooperation with its closest allies. What the

K Pennie, "Canada's Changing Air Force: Balancing Fiscal Reality with Tomorrow's
Needs," 14.
in March 1997 the new Defence Minister Young completed yet another review o f the
armeci forces. Of significance was that the goverment continued to support the major
tenets of the tg94 White Paper: mula-purpose, combat-capable forces thanks to the
persuasion of three of the four academics consulte& (Bercuson, Granatstein, and
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organization's culture proved ineffective at was the pursuit of h d i n g to maintain the size
of its forces.
The post-Cold War, as distinct h m the previous era, found the air force fulfilling
warfighting roles. In August 1990, CAF units deployed to the Persian Gulf following
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. The CAF operated CF-18s.

" Sea King t~elico~ters,~~
air-to-air

rehellers, and transport aircraft in theatre. Overall, many lessons were leamt during this
war; the rnost noteworthy was the importance of precision-guided munitions(PGMs) " to

decrease collateral damage and aircrew risks?'
The air force's second coalition war began in March 1999 and lasted 78 days as
NATO bombs fell on Serbian targets '--.vithout UN approval and with no immediate threat
to the border of a NATO country."36 In fact, the bombing was the first NATO action ever
taken against a sovereign state. As the campaign began Canada's six CF-I Ss stationed in
[taly took part. A monih Iater, there were eighteen CF-18s in theatre. Canadian pilots
flew 675 sorties dropping 533 bombs. Reflecting the personnel cuts, the eighteen tighter
aircraft used in the aerial campaign required half of Canada's combat ready fighter

32 Expanding on Canada's tighrer roles, they consisted of "sweeplescort and air-COsurface amck missions in addition to providing about one-fifth of the air defence for the
coalition's nava1 ffeetn There were twenty-six CF-18s deployed Of sigaificance was
that Canada's air force did not lose any assets during the war. However. it was caught off
guard when its pilats were asked to perfom air-to-surface amck missions. Canada's air
force had stopped training its European based püots in air to ground warfare a few
months earlier. Canada's pilots in the GuICWar received minimal training before
carrying out their fifty-si.bombing missions. R Guidinger, "Maintainhg Fighter Pilot
1992, 10.
Morde,"
" They retumed to the Gulf again in 1998 as things heated up.
PGM's provide more standoff, which is safer for crews. As weIi, their accuracy
impiies fewer missions to obtain the desired result, which again means Iess risk for the
aircrew.
35
Regrettab!~, Canada did nor spend much on PGMs in the aftrrmath. Consequentiy. a
few years later, jus prior ta the Dayton accord, NATO did not invite CF-18's to fly
missions over Bosnia as they lacked a PGM capabiiity.
As b m k H,îhc S f i m !ciidci
!ïk uj=
iü c ~ p û
! x ï 5% CVV rhk
Albanians h m Kosovo. ïht Serbian military was guilty of rape. tomire, and widespread
piiiaging in Kosovo, B. Came, "Going to Waf Maclean's 5 April1999.28.

pilets." Moreover, air force piamers estimated there were ody sufficieut combat ready
pilots to operate twe1ve aircnA over a six month campaign?'
OvenIi, the air force leamed h m this war that Canada needed more PGM'S?' as

welI as upgrades to the CF-18 to enmre interoperability with its NATO AIlies.

The

strategic reality for the CAF was that "the only overt-miiitary corifrontationthat Canada
could get involved in are extraîontinental o ~ c s , ' ~by' choice, within an Amcrican-led
coalition? Hence, it must be able to fight alongside Americans without behg a
hindrance.
Looking at peacekeeping operations in the 1990s. the more significant ones
occurred in Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, Honduras, and the former Yugoslavia. Once again,
the rnajority of the fiying was logistical, and carried out by transport and helicopter

squadrons. The exception was the expansion of UN flying to include maritime patrol
aircraft and fighter a i r ~ r a t t -The
~ ~ major difference during UN operations in the postCoId War era was that the aircraft encountered more threats than previously.u

LcoI. Dave Bashow et al.. "Mission Ready: Canada's Role in the Kosovo Air
g
Cmpaign," Canadian Militar~Journal Vol. 1, No. 1, S p ~ 2000,5542.
38 Repocted h m a senior Canadian Eighter pilot flying in the war. interview. 3 Frbrwry
2000, Stockholm. Sixry CF-18s daes not include the training squadron aircraft or test
aima fi.
39 On the training side, the tesson Ieamt was that more mphasis was needed on highlevel night attack, as welt as more combat ready Gghter pilots.
M
The tessons for the politicians were not new ones; warfare is blunt and requins Ume to
succeed. The Westem media focused on collateral damage, but the reality was that NATO
e m r s represented only 1/8" of a percenc of bombs dropped. in more general terms.
Western g o v m e n t s also leamt that medium threat conflicts couid allow them to
"exercise deterrence or coercion without any costs or casuatties at d."CNN, "NATO
press Briehg ac Shape in Belgium," '9 May 1999.
P. Buteux, "Sutheriand Revisited: Canada's Long-Term Strategic Situation." Canadian
Defence Ouanerly (Vol. 24, No. l, Sept 94). 7.
"Cana& is,at present one of a select few states possessing m
e
d forces of a sufficient
caiiber (in terms of professionalism and skilIed use of advanced technologies) capable of
participahg in coalition operations vital to the world economy or to globai stabiliey."
Bashow, Canada and the Future of CoUective Defence, 7.
The Aurons undertook CM operations to enforce the sea embargo ofthe former Yugoslavia.
and i8c CF-iôs s
W edurcing riie no-fiy zone o v r r Eosnia in iSE.
U~videnceof the dangers could be seen through the bulet holes in Canadian Hercules
aircraft ianding in Sarajevo and Griffon heIicopters cornmg under tire in Kosovo.
37

''

"
"

Canada's air force also canied out operations that fell under the broad umbrella
n s ~ ~ the air force helped
of aid to the civil power as part of its statutory o b ~ ~ a t i o Hence,
peacefully resolve the intemal security crisis at Oka in 1990" Moreover, the air force
had dedicated assets to assist the RCMP and local police forces:
[in the]collection of intelligence, the surveillance and
tracking of suspect vessels, aircraft and vehicles and,
provision of platforms for RCMP ship boarding parties and
helicopter traasportation to assist in surface, land or air
interdictions.'"
A different form of assistance to civil authorities carried out was disaster relief?

The missions flown consisted of troop and equipment transport to the affected regions,
personnel evacuations, emergency medical evacuation, communications relay, and
general reconnaissance of the disaster areas.
Interestingly, one role Canada largely abandoned in the 1950s is re-emerging,
that of NATO flying training in Canada W C ) , for which Bombardier was awarded a
2.85 billion contract over twenty yean? It is hoped that NFTC will put Canada back on
the map of worldwide pilot training, as Canada did during World War II. and after the
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Interview with Hercules pilot, BagoMIie, 10 ApnI 1997. interview with Griffon pilot.
Kingston, 3 Juin 2000.
"Review of Defence Poiicy Guidance Document," Canadian Defence Quanerly (Vol.
23, No. 3, March l994), 40.
Helicopters, Auroras, as wel1 as CF-5reconnaissance aircraft operated in the region.
47
1. Smith, "Canadian Forces Support Waron Dnigs," Forum I992,1?.
The more notable operations were the Saguenay fioods of 1996, the Manitoba floods of
1997, and the Montreal ice storm of 1998. The anned forces help during the ice storm
was "the larges deployment of mops ever to serve on Canadian soi1 in response to a
naniml disaster." A total of 16000 troops participated. M. Shadwick, "Of
Cormorans...and Ice," Canadian Defence Quartedy (Vol. 27, No. 3, Spring 98), 4.
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K. Pole, "Spreading our wîngs," Wmgs 75th Anaiversary Edition, 56.
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Alttiough this pmgnm has gained more internationalinteresç it could suffer
withdrawals if Bombardier's recent mismanagement continues. They airciafi are arriving
late, ia smalIer numbers, with unresoIved maiatmce problems. Their groundschool
pmgram riras not iinisneci on scneüde, ami was ofpoorquaüty. Aii the w*hïe
internationalstudent were sitring in Maose Jaw waitïng to begin their course. interview
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To gain an appreciation of the effects of the government's cost-cutting upon the
capabilities of the air force, an analysis of each aircraft Eieet is insightful. Beginning with
fighter forces, the closure of CF-18 squadrons in Germany decreased the number of
operational fighters from one hundred to seventy-hvo. The 1994 White Paper dictated a
M e r budget reduction of 25 percent for Canada's fighter

force^.^'

The result was

decreasing the CF-LSoperational fleet from seventy-two to sixty aircrafi, as well as
retiring the CF-5 following a costly

rade.^' At present, eighty-seven of Canada's one

hundred twenty-two CF-18s are in service. However, a defence memorandum recently
made public suggests a future reduction to forty-eight operational fighter aircrafi. It
becomes obvious that Canada is well beiow other nations with respect to fighter
capabilities in considering that Italy has 369 fighters, Spain 161, Netherlands 183, and
Switzerland 122.5'
The twenty-one Aurora/Acturus maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) were not spared
either. There are plans to retire the Actums aircrafi anci use a more sophisticated
simulator for pilot training and cut two of the remaining eighteen Aurora's. Cost cutting
also led to the retirement of the Tracker MPA as part of the air force*sfleet rationalization
program. Tbe remaining MPAs performed a variety of roles including sovereignty
operations, protection of the environment, protection of economic resources, monitoring
for illegal ships, NORAD counter-hgH evidence g a t h e ~ gand
, SAR:'

As well, the

aircrafi were used to project "Canadian values and interests a b r ~ a d , "as~ they
~

*' The Special Joint Commiaee on Canada's Defence Poticy had previously suggested
this.
1994 Defence White Paper, 48.
%.Reyno, "Putting the 'sting' back into the Homet,*' Wiim 75th hiversary Edition.

"
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The Aurora was used to shadow a vesse1 that was caught offloading 29 tones of
Hashish in Nova Scotia. J- Smith, "Canadian Forces Support War on Dnigs,"
1992, 11.
" E. Cable, "Canadian Manme Awaaon: Kequrem or Kenamancet" Canadian Uetence
27, No. 4, summer98). 13.
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participated in the UN sanctioned 'Operation Sharp Guard' patrolling the Adriatic.
Despite the versatiiity of the Auroras, theu main purpose remained anti-submarine
warfare, as capable submarinesS7continued to patrol the North American c ~ a s t s . ~ ~
Moving onto the combat-support side of the air force, aircraft were slowly
mothballed which Iefl twenty-six -birds in service by 1999. The T-birds were used for
different support roles such as simulating drug smuggling aircrafl, cruise missiles,
bombers, and aircraft in distress. As weU, the T-birds carried out electronic warfare
training for CF-18s and towed targets for the Navy. 59 For their part, the combat support
Challengers were scheduled for upgrades for EW training or coastal patrol, but neither
materialized with the budget cuts. The EW Challengers were phased out in April2000,
leaving only six Challengers for ViPIutility transport in ~ t t a w a , ~ ~
By contrast, the air force's transpon fleet waç fortunate to acquire severai aircraft
during the 1990s. These acquisitions benefited from cheu association with peacekeeping
operations. an easier political sell. The aûcraft purchased included five Hercules during
the Gulf War, as well as £ive Airbus A-310s" in 1992 as p m of a Canadian Airlines
bailout. Two additional Hercules were purchased in 1996 as attrition replacements.
These aircraft canied out the d e s of tactical and strategic airlift, tactical air-to-air
refuelling, ViP transport, evacuation of Canadians overseas, international humanitarian
relief. and SAR. At the same t h e the air force's Boeing 707s were mothballed, and the
Cosmopolitans were retirai following an expensive upgrade.
in one example, an Aumra bmught evidence of such submarine panols in Iuly 1995,
"[while] on patrol over the Arctic Ocean photographed debris on the permanent ice pack
h m a baillstic misde fired h m a Russian Typhoon-class submarine. only 350 km north
of Ellesmere Island in the Canadian Arctic archipeIago." Ibid, 12.
Looking towards the no&, Canada's air force a h canïed out a variety of opentions in
Canada's arctic. During the 1990s Aurura's did northem patrols, fighten deployed to
forward openting locations (Foi's), Hercules aircrafi flew re-suppty to Alerr, and Twin
Oner's stationed out of Yellowlaiife provided airlift and S A R iUI these are part of the
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Looking at the air force's rotary wing aircrafl, severai acquisitions occurred,
beginning with the purchase one hundred new utiIity helicopters in 1994. These
helicopters carried out a variety of d e s that included SAR, troop and ViP transport,
surveillance, special operations, counter-hg operations, UN support, firefighting, and
other aid to the civil power t a s k s However, the ~ o n t r a c was
t ~ ~criticized as a political
gifl to Quebec, as well as being a net Ioss in capabilities for the air force. Shadwick
highlighted this fact when he wrote:
The drop from three Anny-support types (i.e. the Kiowa
[used for light observation], Twin Huey, and Chinook [used
for heavy lifl support]) to one (Le., the Griffon) means a
breathtaking loss of capability and flexibility. With even our
smaller Allies loading up on Apaches, Cougars, Chinooks,
and the like. our reliance on a compmtively modest UiTH
could prove u n ~ i s e . ~
In Apnl 1998, the government announced the purchase of fi fteen CH- 149
Cormorant SAR helicopters to replace the aging Labrador helicopter and the Buffalo
aircrak6' It was no surprise politically that both the UTTH and SAR helicopters were
acquired before a new shipbome aircrafi (NSA), despite the latter being identified for
replacement several years earlier. The NSA platfom suffered the association with the
Cold War role of ASW which contiibuted to its cancellation in 1993.
The air force's culture had trouble overcoming public apathy for spending on a
warfighting platform. As was the case of the Canadian peace alliance arguing that the

EH401 (Canada's proposed NSA under the Conservatives) was being built to counter
threats that no longer existed. As part of election politics, the Liberals promised to axe
" Four of the

6ve A3 10-300 were converted to combi coa5guntion.

''www.airforce.dnbca

The Griffon was part of a 129 biltion-doiiarcontract with Bel1 Helicopters.
M. Shadwick, "Air Force Blues," Canadian Defence Quanerty (Vol. 75. No. 1, Sept
1995), 32.
6s The decision in part was a Function of negative press repow that highlighted the
iiciicoptcis inabiiiiy io hova on on~uginc.Tic Grmurmi inciuùeù advancd ieiîiures
such as reduced vibrations, three-enguie redundancy, and de-king capabilities. These

the program if elected. As a result, the program suffered fiom bad timing. The cost of
defaulting on the EH-101 contract was four hundred and seventy million dollars, not to
mention the net loss of capabilities for the Navy for another decade@
.'

Today, the Sea

King replacement remains a priority, and a political liability. The logic of procuring one
airframe for the multiple navaYSAR roles, as was the case with the original decision.
rernains in place.67 This naturally dictates a follow-on purchase of the Cormorant.
Unfortunately, this wouId mean the governent would be buying the very system it
cancelled. As a result, the decision is stalled, and it would not be surprising if the final
choice is another platform despite the additionai costs.

ORGANIZATIONALTHEORY
The post-Cold war tirneframe is unique in the study of the air force, as the
turbulent extemal environment did not bring about significant changes in the
organization's roles. This is largely due to the organization's culture. It did not overreact
and mirror the instability of the environment. The only significant roles that were
abandoned were strategic air-to-air refbelling and heavy-lifi helicopter operations.
Moreover, the new d e s that ernerged rnerely expanded upon previously assigned roles.
Such as, the use of PGMs within the air-to-surface attack role, tacticai air-to-air refbelling
replaced strategic, airspace control came to include counter-nmotics operations, and
flying training was expanded to include client States as it had in the past.
The consistency in roles can be atuibuted to the vision air force leaders
maintained throughout the period. The policy statement of every Commander of the air
force reflected the same views as outlined by General Clements in 1992; to maintain its

feanires make the SAR platform more reliable in bad weather. F. Bamford. "The
technoIogica1edge." Canadian Defence Ouarterly (Vol. 27, No. 1, aununn 1997), 45.
66 A. Knight "Coping with a Post-Cold War Environment." 19-48.
67
r. Edydvn, 'Tne En-iûi iïeiicopier,-Fonun Apni i9!Z,Z5. www.rindça, '"uekuçe
Planning Guidance 200 1' K. Pole, "Looking at Opaons," Wings 75th A~iversary
edition.
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core-combat capabilities. Regrettably, the assumptions behind the vision may have cost
too much in the end. When the vision was formdated, the thinkers codd not have
predicted the monumental spending cuts that would follow. In the end they did manage
to maintain the air force's core-combat roles, albeit at near negligible levels. The ability
to deploy a dozen operational fighter platforms for half a year is not much of a punch for
the eighth largest industrial power. Moreover, cutting the MPA fleet fiom twenty-one to
siuteen, considering Canada's vast coastline, is cornical. Compounding the impact of
these cuts is how modern warfare does not allow much opportunity for mobilizing
additional assets; war is now come as you are. The time required to acquue more aircrafi
is measured in years. Similarly, it takes several years to train a combat ready fiphter
Defence planners have tried to address this deticiency by allowing a five year
mobitization period in the event of a major war.@ Even if the air force had been given
accurate budget estimates at the bepinning of the I990s, it is unlikely its vision would
have changeci, with more roles eliminated in order to ensure capability in the remaining
d e s . The air force's culture prefes its wide array of combat roles.
More evidencc of hotv the air force's culture was dominant during the period was
its participation within US-led NATO air operations. There is Little doubt that NATO
tutelage was preferred by the CAF over UN operations. Similarly, the CAF's
organizational culture pushed for NORAD renewal &en its cost effkctiveness, and
contributes to the many ties it shares with the USAF.

The post-Cold War era showed how "airpower. ..can iufiuence the environment in
which a political senlement mus be reacheb" R A. Maso& "Air Power in Transition,"
Canadian Defence Quarterly(Vol. 27, No. 1, aunimn 97). 6. However, such a valuable
tool is not something that can be tumed off and on when desired As a military loses
highiy complex capabiiities, years and lots o f rnoney are required to regain the expertise
and equipment. W. Yost, and D. Mainguy "It's time to get serious about defence." Forum
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www.dnd.ca, see both 'Suategy 2020' and 'Defence Planning Guidance 2001' sections
on mobilization.
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Establishg the dominant roles that emerged during the period points to the air
force's participation in international stability operations, under the auspices of both

NATO and the UN. Following closely behind these operations would be Canada's more
traditional NATO commitments and its NORAD alert forces. Subjectively naming the air
force's preferred d e s leads towards combat roles and SAR. More specifically, the
socialization of the air force's leaders is exclusively fiom fighter flying. Not surprisingly,
the CF-18 is capable of doing d l three roles assigned to the air force in 1930s: air control,
battlefield air interdiction (BAI), and CAS. By contrast, SAR operations have emerged

as a preferred non-combat role, politically at least, as the media coverage is
overwhelmingly positive.
The post-Cold War also saw the air force organization resist change. The airforce
sought to purchase a NSA and SAR platform simultaneously, not least of al1 to ensure its
combat capability. Similarly, the air force was ready to cut its air demonstration team to
preserve budget dollars for combat related forces. However, in both these cases the
politicians reversed the air force's decisions.
Lookig at the sub-cultures within the air force, some of the negative impacts
that resistance leads to were also evident. Not swprising as Katz and Kahn argued,
groups that stand to lose power, or expertise that took years to develop, resist change.
Such sab-groups institutionalized their activities, even though they no longer keep up
with the times. For instance, the tactical helicopter leadership continued to display what
it valued as Vietnam-style tactics, as well as trying to fit weapons on a helicopter that was
not designed to do anything of the sort. Canada's air force never acquired a pIatfom
capable of heiicopter combat, nor did it ever perform such a role in the past. Once the
contract for a hundred Griffons was signed, the focus should have shifted to efficient use
of the cauabilities. mther than dwelling on the uast by han*!

pon it. Similarty. the

Navigator Officer cornmunity was successful in resisting theù fate as a specialization

from the pst. Current aircraft have a wide variety of reliable navigation systems based
on both internai and extemai sources.70 The only tasking the Navigator trade adequately
fulfls is that of sensor operators on Auroras; a job that most of Canada's allies use noncommissioned members to fulfl.
Expanding on the turbulence olthe era, as a mature organization the a u force
faced its own version of a downturn Ieading to what organizational theonsts cal1 a
tumaround crisis. Mature organizations must do several things to resolve these types of
problems: streamline, become more flexible, and adapt to the external environment. The
air force dehitely took steps to strearniiie through outsourcing, fleet rationalization,
decreasing its fleet size, cutting headquarters staff, and closing bases. Moreover, doing a
better job at marketing its non-combat roles with its warfighting platform provided some
added justification for the assets and showed its flexibility during peacetime.
General Paul Manson commented that public apathy and political neglect are
signs of the ti~nes.~'Some viewed the air force as striving to justie its existence by
fulfilling non-military roles. The reatity was that h1ftlling some non-military roles in
peacetime was what the a u force had done in the past. The difference was that now the

air force emphasized its participation in these activities through planning documents and
the media. These roles are referred to as assistance to the civil authorities. which is the
same official role the air force was given in 1924. Moreover, in the 1920s-30s the air
force performed non-military tasks to maintain basic skiiis. It was the a u force's ability
to serve the dual purpose of civilian and military flying that appealed to the politicians

s t e m a l systems are caIled 'inertiai refereoce sysiems' (IRS)which are usually laser based
eyroscopes. Extemal sources have becorne primariIy sateilite based such as the 'Global
Positioning System' (GPS)accurate to within one meter. Orher extemal systems axe radio wave
5*il c i i k t tuw Grqurucy su& iw tlie 'lvrrm' ~ysitnii,ur hi& hqucucy suc8 u ourni-riirn.uunai
beacons.
"P. Manson.
75th A ~ i ~ eEdition.
~ i y 8.

duting the interwar ~eriod." These marked the foundations of similar duties in the
1990s. Consequently, peacetime use ofa military air force does not always make
economic sense, nor should it, as long as combat related training is not cut beiow
acceptable levels. For instance, a Hercules that flies one sick baby fiom PEI to Halifax
for emergency care is expensive: yec, Canada did not need that aircnfi to îülfil our
foreip policy goals on that day, so why not use these opportunities for crew proficiency.
As Shadwick argues, the military:

Must avoid the temptation to jettison key quasi-military and
non-military tasks. The judicious retention of such tasks can
enhance military professionalism and contribute to the
preservation of the core combat capabilities of the Canadian

force^.'^
His comments can be interpreted as support for SAR and the Snowbirds, because these
high profile roles keep the billions flowing to the rest of the air force. [t is a necessary,
albeit political, trade-off.
During the post-Cold War period it has been the extemal environment that ended
up dictating capabilities, or lack thereof,as Canada's operationai fighter force was cut by
40 percent. Similarly, Canada did not keep up with Iike-minded nations in defence
spending either. Thus, the extemal environment determined the size of the air force's
fleet. Dissecting the external environment, the dominant factor was the govemment's
defence spending cuts, that led to a less capable air force for Canada, Retlecting upon the
task environment, the dominant event was the end of the Soviet k a t . Such a change
could have significantly impacted the mles of the air Force. However, Canada's
commitments to NATO. NORAD,and the UN, due in part to the air force's vision,
ensured the oganizational roles changed Iittle.
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Fcw criucizcxi h c FiAFwhrrt ii w u tuapping Gr nulth, Juing SAR, Jcüvcrùig uiiïii. stuppiuy
smugglers, fisheries panols, and kfigtiting during the 1920s and 30s.
M. ShadwiceA ConstabuIary Future," 32.

Looking at the four dimensions of goai setting outlined in Chapter One, aii were
present during the post-CoId War era. The importance ofthe historic dimension became
evident in the early 1990s as the future directions of defence forces were put into
question. The Liberals, while in opposition, hinted their future direction would be
towards the UNand peacekeeping, similar to Canada 21, as opposed to traditionai
alliance based warfighting commitments. However, once elected, the Liberal
govement published a comprehensive White Paper. in it, Canada's historic, or more
traditional values prevailed as Canada embraced its collective defence agreement in
NORAD and NATO, Moreover, the govement pledged to do so with multi-purpose
combat-capable forces, as it had done in the past. In this respect, the post-Cold War era
was similar to chat folIowing the Second WorId War as Canada's economics, culture, and
policies tied it to its traditional allies. Clavton defence objectives of 1946 were very
similar to today. In 1999, the Liberals were true CO their word, They did not hesitate to
back up NATO with fïrepower from Canada's air force. Similarly, the latest vision
statement from DND,'Strategy 2020T,outlines a combat focus for the next two decades.
The reactionary dimension was also present during the period as the government
changed the defence budget on a yearly basis. The previous year's planning had to be
redone each tirne; there was no long-tem plan. #en

faced with Uicremental cuts to

defence spending, the air force opted for the rational dimension of goal setting to help
decision-making. The air force did so by drawing up a business plan for the whole air
force. This consisted of a list of capabifities with the associated costs, afier which it
priontized them all, this list formed the basis for cuts.
As for the normative dimension, it was the air force's vision. stemming from the

organization's culture, which emphasized the retention of its cumnt roles. However, the

air force had less room to maneuver than previously as governent policy documents
effectively micro-managed the air force in some cases. Four examples of such

goveniment interference were when the fighter force was specincally targeted for a 25
percent budget cut, the Griffon was acquired as the sole replacement for Canada's tactical
helicopter fleet, the Polaris was bought with 1iuIe consultation, and the NSA was
cancelled outright foilowing a change in goveniment.
Discussing the budget cuts again, these were the key factor openting upon the
organization's extemal environment, and drastically reduced the CAF's capabilities.
Making matters worse was the rather codüsed and incremental nature of the spending
cuts. As the air force's funding remained inconsistent over the last decade, one
assumption that emerged was that the Defence Development Plan (DDP) was a rather
useless document to be arnended annually to reflect the following year's force structure.
Also, the lack of funding for the air force resuIted in interoperability problems, as midlife updates were put on hold. in coalitions such as NATO,leadership must cater to the
weakest link in the chain, and having radio communications in battle transrnitted in the
clear," is not only embarrassing, but also dangerous for al1 involved. Spending on
interopenbility is not a new argument either. it is the same reason that Major-General
MacBrien gave in 1923 to ensure the emerging RCAF could fight alongside the RAF.
'Strategy 2020' highlights that the United States is Canada's most important ally, and
interoperabilitywith its forces is a m~st.'~
Also linked to funding cuts is the shortage of combat-ready fighter pilots. This
shortcoming stems from two main reasons; a Iack of pay, and the desire to extend the Iife
of the CF-18. Canada's politicians want to put off any discussions of acquiring a new
fighter aimafi. This resulted in the decision to keep the CF-18sIonger by flying fewer
hours, and doing so in part by having fewer pilots in squadroas. However, the real result
is a much Iess potent force in tirnes of necd as this Ieads to a lack of deployable crews for
74
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a warfighting ~ p e n t i o n .Surely,
~ ~ Canada should be able to man the limited assets it has;
it is almost as if a façade of capability is the desired result,

''www.dndca, 'Strategy 2020'
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CONCLUSION
Reflecting on the entire case study, the body of theory on organizations provides
a usehl tool in the analysis of Canadian air force roles. The theoretical Framework
helped identifi the driving forces behind change in the organization. Moreover, the two
points posited as the most influential in changing roles were indeed the environment and
culture. These two factors appeared consistently over the case history. It is notable that
the air force's extemal environment dictated most of the changes in roles, except in the
last period studied, where the organization's culture was of greater influence.
Beginning with the inception of the RCAF in 1924, the dominant influence upon
the roles adopted was the environment. It pemitted more civilian roles as Canada had no
military threats in the 1920s and became the means to legitimize itself. By contrast, the

structure of the air force was shaped by its culture, or the socialization of Canada's
ainnen during World War 1. It was thcse veterans who contniuted to the establishment of

an independent Canadian air force in 1924. As the Interwar Period came to a close, a
shiîl in roles occurred primarily due to changes in the organization's task environment, as
war in Europe became likely. OnIy then did the RCAF begin adopting a series of combat
roles. Nonetheless, the structure of the air force could not effectively deal with the influx
of new money, which led to a general level of unpreparedness when the war finally broke
out. The leadership of the air force in the 1920s was selected based on flying exploits,
and thereafter did little to develop the managerial skills involved in mobilizing a nucleus
type air force.

in studying the World War iI period, the RCAF witnessed a transformation in its
size and roles. The most significant change was the adoption of strategïc bombing with
sizeable resources. This new role was not debated by Canadians prior to or during the
conflict. It was, in effect, imposed by the RAF upon the RCAF. Helping the RAF in this

matter was Canada's politicianss desire to avoid conscription. Similarly, Canada's Prime
Minister promoted the BCAïP as the best solution for Canadian spending at home, which
produced fewer casuaities. However, as a product of this plan, Canadian aircrew ended
up as warm bodies for British air strategy. Canada simpIy did not want, nor even vied to
play a role in Grand Strategy. Here again. this highlights the dominant influence the
extemal environment played upon the roIes adopted by the organization. Similarly, the
advent of major power warfare upon the RCAF task environment also brought about a
host of new tactical roles. By contnst, the RCAF's cuIture did not influence the roles
very much, as they allowed the organization to gow. Moreover, its leadership had been
exclusively socialized in the RAF's military institutions which had promoted the virtues
of strategic airpower.
The Cold War began very much as a reactive period. Demobilization left the
RCAF very weak as 1946 was the tirne for a peace dividend. However, the 'Iron Curtain'
and the Soviet's actions in Eastern Europe impacted upon the air force task environment.
A new threat emerged. With the advent of the Korean war and the explosion of an atomic

device by the Soviet Union, NATO was born. Hence, it was the turbulent environment
that lead to changes in Canada's air force d e s yet again. The 1950s were unique as
Canada could afford to spend on defence without cuning 0 t h governent programs.
However, as the Cold War progressed, the Canadian government repeatedly cut air force
suength, right up until the present. Consequently, government spending began dictating
capabilities, but to a lesser extent the RCAF's roles. One signiticant exception was the
adoption of tacticaI nuclear weapons as armament for Canada's fighter aircraft in the
1960s. This led to a great debate in Canada. in which the RCAF's culture proved
effective at convincing the politicians to accept a nuclear rote, aibeit oniy for the shortterm. Thus demonstrates how the envitonment and cuiture contributed to change<in
d e s of the air force organization.

Ais0 of significance in the 1960s was the perceived lack of govenunent control
over the air force during the Cuban missile crisis. This misunderstanding led, in part, to
the re-organization of the military that left the air force without any overarching
authority. Nonetheless, 'unification' did not significantly impact upon the roles of the air
force. However, it was not the best long-term solution to maintain and develop the
unique contribution air power had in the military equation. It was only after the air
force's culture pushed to convince senior politicians that the air force finally received its

unified voice once again with AiRCOM in 1975.
In the late 1980s it was once again events acting upon the air force's environment
that affected the air force capabilities, but surprisingly not so much its roles. This can
only be explained by the consistent vision expressed by the leaders of the air force when
faced with adversity. These nvo key events were the faIl of the Berlin Wall in 1989, and
Canada's spiraling deficits.
Using the lifespan model, it can be seen that during the three earlier periods, it
was predominantly the environment that shaped the roles. As the air force organization
went from its inception in the binh stage, tbrough its leadership crisis in the Iate 1930, to
the youth stage, it was the environment that dictated most changes in roles. At the
begiming of World War II, once again, mainly envuonmental factors brought about both
the transition to the midlife stage and fmally mature stage of the organization. Not until
later on, in the1990s, did the air force's culture have a p a t e r influence upon its roles. In

a way the environment was consuained by the organUations culture, but such influence is
usually short-lived should an organization wish to survive.
Regrettabiy, the air force leadership did not foresee the extent of cost cutting as
they formulated their vision in the eady 1990s. At present, the air force's roles remain

Iargely the same as during the Cold War. but with much fewer assets to oerform them- As
Douglas Bland wrote "Sometimes, cultural responses may become so dogmatic that

problems wiii be rnanipulated to fit the culture's preferred expectations and solutions.
Cultures can define and de@ reality."'7 The ceal condusion of this period remains
uncertain, but will depend largely on how the economy does in the next few years.
Should a continued prosperous p e n d occur, that would iikely perpetuate the statu quo.
However, should a recession arise, Canada's air force would not likely maintain
al1 its current warfighting roles as its cdture would prefer. More reductions across the
board would be one proposal, but that would be a naïve solution. The environment has
already rendered the current vision unreatistic. Having fewer assets flying less hours yet
maintaining the air force's current commitments and d e s is simply masking the reality
of irrelevant force Ievels.
A change in vision is required. The air force must meet its objective while

buying new platforms. not by cutting flying hours. Hence, the new vision rnust
contemplate the fiscal realities. The three-to-one rotation ratio of NATO and UN
commitments is unrealistic with Canada's air force assets; it is time to abandon NATO air
force commitments. To remain in the combat aircnfi business effectively means that
Canada's iïghter assets would serve the sole purpose of the protection of North America.
For this, two squadrons of twenty upgraded aircraft is adequate.78 Moreover. selling one
third of the üïTH fleet is a reasonable answer to budget cuts. Canada simply bought too
many of this purely support platform. Moreover, the remaining üïTH must focus
exclusively on peacekeeping, not quasi-warfïghting coles. Similarly, the NSA can be
scaled down to the acquisition of fifieen platforms for enhanced coastal defence instead
of NATO naval obligations. The statu quo m a t remain with transport and SAR
squadrons for political reasons. By contrast, MPA should be upgraded and fully utilized
off Canada's coasts, these platforms are important to Canada's sovereignty. Al1 other air
n Bland, Chiefi of Defence, 5.

To include planning for a replacement in 2015, and a training squadron of 12 aimai?.

force d e s should be terminated to ailow funds for new acquisitions. The new Canadian
air force would have many roles cut, yet, preserve sensible force Ievels in the roles that
remain.
A more drastic approach, that the cdture would iikely oppose, is to move away

Gom combat roles towards predominantly peacekeeping and assistance to civil power.
Such an approach would gain support if relative peace were to continue another two
decades and Canada's economy were to slow, in such a scenario the air force's
warfighting labeled platfonns would have to be replaced because of age, yet, would not
be. If such a drastic shift in focus was adopted a name change and new cultural
foundation would be required. [t would not simply be a re-shaping of the past air force
organization. No matter the future outcome, it is the environment and culture which will
shape the d e s of Canada's air force.
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